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ABSTRACT 
 
 Welcome Home Ranch rockshelter is located in the Palmer Divide region of 
Colorado. The archaeological evidence on site suggests that this rockshelter was occupied 
between the Late Archaic period (c. 1000 BC – AD 150) and Early Ceramic period (c. 
AD 150- 1150). Excavations at Welcome Home Ranch provided a dataset of lithics, 
ceramics, and features with which to test ideas about prehistoric life during this 
transitional time frame between the Archaic stage and the Late Prehistoric stage. It is 
during this transitional time period, c. AD 150, that the Palmer Divide region and its 
prehistoric residents experienced a variable climate, a change in demographics, 
technology, settlement, and economy. Through a combination of methods and 
methodologies, this paper seeks to use Welcome Home Ranch as a case study in order to 
test hypotheses surrounding these changes in prehistoric life. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Welcome Home Ranch rockshelter (5EL715) is located in Elbert County, 
Colorado. This rockshelter holds the archaeological record of a few thousand years of 
prehistoric occupation. Excavations have revealed artifacts that date from the Late 
Archaic period (1000 B.C. –A.D. 150) to the Early Ceramic period (A.D. 150-1150). The 
culture most closely associated with this area during the transitional phase from the 
Archaic stage into the Early Ceramic period is the Plains Woodland culture (Gilmore 
1999). 
 Welcome Home Ranch is situated in the area known as the Palmer Divide (figure 
1.1). This is a distinct landscape from that of the surrounding Plains in that it sits at an 
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altitude of over 7000 ft. (Trimble 1980) and contains a diverse range of micro-
environments, including rolling hills, dense forests, and river valleys (Shelford 1963). 
Within this unique area there is an abundance of resources in the way of large and small 
game as well as a mixed assortment of edible plants that attracted prehistoric peoples. A 
combination of resources from the Plains ecological-zone to the east and the Rocky 
Mountain ecological-zone to the west provided populations living in the Palmer Divide 
easy access to raw materials and food resources throughout the year.  
 
Figure 1.1: Relief map of Colorado showing Prehistoric areas separated by region, 
including the topographically distinct Palmer Divide Area between the Platte River Basin 
and the Arkansas River Basin (base map adapted from Colorado Resurvey). 
 
 Sitting in an intermittent drainage, the low-lying position of Welcome Home 
Ranch rockshelter is hidden from view on the surrounding landscape. This rockshelter is 
part of a massive sandstone outcrop of the Dawson Arkose Formation running the length 
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of the drainage for hundreds of meters, reaching over 20 meters in height (figure 1.2). 
The small overhang is the only area along this outcrop that provides significant shelter 
from the elements. In addition, its orientation towards the southwest also provides the 
optimal regulation of temperature year round. In the heat of the summer, for example, as 
the sun is high in the sky, the overhang of the shelter provides shade. In the winter, 
however, the southwest orientation of the shelter captures a majority of the sun’s rays 
during much of the day, providing occupants with some warmth.  
 
Figure 1.2: Welcome Home Ranch Rockshelter, prior to excavations (photo courtesy of 
Stan Bryant 2011). 
 
 To the east lies Bijou Basin, a river valley once traversed by prehistoric peoples 
as a corridor through the Palmer Divide to the Platte River Basin to the north (Guy Hays 
2008) (figure 1.3). This valley also contained many of the important resources used by 
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prehistoric groups, such as lithic sources, water, and faunal habitat (Guy Hays 2008). 
Located in a naturally advantageous space close to this valley, the rockshelter at 
Welcome Home Ranch was ideal for year-round habitation and long-term occupations. 
 
Figure 1.3: Aerial photomap showing Bijou Basin to the east of Welcome Home Ranch 
rockshelter (marked in red) (taken and adapted from the USGS). 
 
An analysis of prehistoric life on the Palmer Divide is less well developed than it 
is in the mountains, plains, and foothills (Gilmore 2005:15; Guy Hays, 2008). Mostly, 
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this is due to the fact that unlike the mountains and foothills, the Palmer Divide area is 
dominated by privately owned land. Cultural resource management firms conducted most 
of the archaeological investigations in the area, although construction in the area has been 
relatively limited. In general, there has been less academic work and interpretation done 
regarding the Palmer Divide. Additionally, small sites that sit on private land, like that of 
Welcome Home Ranch, are rarely open for academic inquiry. It is most likely the case 
that private property owners are not aware of the potential these sites have to the 
scientific community. This site is one example of how private land owners and academic 
institutions can cooperate and together shed light on the value each individual site plays 
in the understanding of prehistoric life in the region. 
 Property owners and managers worked with Metropolitan State University of 
Denver’s Anthropology Department and agreed to have this rockshelter excavated by 
students. Under the direction of Michelle Lappegard, students completed a season of 
fieldwork in the fall and early winter of 2011. From those cultural materials unearthed 
during the initial excavation of this rockshelter, it was obvious that this site held the 
potential to inform us about many important aspects of prehistoric life, especially in the 
areas of technology, economy, subsistence, settlement, and social history. A combination 
of the ceramic and lithic artifacts, as well as features, on site provides important 
information regarding areas of prehistoric industry, subsistence, and settlement habits. 
University students only scratched the surface with their excavations, however, and the 
interior of the rockshelter had yet to be explored. Rockshelters themselves provide great 
conditions for archaeological investigations. Due to the nature of their depositional 
environment and coverage from the elements, rockshelters are known for their 
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preservation of cultural materials (Waters 1997). It was for this reason that I proposed 
further archaeological investigation at Welcome Home Ranch.  
A CONTEXT OF THE PLAMER DIVIDE 
 Initial excavations revealed occupations at Welcome Home Ranch likely dated to 
the Early Ceramic period (AD 150-1150). The Palmer Divide and the Platte River Basin 
at this time were characterized by several cultural and environmental changes. During the 
transition from the Late Archaic period into the Early Ceramic period there is evidence 
that the greater Plains region was experiencing several variable climatic episodes. 
Geologic and paleo-environmental evidence suggests that the transition between the Late 
Archaic period and Early Ceramic period in eastern Colorado was marked by droughts 
and a high frequency of unstable climate variations (Cook et al. 2004; Forman et al. 
2008; Gilmore 2008; Gilmore and Sullivan 2010; Shuman et al. 2009; Woodhouse and 
Overpeck 1999). However, there is evidence to suggest that while the greater Plains 
region was experiencing drought the Palmer Divide and Platte River Basin had higher 
degrees of effective moisture (Muhs 1985). Drawn to a region with a more stable and 
ecologically productive environment, prehistoric groups migrated to the Palmer Divide 
during this period.   
 While prehistoric hunter-gatherer population in the region had already been 
increasing from the beginning of the Archaic stage, c. 7000 BC, during the Early Ceramic 
period the Palmer Divide and Platte River Basin experienced a rapid increase in 
population (Gilmore 2008). As both demographics and the environment of the Palmer 
Divide changed the economy of the region began to develop. There is evidence that trade 
networks grew within the region (Gilmore 1999, 2008, 2008b; King 2006). For 
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prehistoric hunter-gatherers on the Palmer Divide the Early Ceramic period was a time of 
change. 
 In the midst of all these changes the everyday lives of prehistoric hunter-gatherers 
were affected. Despite the increasing population density of the region there is evidence of 
a trend in the decreasing mobility of hunter-gatherer groups at this time. A majority of 
sites dated to the Early Ceramic period exhibit characteristics of relatively sedentary 
occupants (Gilmore 1999). This shift in settlement patterns occurred around the same 
time that prehistoric groups in the region adopted the use of two new technologies.    
Earliest dates place the emergence of ceramics in the region around A.D. 150 
(Gilmore 1999). Characterized as un-decorated functional wares, the ceramics found in 
the region are typically cord-marked in style (Ellwood 1995; Gilmore et al. 1999; Zier 
and Kalasz 1991). Similarly, during the Early Ceramic period there is a gradual shift from 
the use of dart points, used in atlatl (or spear) technology, towards the use of the bow and 
arrow (Cassells 1997; Gilmore 1999). Hypotheses contend that the presence of these new 
technologies does not represent a migration of a culturally-different population into the 
area. Rather, it has been argued that these technologies are the result of the diffusion of 
ideas and cultural influence from more sedentary groups along the Platte River valleys in 
Nebraska and Kansas who were indirectly linked to Mississippian cultures (Gilmore et al. 
1999:175-180, 2008b).  
 Together, the introduction of ceramics and the adoption of the bow and arrow 
indicate a subtle shift in prehistoric group’s subsistence strategies, from the decreased 
reliance on large game to perhaps a greater dependence on plant resources and small 
game (Gilmore et al. 1999). The unpredictability of the environment in this region may 
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have affected large game populations, as growing season and grazing habitats were 
affected by the climatic fluctuations. Prehistoric hunter-gathers, who relied on large game 
as a primary resource, may have had to restructure their diet by incorporating smaller 
game (whose populations are less affected by climatic variations) and plant resources. It 
has therefore been proposed that prehistoric groups on the Plains of Colorado adopted 
bow and arrow technology and ceramic technology due to a change in their diet, a change 
made in response to an unstable climate.  
It has been proposed that as regional population increased and groups became 
more sedentary during this transitional phase, prehistoric hunter-gatherers’ relationship 
with the landscape became more complex (Gilmore 2008:87). Settling in one space for a 
longer period of time might have led hunter-gather groups to gain a greater personal and 
protective sentiment towards the land they inhabited. There is evidence, for example, that 
mortuary practices in the foothills and on the Plains of Colorado became more complex 
during the Early Ceramic period, including a greater frequency of secondary burials in 
prominent areas of the landscape (Gilmore 2008b). It’s possible that as prehistoric 
populations grew during the Early Ceramic period, prehistoric people began to recognize 
certain places on the landscape as important to their distinct group.  
RESEARCH ORIENTATION  
 Welcome Home Ranch is situated to produce the necessary archaeological data to 
test hypotheses about prehistoric technologies, economy, subsistence, and settlement 
patterns, as well as a changing social atmosphere in the Palmer Divide during Early 
Ceramic period. The scope of this study focuses on the rockshelter at Welcome Home 
Ranch, but also incorporates research on the wider cultural and environmental 
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characteristics of the Palmer Divide during this transitional time period. I take into 
account these five themes as a way to test ideas about changes in prehistoric cultural life: 
1. chronology of the site, 2. artifact technologies and site function, 3. subsistence 
strategies, 4. settlement patterns at this site, and 5. prehistoric hunter-gatherers’ changing 
relationship with the Palmer Divide landscape.  
 In order to answer questions related to these five themes my research is broken 
down into three main parts, including a paleo-environmental review, an analysis of the 
archaeology on site, and a landscape analysis around Welcome Home Ranch. The paleo-
environmental chapter focuses on reviewing the most recent data on the climate of the 
Palmer Divide and Platte River Basin between the Late Archaic and Early Ceramic 
periods. However, the goal of that chapter is not simply to review that data but to further 
analyze how prehistoric life in this region could have been affected by a variable climate. 
Within that chapter ideas about the changes seen in prehistoric subsistence strategies and 
settlement patterns are tested.   
 The archaeology of Welcome Home Ranch was analyzed to study aspects of the 
technology, economy, subsistence, settlement and social behaviors of occupants. The 
materials analyzed to address these themes include lithics, groundstone, ceramics, and an 
architectural feature. Several statistical tests are used within this analysis with the aim at 
generating accurate and informed hypotheses. A comparative analysis of datasets from 
Franktown Cave, another prehistoric camp in the Palmer Divide region (figure 1.4), was 
also used to test ideas related to the themes above. Having occupations dating to the same 
Late Archaic and/or Early Ceramic time periods (Gilmore and Larimore 2003), 
Franktown Cave has data with which to make meaningful comparisons, especially as it 
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relates to trends in site function and settlement during this transitional phase in the 
Palmer Divide.  
 
Figure 1.4: Map of the Palmer Divide demonstrating Franktown Cave’s proximity to 
Welcome Home Ranch rockshelter (image adapted from Gilmore and Larmore 2003:53).  
  
The analysis of Welcome Home Ranch would not be complete without 
considering its importance as a space on the greater cultural landscape of the Palmer 
Divide during this transitional phase for prehistoric cultures. Landscape is not always 
synonymous with the natural environment. Rather, the landscape is the product of 
cultural processes within a natural space (Anschuetz et al. 2001:164). The relationship 
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prehistoric communities maintained with their physical environment, through their daily 
activities, beliefs, and values, transformed physical spaces into meaningful places 
(Anschuetz et al. 2001). It was my intention to explore the ways in which prehistoric 
groups’ relationship with the landscape might have changed in the face of all the cultural 
developments occurring during the transition between the Late Archaic and the Early 
Ceramic periods. 
PROJECT DESIGN 
 Over the course of this research, ground-penetrating radar, excavations, GIS 
predictive modeling, ethnographic analogy, and statistical analyses of artifacts were all 
utilized in an effort to accumulate facts and data regarding Welcome Home Ranch. In 
order to present the reader with the cultural context of the area and theoretical 
background, a brief cultural history highlights the changes between the Archaic and Late 
Prehistoric stages. These changes include the adoption of new technologies, the growth of 
an economy, different subsistence strategies, a shift in mobility patterns, and the 
development of more elaborate mortuary rituals.  
 In order to give context to these changes presented in the background, I delve 
further into the role the environment and climate played between the Late Archaic and 
Early Ceramic periods. It was necessary to investigate previous regional climatic 
episodes so that I could to draw connections and posit hypotheses regarding the Late 
Archaic/Early Ceramic transitional period. I reviewed the most recent paleo-
environmental research from several regional reports, including the analysis of the tree-
ring, aeolian, peat, lake, and pocket-fen records (Clarke and Rendell 2003; Cook et al. 
2004; Forman et al. 2008; Gilmore and Sullivan 2010; Shuman et al. 2009; Woodhouse et 
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al. 2011). These datasets strongly suggest that around A.D. 100-500 (the transitional time 
between the Late Archaic and Early Ceramic period) Colorado experienced a variable 
and unpredictable climate. Due to a fluctuation in the moisture content and temperatures 
of the area, growing seasons were less predictable which was unfavorable for large game 
populations (Benedict 1999:7). These circumstances might have been one of the more 
important factors behind cultural changes seen in prehistoric life during this transitional 
phase on the Palmer Divide. It is not my intention to simply review these data, but to 
further analyze the impact an unstable climate might have had on prehistoric life on the 
Palmer Divide during this time. 
 The field methods chapter provides a look into the methodology, procedures, and 
techniques used for the excavations I conducted on site. While the research carried out by 
Metro resulted in important conclusions about the site, I felt further excavation was 
necessary. For example, the area within the drip line of the rockshelter needed a more 
thorough examination, as Metro’s team placed only one shallow excavation unit there. 
Furthermore, previous excavation revealed that sandstone boulders lay underneath the 
ground surface, making it near impossible to continue with excavation. Therefore, I 
decided to utilize ground-penetrating radar (GPR) to get an idea of where these boulders 
lay below the ground surface to help designate future unit locations on site. The use of 
GPR on site proved to be highly effective and was analyzed to identify potential features, 
rock fall, and to distinguish the various strata. Based on the GPR results, several areas of 
interest were identified. Additional excavations, using interpretations from the GPR 
results, took place in the summer of 2012 under my direction. After excavations a 
comparative analysis to the GPR data led to the identification of a potential architectural 
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feature. The evidence and discussion of this feature are found within the field methods 
chapter.  
A thorough cataloguing of the materials collected form excavation led to the 
compilation of an archaeological dataset for Welcome Home Ranch. The large sample of 
lithics, groundstone, and ceramics from Welcome Home Ranch provided the best way to 
make inferences about the chronology, technology and site function, subsistence 
strategies, as well as mobility patterns of previous occupants. Utilizing theories 
developed by Robert Kelly (1983; 1992). Lewis Binford (1978; 1983), George Knight 
and James Keyser (1983), and Michael Shott (1997), I analyzed the stone tools for their 
form, function, and use wear in order to make inferences into all four of these themes.  
Without any funds for carbon-14 dating, or any other absolute dating techniques, 
a chronological analysis on site relied predominantly on indirect methods for defining a 
time frame of occupations. Unfortunately, the integrity of the stratigraphy on site was 
compromised, as evidenced by constant encounters with animal burrows and roof 
spalling. Therefore, a majority of the chronological analysis had to rely on diagnostic 
artifacts like projectile points and ceramics. Using classification equations developed by 
Knight and Keyser (1983), several of the projectile points collected on site were 
statistically analyzed for a potential time frame. Furthermore, a typological analysis of 
those projectile points was also used, in conjunction with the classification equations, to 
narrow the time range of prehistoric occupations. Ceramics were analyzed on two fronts. 
An analysis of the ceramics provided information about the time frame of occupations, 
but an investigation into the styles of these ceramics was also beneficial to recognizing 
the identity of occupants. Despite not having any absolute dating methods at my disposal, 
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accurate hypotheses regarding the time span of occupations and the cultural identities of 
occupants were generated.  
The stone tool assemblage of Welcome Home Ranch was analyzed to test ideas 
about the site’s function. A site’s function, designated by the economies and activities 
performed on site, is a key part of any archaeological analysis. In particular I wanted to 
test ideas about whether this site functioned as a logistical camp, one in which a smaller 
group on individuals are focused on a more specific set of tasks, or as a residential camp, 
in which the entire group was residing long-term. While artifacts can be individually 
analyzed for their potential uses by prehistoric people, an analysis of the stone tool 
assemblage as a whole provides more insight into the prevalence of different activities 
performed at Welcome Home Ranch. Therefore, an analysis of the stone tool assemblage 
was used to produce hypotheses regarding the technologies, economies, and functions of 
Welcome Home Ranch. 
Some archaeological research has already been done in the Palmer Divide, 
including investigations at Franktown Cave, (Gilmore 2008; Gilmore and Larimore 2003; 
King 2006). Data collected on the stone tool assemblages from Franktown Cave’s various 
chronological contexts were used to make comparative analyses to the stone tool 
assemblage at Welcome Home Ranch. Comparing Welcome Home Ranch to Franktown 
Cave was done to understand trends in cultural behavior, specifically related to the trends 
in site function and settlement patterns, between the Late Archaic and Early Ceramic 
period. 
The material culture on site was also analyzed to test ideas about the subsistence 
strategies and diets of prehistoric occupants. While a trash midden was never discovered, 
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and all physical traces of the foods occupants once ate disintegrated, there are indirect 
ways of determining the diets of prehistoric groups. With a general assumption that the 
groups inhabiting this rockshelter were hunter-gatherers, aspects of their material culture, 
including the projectile point technologies on site, as well as ceramics and ground stone, 
can indicate a more specific range of foods they incorporated in their diet. Although not 
ground breaking ideas to test, the hypotheses regarding subsistence changes in the Early 
Ceramic period are still anthropologically interesting. 
 Mobility and settlement patterns have long been a focus of prehistoric 
archaeology in Colorado (Gilmore et al. 1999:206). Individuals like Lewis Binford 
(1972), Robert Kelly (1983;1992), and Michael Shott (1997) make up the backbone of 
my theoretical framework regarding the settlement strategies of prehistoric hunter-
gatherers. Within my analysis I utilize Binford’s classic forager-collector model of 
settlement (Binford 1972). His model concerns how prehistoric groups logistically 
manage the allocation of resources versus where they decide to make camp. The 
expression of these different settlement models can be seen in the nature of the materials 
left behind. In particular the analysis of stone tools can provide insight into the nature of 
settlement habits of prehistoric groups (Shott 1997). Through a detailed analysis of the 
stone tool assemblage at Welcome Home Ranch, hypotheses of the settlement patterns of 
those inhabiting this rockshelter were produced. As to not over-simplify this analysis, 
however, I chose to rely on alternative data sources, including the presence of ceramics, 
groundstone, and a potential architectural feature, in order to thoroughly test ideas about 
prehistoric settlement.  
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Understanding the cultural identities of occupants, their technology and economy, 
their subsistence, and settlement habits, is just one portion of the analysis of prehistoric 
life at Welcome Home Ranch.  In order to complete a review of prehistoric life on the 
Palmer Divide I chose to conduct a landscape analysis from the perspective of inhabitants 
of this rockshelter. By considering the prehistoric inhabitants at this site as they might 
have related to the changing landscape of the Palmer Divide I explored three concepts, 
including collective social memory, territory/territoriality, and site-catchment. 
A site-catchment analysis considers those natural resources lying within economic 
range of individual sites (Vita-Finzi and Higgs 1970:5). The key aspect in this analysis 
evaluates the economic resources of a landscape. While this theoretical approach 
continues to be used in settlement-pattern research, I wanted to explore its applicability 
using newer quantitative methods and research technologies. With the aid of geographical 
information systems (GIS) predictive modeling, I approach these classic settlement 
concepts, including migration patterns, site-catchments, viewsheds, and territory, with a 
new methodology. Using GIS, for example, I updated the perspective on the site-
catchment around Welcome Home Ranch and provided a more realistic analysis of how 
prehistoric groups living at this rockshelter traversed the landscape for resources. 
 Traditional settlement theories, like those proposed by Binford, have been more 
recently criticized for their narrow analysis of prehistoric landscapes. By focusing on the 
prehistoric landscape from an economic and functional perspective, some have argued 
that there is a general disregard for human agency and little consideration of a group’s 
deeper relationship with the landscape (Anschuetz et al. 2001). The relationship between 
people and the spaces they occupy is shaped by daily experiences, cultural ideologies, 
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and the social interaction with others (Anshchuetz et al. 2001). In addition to studying the 
economic aspect, I attempted to strike a balance in my landscape analysis by considering 
the social and ideological aspects as well. Pulling from the works of Ruth Van Dyke 
(2008;2011), Richard Bradley (2000), Maria Nieves Zedeño (2008), and Keith Basso 
(1996) I analyzed the landscape of the Palmer Divide, using the rockshelter at Welcome 
Home Ranch as my case site. 
Relying heavily on the use of ethnographic analogy, or the examination of a 
known culture to reconstruct ideas about an unknown culture (Bradley 2000), I draw 
from the Ute Mountain Ute culture of Colorado to test ideas about these three concepts as 
they relate to prehistoric groups in the Palmer Divide. In particular, through an 
examination of the creation stories of the Ute Mountain Ute told by Alden Naranjo and 
Monica Lujan (2000), I test hypotheses regarding social collective memory of prehistoric 
hunter-gatherer groups in the Palmer Divide.  
 Additionally, using GIS software I produced a viewshed analysis around the 
rockshelter. In order to gain a different perspective on the choice to occupy Welcome 
Home Ranch beyond its advantageous location on the landscape, I wanted to test ideas 
about territory and private space as it related to visibility. Central to my landscape 
analysis, I ultimately use Welcome Home Ranch as a case study to test ideas about how a 
changing cultural environment during this transition between the Late Archaic and the 
Early Ceramic periods affected prehistoric groups’ relationship with the landscape of the 
Palmer Divide. 
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HYPOTHESES 
 Before research began, I posed hypotheses that people inhabiting this site would 
match culturally and behaviorally with those of the Platte River Basin (figure 1.1). I 
posed the idea that, similar to other sites in the area, there would be evidence of a change 
in technologies between the Late Archaic context and the Early Ceramic context at 
Welcome Home Ranch. Stratigraphically, this would best be seen in the presence of dart 
points at lower elevations, followed by their replacement by increasingly smaller arrow 
points as well as the appearance of ceramics. The shift in technology preferences may 
have resulted from a shift in subsistence strategies. I hypothesized that due to the high 
climate variability prehistoric peoples began to consume more plants and practice limited 
agriculture in order to supplement a diet based on highly variable food resources. Instead 
of moving to a region with potentially better resources I postulate that prehistoric groups 
during the Early Ceramic settled in this area more permanently than before. With less 
residential mobility, and evidence of an increasing population (Gilmore 2008), the 
Palmer Divide region may have become a space where the socio-political relationships 
between prehistoric groups developed.  
 After excavations took place at Welcome Home Ranch, however, many of these 
hypotheses had to be rejected and new hypotheses had to be proposed. The archaeology 
on site, for example, revealed occupations to be associated with the Late Archaic and 
Early Ceramic time periods. Archaeologically speaking, the integrity of the stratigraphy 
at Welcome Home Ranch made it difficult to identify distinct habitation layers and 
discern any meaningful separation in time. Statistical analyses provided enough evidence 
to make the case that this site was occupied somewhere between 1000 B.C. to A.D. 1150. 
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Based on the statistical fact that the presence of ceramics, dart points, and arrow points 
are not stratigraphically separated in time, it is my contention that this site was most 
likely occupied at the transition of these two time periods, perhaps starting just before the 
Early Ceramic (pre- A.D. 150), but no later than the Middle Ceramic (post- A.D. 1150).  
The variable climate on the eastern half of Colorado during the transition between 
the Late Archaic and Early Ceramic period provides evidence that the environment was 
less predictable than before (Gilmore and Sullivan 2010). If resources were less reliable, 
one might predict a migration of prehistoric groups to an area with greater reliability. 
This appears to be the case, as population density increased in the Platte River Basin and 
in the Palmer Divide during this time period (Gilmore 2008). If climate became 
increasingly unpredictable it is also likely that the habits and habitats of large game 
(which were a main part of any prehistoric diet) also changed. During the Early Ceramic 
period, therefore, it is likely that groups in this region adjusted their diets by increasing 
their reliance on smaller game and plant resources. 
Similar to other sites in the Palmer Divide, Welcome Home Ranch holds evidence 
of technologies characteristic of two different time periods. However, while many may 
see the archaeology of these time periods as being categorically distinct, the adoption of 
new technologies like the bow and arrow was never so swift, nor was the rejection of 
previous technologies (including the spear or atlatl technologies). It is my contention that 
occupants at Welcome Home Ranch represent a conservative culture, holding onto well-
known technologies, like the atlatl, while incorporating new technologies to serve the 
function of a changing diet breadth. Occupants at Welcome Home Ranch, despite living 
in a relatively resource-rich area of the Palmer Divide, were likely exploiting a wider 
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range of resources for their diet, including small-game and plant resources, than previous 
prehistoric generations.  
 Following the theoretical premise that mobility strategies are directly related to 
foraging behaviors (Kelly 1983:301), perhaps a change in diet was the trigger that led to 
the changes in settlement behavior. Archaeologically, there is a regional trend of 
decreased mobility of prehistoric hunter-gatherer groups during the Early Ceramic period 
(Cassells 1997; Gilmore 1999). However, some argue that this spat of sedentism in the 
Early Ceramic period is due to an increase in regional population, attracted to the area by 
the increased moisture and variable resources (Gilmore 2008), rather than a change in 
diet. 
Like many of the other sites in the region, it was my original hypothesis that 
Welcome Home Ranch was used a residential camp. The technology on site, however, 
reflects aspects of a logistical camp. With a large presence of scraper technology, 
projectile points, and cores on site, it appears that activities related to hunting, processing 
animal hides and bones, as well as tool manufacturing were most common. A 
comparative analysis to Franktown Cave’s stone tool assemblage supports the hypothesis 
that Welcome Home Ranch was used more as a logistical camp. 
At Welcome Home Ranch there is good evidence in the variety and form of tools 
to support the hypothesis that more sedentary groups occupied this site. The stone tool 
assemblage does suggest that this site functioned as a logistical camp. Typically, 
logistical camp sites were occupied on a short-term basis (Binford 1978; Shott 1997). 
However, aspects of the material culture, including the presence of ceramics, ground 
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stone, and an architectural feature, may suggest that occupants of Welcome Home Ranch 
were following a regional trend by residing here on a long-term basis. 
Evidence suggests that during the transition between the Late Archaic and Early 
Ceramic there was a change in the environment of the Palmer Divide, including a 
variable climate affecting productivity of resources, an increase in regional population, 
and a decrease in residential mobility (Gilmore 2008; Gilmore 2008; Gilmore et al. 
1999). This changing environment may have led to the re-negotiation of territory and 
inter-cultural relationships in the area (Gilmore 2008). Increased population might have 
led to the restructuring of inter-cultural boundaries, as prehistoric groups might have 
begun to compete for resources and establish territories. For these reasons I argue that 
prehistoric peoples’ relationship with the landscape became increasingly complex during 
the Early Ceramic period.  
This rockshelter was used as a case study to test ideas about a changing 
relationship with the landscape as it relates to prehistoric cultural transitions. For 
example, prehistoric groups most likely recognized the landscape of the Palmer Divide as 
more than an economic resource, but as a space created and maintained in the collective 
ideologies of their group. From the GIS assisted viewshed analysis, it is clear that 
visibility of the surrounding landscape from the rockshelter is limited, but so is the 
visibility of the rockshelter from the surrounding landscape. This is an important fact as it 
may reflect priorities of concealment over the ability to view events and conditions on the 
surrounding landscape.  
One may never be able to reconstruct the ideologies of the prehistoric inhabitants 
at Welcome Home Ranch, but through the use of ethnographic analogy and GIS assisted 
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analyses, I hypothesize that prehistoric groups in this region were learning to negotiate a 
greater socio-political atmosphere. In the midst of a changing environment, where 
population was increasing and a trade economy was developing, the occupants of 
Welcome Home Ranch likely became active participants in the socio-political networking 
of the Palmer Divide. 
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CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The Palmer Divide region of Colorado has been identified as a unique landscape, 
ecologically and archaeologically. Separating the Platte River Basin to the north from the 
Arkansas River Basin to the south, the Palmer Divide is more like an extension of the 
foothills out into the Plains of Colorado. This region has evidence of human occupation 
dating from the Early Archaic period (c. 5500 B.C.) through to the modern day. This 
chapter is a review of the physical characteristics and cultural history of the Palmer 
Divide region, as well as the archaeological and theoretical contexts behind prehistoric 
occupation of this area.  
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GEOLOGY 
 On average, the elevation of the Palmer Divide is between 6,500 and 7,000 ft. 
above sea level (Trimble 1980). The geology of the area is therefore different from the 
surrounding lower-lying plains. A late Cretaceous and early Tertiary age alluvial mantle 
of the Denver Dawson and Arapahoe formations cover the Palmer Divide, as does the 
middle Tertiary Castle Rock Conglomerate and the volcanic Wall Mountain tuff (Trimble 
1980). While shale mostly underlies the Colorado foothills, several bedrock formations 
outcrop regularly. More common outcrops of bedrock include the Cretaceous Pierre 
Shale, Fox Hills formation, Laramie formation and the Paleocene Dawson Arkose 
(figures 2.1 & 2.2)(Tate and Gilmore 1999). The later formation, the Dawson Arkose 
sandstone, is most common of the Denver Basin and Palmer Divide and is the most likely 
source of the rockshelter at Welcome Home Ranch.  
 Within the Dawson Arkose formation itself, there are outcrops of Parker petrified 
and silicified wood (Gilmore 2005; Trimble 1980), a good quality lithic source that 
prehistoric groups used for stone tools throughout all the occupation periods of the 
Palmer Divide (Guy Hays 2008). Some agree that this raw lithic source was probably the 
most important local material for prehistoric groups. Prehistoric tools made from this 
specific petrified wood have been observed in areas outside the Palmer Divide and across 
the Colorado Foothills (King 2006:195). Another common local lithic source is the Wall 
Mountain tuff rhyolite, found on top of mesas and buttes as well as in the form of river 
cobbles (Gilmore 2005; Trimble 1980). This rather brittle lithic resource was used to 
form bifacial tools, but often only found on sites close to rhyolite sources (Gilmore 
2005).  
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Figure 2.1: Geology of the Palmer Divide region (adapted from the USGS).  
Figure 2.2: Underlying Formations of the Palmer Divide (adapted from the USGS). 
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ECOLOGY 
 Prehistorically, the region of the Palmer Divide would have provided a uniquely 
diverse range of resources, which prehistoric peoples would have taken advantage of. 
Because the Palmer Divide lies between the Great Plains and the Rocky Mountains it has 
an ecological mixture of the Central Short Grass Prairie and the Southern Rocky 
Mountain ecological zones (Trimble 1980). Many argue that these ecological zones 
between the Plains and the mountain environments were desirable environments to 
prehistoric people as evidenced by the dense concentration of sites within the 
Hogback/Foothills and the Palmer Divide regions (Gilmore 2008; Guy Hays 2008; King 
2006). In particular the diverse flora and fauna available within such a relatively small 
range attracted prehistoric peoples. 
 Shelford (1963) describes the Palmer Divide region as falling within the Lower 
Montane Forest ecoregion. Unlike the Plains of the greater Platte River Basin, which is 
dominated by the Short-grass Grassland region, the Pine-Douglas-Fir community 
characterizes the Palmer Divide (Shelford 1963). In fact, the tall evergreen forest of this 
area held Ponderosa Pine, Douglas Fir, Aspen and Cottonwood trees; giving rise to the 
name the Black Forest to describe the southern edge of the Palmer Divide (Shelford 
1963). This forest provided several varieties of shrubbery with which local prehistoric 
peoples utilized for food and medicine. Such vegetation includes shrub oak, gamble oak, 
chokecherry, mountain mahogany, wild currant and gooseberry (Cassells 1997, Ellwood 
1995, Tate and Gilmore 1999, Wedel 1986). Leaves, shoots, stems, seeds, and fruits from 
these plants would have served to provide the food and medicine for prehistoric peoples.  
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 The associated fauna of the Lower Montane Forest include elk, mule deer, bison, 
mountain lion, coyote, and bear (Cassells 1997, Ellwood 1995, Tate and Gilmore 1999). 
Smaller associated fauna include porcupine, skunks, rabbits, and squirrels. During the 
Archaic and Prehistoric stages, the Palmer Divide provided a diverse range of plant and 
animal resources, making it an attractive environment for prehistoric hunter-gatherer 
groups.   
CULTURE HISTORY 
 Archaeological investigations in this region have contributed to a greater 
understanding of prehistoric life, and produced chronologies and cultural units from their 
findings (table 2.1) (Cassells 1997; Gilmore 2005; Gilmore et al. 1999; Kalasz et al. 
1999). While the Palmer Divide geographically sits between two distinct basins, I chose 
to associate Welcome Home Ranch with the Late Prehistoric chronologies of the Platte 
River Basin, including the Early and Middle Ceramic periods. This choice is supported 
by evidence seen in the style of ceramics uncovered at Welcome Home Ranch. Indeed, 
the undecorated cord-marked conical shaped ceramic fragments found at this rockshelter 
are similar to those styles produced by the Plains Woodland group who inhabited the 
Platte River Basin. However, the cultural history of the Arkansas River Basin is taken 
into account and woven into the overall culture history of the region.  
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Table 2.1: Prehistoric Chronology of the Platte River Basin and Arkansas River Basin 
from Kalasz et al. 1999). 
 
 
Early Archaic 5500-3000 B.C. (7450-4950 BP) 
 Breaking away from previously dominant styles and tool assemblages of the 
Paleoindian traditions, Early Archaic period stone tool styles were becoming increasingly 
regional (Cassells 1997). Characteristic of the Early Archaic period are the large side- 
and corner-notched dart points, including the local styles known as Mount Albion, MM 3 
and MM 4 (Cassells 1997; Tate 1999). During the Archaic stage new components like 
stone-boiling fire pits, storage cists, and limited architectural features were also 
introduced (Cassells 1997). Several sites in and around the Palmer Divide contain 
evidence of Early Archaic period occupations, although often that evidence is limited to a 
small sampling of these diagnostic projectile points. Those sites, within 30 miles or less 
from the Palmer Divide, include Spring Site, Roxburough Park 1, 5LN120, Dancing 
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Pants, Tenth Fairway, Oeškeso, and Hess site (Gant 2006; Gilmore and Larmore 2003; 
Tate 1999).   
Middle Archaic 3000-1000 B.C. (4950-2950 BP) 
 After the Early Archaic period there is an increase in the number of sites on the 
Colorado plains (Tate 1999). Several cultural changes also accompany the transition into 
the Middle Archaic. For example, the Middle Archaic period is associated with an 
increase in ground stone technology, including metates and manos, as well as an increase 
in habitation structures such as basin houses (Cassells 1997; Tate 1999). A distinctive 
toolkit assemblage developed known as the McKean Complex. The McKean Complex is 
seen all along the Great Plains of North America, easily recognized by a few styles 
including the Duncan and Hanna dart points, and the larger McKean Lancolate and 
Mallory dart points (Tate 1999). Many sites within the Palmer Divide have revealed 
Middle Archaic occupation, including Dancing Pants, Rainbow Creek, Bayou Gulch, 
Franktown Cave, Tenth Fairway, Oeškeso, and Hess site (Gant 2006; Gilmore and 
Larmore 2003; Tate 1999).  
Late Archaic 1000 B.C. - A.D. 150 (2950-1800 BP) 
 Prehistoric life in Colorado between the Middle and Late Archaic periods 
continued in much the same manner. Subsistence strategies did not significantly change 
and people in the Late Archaic period continued to hunt small and large game, as well as 
gather seeds and plants (Tate 1999). Basin houses, similar to those found in the Middle 
Archaic period, are also common features during this period (Tate 1999). Hunter-gatherer 
groups continued to practice a relatively mobile lifestyle (Tate 1999). Furthermore, the 
archaeological record documents little change in material culture (Cassells 1997; Tate 
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1999). One distinguishing feature of the Late Archaic, however, is the increased 
preference for side- and corner-notched dart points used in atlatl technology (Cassells 
1997; Tate 1999). Late Archaic period occupations in the Palmer Divide are relatively 
few in comparison to those of the Middle Archaic. Only four sites in the area have 
evidence of the Late Archaic tradition, including Dancing Pants, Rainbow Creek, 
Franktown Cave, and Tenth Fairway (Gant 2006; Gilmore and Larmore 2003; Tate 
1999). 
Early Ceramic A.D. 150-1150 (1800-800 BP) 
 The Early Ceramic period marks the end of the Archaic Stage and the beginnings 
of the Late Prehistoric Stage. After centuries of cultural continuity, within the Late 
Prehistoric period (c. A.D. 150) a split occurs in the cultural distinctions between the 
Platte River and Arkansas River Basins (figure 2). This split is due to the general 
direction of cultural influence into either basin. For example, groups within the Platte 
River Basin were increasingly influenced by cultures to the east (Gilmore 1999). 
Whereas groups within the Arkansas River Basin were increasingly influenced by 
cultures to the south and southwest (Kalasz et al. 1999). Within the archaeological record 
of eastern Colorado, the Early Ceramic is easily distinguishable from the Late Archaic 
because of the more obvious changes in technologies, population, mobility patterns, 
economy, and mortuary practices (Gilmore 1999; Gilmore 2005; Kalasz et al. 1999). 
Investigation into the frequency of radiocarbon ages suggests a steady population 
increase from the Late Archaic into the Early Ceramic period; however only after A.D. 
500 does a rapid increase occur in population (Gilmore 1999; Gilmore 2008). Despite 
evidence of a rise in regional population there is evidence that residential mobility of 
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prehistoric hunter-gatherers decreased in Colorado during the Early Ceramic period 
(Gilmore 1999). Specifically, that sites within the Palmer Divide have evidence to 
suggest that occupations were lasting longer during the Early Ceramic period (King 
2006). As residential mobility decreased, prehistoric groups most likely began to process 
natural resources with more intensity. For example, evidence of a rise in the number of 
groundstone, and the adoption of ceramic technology, suggests that prehistoric groups in 
the Early Ceramic increased their processing of plant resources.  
As population increased trade networks opened up between residents of the 
Palmer Divide and the greater Plains region to the east (Gilmore 1999). Evidence of this 
expanding trade network during the Early Ceramic period includes the adoption of new 
technologies, including ceramics and the bow and arrow, as well as changing mortuary 
rituals. The dominant hypothesis is that these technologies were introduced from contact 
with these cultures to the east and northeast (Bozell and Winfrey 1994; Gilmore 2008).  
There is evidence of ceramics in eastern Colorado as early as AD 200 in the Platte 
River Basin (Gilmore 1999) and AD 125 in the Arkansas River Basin (Kalasz et al. 
1999). Prehistoric residents of the Palmer Divide and Platte River Basin adopted a similar 
style of ceramics to that of Woodland cultures to the east (Cassells 1997; Gilmore 1999). 
Cord-marked patterns and conical vessel forms appear to be the dominant style of 
ceramics for Plains Woodland groups in Colorado, influenced by the Valley phase 
ceramics of the Central Plains (Bozell and Winfrey 1994). Unlike the corrugated ceramic 
wares of southwestern Colorado (Plog 1999), prehistoric groups in the Platte River Basin 
chose to emulate production techniques and cord-marked styles of ceramics developed by 
Mississippian cultural groups to the east (Cassells 1997). This influence is possibly 
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related to a growing trade network associated with these groups to the east, in the 
Midwest region (Gilmore 1999:179). Similarly, these cross-cultural exchanges with 
groups in the Midwest have been cited as the influence behind the introduction of the 
bow and arrow (Morland 1988).     
Plains Woodlands cultures relied on hunting and gathering, with little dependence 
on horticulture (Ellwood 1995; Gilmore 1999). During the Early Ceramic period there is 
a change in projectile technologies away from dart points and towards arrow points 
(Cassells 1997; Gilmore 1999). Typically side- and corner-notched, these arrow points 
are smaller than darts. Unlike stylistic changes in the past, arrow points represent the 
adoption of a new technology, the bow. First evidence of the bow and arrow on the 
Colorado plains is from is A.D. 100 in the Arkansas River Basin (Kalasz et al.1999) and 
A.D. 240 in the Platte River Basin (Gilmore 1999), but it was not until around A.D. 450 
that the bow and arrow became the dominant hunting technology in eastern Colorado.  
 Between the Late Archaic and Early Ceramic period there is a shift in prehistoric 
burial practices on the Palmer Divide. Burials from the Late Archaic period were not 
particularly elaborate, either containing utilitarian objects or nothing at all (Tate 1999). In 
the Early Ceramic period, however, there is a noticeable presence of funerary objects 
associated with burials (Gilmore 2008b). These objects include shell and bone beads, as 
well as stone tools. Shell ornaments found within these burials were sourced to the Gulf 
of Mexico, the Pacific, and the Gulf of California (Kozuch 2002), further demonstrating 
the growing trade networks of the region. Sharing qualities of mortuary rituals from the 
Woodland cultures to the east, prehistoric groups of the Palmer Divide region adopted 
more elaborate burial practices during the Early Ceramic period.  
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 Another difference in mortuary rituals is seen in the location of where burials are 
placed. Typically, Archaic burials were found concentrated in habitation sites, including 
rockshelters (Tate 1999). During the Early Ceramic period there is a change in the 
location of burials, including a decrease in the frequency of burials located in habitation 
sites and an increase in the number of burials associated with prominent areas on the 
landscape. More often burials were being placed in higher places on the landscape, 
including terraces. In addition there is an increase in the number of secondary burials, or 
re-burials, and multiple burials during the Early Ceramic period (Gilmore 1999; 2008b). 
Secondary and multiple burials suggest that mortuary rituals were becoming more 
elaborate.  
 Early Ceramic period occupations are consequently well documented in the 
Palmer Divide and surrounding regions. These sites include Dancing Pants, Rainbow 
Creek, Bayou Gulch, Franktown Cave, Jarre Creek, Jackson Creek, Tenth Fairway and 
Oeškeso (Gant 2006; Gilmore 1999; Gilmore and Larmore 2003). Early Ceramic burial 
sites include Michaud A Burial, Aurora Burial, Beyers Burial, Hazeltine Heights Burial, 
Lake George, 5EL66, 5EL67, Baumgardner Site, Lena Gulch, Paul Whitman Ranch, 
Falcon’s Nest, and Magic Mountain (Gilmore 1999).  
 
Middle Ceramic A.D. 1150-1540 (800-410 BP) 
 On the Colorado plains there is little change between the Early and Middle 
Ceramic periods and little to no stratigraphic separation, suggesting cultural continuity 
(Cassells 1997; Gilmore et al. 1999). During the Middle Ceramic period, however, 
radiocarbon frequencies provide evidence of a decreasing hunter-gatherer population in 
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the region (Gilmore 2008). Evidence suggests that as hunter-gatherer population was 
decreasing these groups returned to more mobile and dispersed settlement strategies 
(Gilmore 1999). Despite a decrease in population, a greater diversity in cultures appears 
in northeast Colorado, perhaps due to migrations and cultural contact from the east 
(Cassells 1997). Several separate cultures, including the Upper Republican, Apishapa, 
Sopris, and Plains Woodland traditions, have been identified from stylistic differences in 
projectile points and through ceramics (Cassells 1997). However, only materials 
diagnostic of the Plains Woodland tradition (with the exception possibly of ceramics 
found at Franktown Cave) have been found within the Palmer Divide. Also within this 
time period, there is evidence of limited horticultural practices, specifically the presence 
of maize (Gilmore 1999: King 2006).  Middle Ceramic period occupations are found at 
Dancing Pants, Bayou Gulch, Franktown Cave, Kinney Creek and Tenth Fairway 
(Gilmore et al. 1999; Gilmore and Larmore 2003).  
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Figure 2.3: Map of Palmer Divide and the location of archaeological sites within 50 miles 
of Welcome Home Ranch. 
 
PREVIOUS CONCLUSIONS 
 Cultural resource management firms do a majority of archaeological 
investigations in the Palmer Divide; however, several more in-depth studies and 
publications on the area have been done. One of the more comprehensive references 
includes Colorado Prehistory: A Context for the Platte River Basin compiled together by 
Kevin Gilmore, Marcia Tate, Mark Chenault, Bonnie Clark, Terri McBride, and Margaret 
Wood. This volume reviewed the most current research and interpretations regarding 
archaeological sites in the Platte River Basin across all time periods. Many of their 
conclusions made about the Late Archaic and Early Ceramic transition period have been 
formed by work from individuals like Kevin Gilmore. Gilmore’s extensive research on 
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the Palmer Divide has resulted in the most current hypotheses regarding cultural change 
during this transitional phase between the Archaic and Formative periods.  
 From his research, Gilmore (2008) proposes that high climate variability and a 
greater regional population were factors affecting cultural change seen in the Palmer 
Divide region between the Late Archaic up through the Protohistoric period. Having 
calculated the Index of Occupational Intensity (IOI) for the Palmer Divide, Gilmore 
(2008) observed a sharp rise in the regional population during the Early Ceramic period 
relative to previous time-periods (figure 2.4)(Gilmore 2008). Furthermore, population in 
eastern Colorado appears to rapidly decline during the terminal Early Ceramic/Middle 
Ceramic transition period. 
 
Figure 2.4: Comparison of reconstructed world population with proxy population for the 
plains sub-areas of the Platte and Arkansas River Basins of eastern Colorado for the 
period 1000 B.C.-A.D. 1600 (Gilmore 2008:109). 
 
 
 In addition to his work on reconstructing the population of eastern Colorado, 
Gilmore has contributed a fair amount to reconstructing the region’s paleo-environment 
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(Gilmore 1991; Gilmore 2008; Gilmore and Sullivan 2005). His research suggests that 
between the Archaic stage and the Late Prehistoric stage, the Colorado plains 
experienced a highly variable climate (Gilmore and Sullivan 2005). Gilmore 
hypothesizes that this variable and unpredictable climate, coupled with a rise in regional 
population, may have encouraged prehistoric hunter-gatherers to restructure their social 
and economic strategies. Ultimately, this hypothesis argues that these forces drove the 
conservative prehistoric cultures living on the Colorado plains to adopt more innovative 
strategies (Gilmore 2008; Gilmore and Sullivan 2005), including the adoption of different 
mobility patterns, subsistence strategies, and technologies.  
 It has been observed that hunter-gatherer groups tend to have naturally 
conservative cultures, ones in which new technologies, ideas, and trends are not fully 
accepted despite the knowledge of their economic or social advantages (Binford 1972). 
There is evidence in the archaeological record to suggest that groups in the Palmer Divide 
were a conservative culture. For example, the appearance of bow and arrow technology 
on the Colorado plains is seen around A.D. 100 in the Arkansas River Basin (Kalasz et 
al.1999) and A.D. 240 in the Platte River Basin (Gilmore 1999). However, it was not 
until A.D. 430 that the bow and arrow became the dominant hunting technology in 
eastern Colorado. It would appear, that well into the Early Ceramic period these 
prehistoric groups continued to utilize the dart/atlatl and spear technologies before wholly 
adopting the bow and arrow. Prehistoric hunter-gatherers on the Plains and in the Palmer 
Divide region of Colorado most likely had knowledge of the bow and arrow technology 
generations before these groups actually adopted its use. Gilmore suggests a variable 
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climate, coupled with a rise in regional population, may have been the reason behind 
prehistoric groups’ fully adopting this newer technology (Gilmore 2008).  
 Others have examined the role of horticulture between the Early and Middle 
Ceramic periods. Anthony King (2006) examined the relationship prehistoric occupants 
at Franktown cave might have had with the corn-cob fragments recovered from 
excavation. King argues that during the transition period between the Early Ceramic 
period and Middle Ceramic period (c. A.D. 1150) the presence of corn was most likely 
due to a limited form of agriculture. As a secondary resource, corn was grown only as a 
supplement to primary wild plant resources during the lean winter months (King 
2006:197). He contends that in order to control other important resources in the region, 
prehistoric groups were occupying Franktown Cave year round. King states, “growing 
corn in the Palmer Divide may have allowed people to remain in the area on a more 
permanent basis, possibly as an adaptive way to lay claim to a highly desirable place” 
(King 2006:197). 
 However, it appears that the presence of corn fragments at Franktown Cave 
increased during the Middle Ceramic contexts (King 2006). King argues that the 
increased presence of corn may represent a seed-exchange system (King 2006:201). One 
in which more sedentary groups to the east and south, that grew corn on a more 
permanent basis, were trading corn-seed to groups moving throughout the Palmer Divide. 
He argues that the presence of corn in the later Middle Ceramic contexts of Franktown 
Cave may, therefore, represent a growing inter-cultural trade network (King 2006). 
Furthermore, King claims that the exchange of corn has less to do with subsistence and 
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more to do with the importance of corn in prehistoric ideologies and increasingly 
complex social networks (King 2006:201). 
 Research has also been done on the nature of burial practices within the Palmer 
Divide and how they have changed over time. For example, Kevin Gilmore (2008b) 
noticed a rise in the complexity of mortuary practices within the Palmer Divide during 
the Early Ceramic. In the Archaic stage burials were typically placed within the premises 
of settlement sites, whereas in the Early Ceramic period it appears that burials were 
deliberately placed in prominent areas on the landscape (Gilmore 2008b). Additionally, 
there is the increased presence of secondary burials (or re-burials), as well as the 
inclusion of funerary objects (Gilmore 2008b). Changes in mortuary practice may reflect 
a change in the cultural ideologies of groups in the Palmer Divide.  
Gilmore (2008b) argues that as prehistoric groups chose a more sedentary 
lifestyle their relationship with the landscape became increasingly more complex. By 
placing their deceased in specific places on the landscape, and by returning to that space 
for continued mortuary rituals, the community was expressing a social connection with 
that space. As such, the landscape became a medium for declaring greater social ties 
throughout time. Gilmore (2008b) argues that these more elaborate mortuary rituals 
might also represent a change in the scope of social identity for prehistoric groups in the 
region. Social identity was most likely kinship orientated during the Archaic stage, as 
evidenced by placement of the deceased within habitation sites. During the Early 
Ceramic period, however, prehistoric group’s social identity may have been redefined by 
a greater relationship outside ones’ own kinship and stronger ties to a wider cultural 
sphere (Gilmore 2008b:99).  
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Heidi Guy Hays looked at local resident’s lithic collections in order to investigate 
the distribution, presence, and occupation habits of various prehistoric cultures on the 
Palmer Divide (Guy Hays 2008). Her findings suggest that the occupation of the Palmer 
Divide was more extensive than previously hypothesized. She found that not only was 
there greater cultural diversity among the occupant groups, but also that occupation of the 
region was never stagnant (Guy Hays 2008:202). From her conclusions, Guy Hays 
maintains that the Palmer Divide became a cultural landscape in which prehistoric groups 
were able to develop a regional identity. This echoes Gilmore’s (2008b) hypothesis that 
claims that during the Early Ceramic period, prehistoric groups were experiencing greater 
socio-ideological relations with the Palmer Divide landscape. 
 The conclusions made by these previous investigations are all important to my 
understanding of the Palmer Divide, and it was my intention to build upon the work of 
these individuals in order to better understand a specific episode in history. Having sites 
like Franktown Cave, which is well documented and studied, also provides a platform 
from which I was able to generate comparative questions and interesting conclusions. 
FRANKTOWN CAVE BACKGROUND 
Of the many archaeological sites within the Palmer Divide, Franktown Cave 
stands out for its remarkable datasets and resulting studies making it the ideal site to 
statistically compare with Welcome Home Ranch. Franktown Cave is a multi-component 
camp site that has evidence of occupations starting from the Early Archaic period up 
through the end of the Protohistoric period (Gilmore 1999). A few controlled excavations 
of the site have resulted in several studies and a compilation of datasets all under the 
direction of the University of Denver, Department of Anthropology.  
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While over 4000 artifacts were recovered from this site, what makes Franktown 
Cave truly exceptional are the number of perishable materials found in-tact (Gilmore 
2005). Rare items including moccasins, baskets, wooden materials, and corn cob 
fragments were all recovered from the site. Under a 2003 National Science Foundation 
grant these materials were tested for dates through Accelerator Mass Spectrometry 
(AMS). Dates from these materials resulted in a comprehensive cultural component 
dataset (Gilmore 2005). This dataset, compiled with absolute dates from AMS, is what 
makes Franktown Cave an ideal site with which to make comparisons.  
Several studies have resulted in a detailed description of Franktown Cave’s 
archaeological past. Work conducted by Arnold Withers (1954), Gerold Thompson 
(1956), Sarah Nelson, Helen Pustmueller (1977), Kevin Gilmore (2005), and Anthony 
King (2006) have all contributed to a thorough analysis of Franktown Cave. However, 
only a synopsis of their results are necessary.  
Cultural materials recovered from the Franktown Cave provide evidence that this 
site mirrored archaeological trends seen across the region. Much like other sites in the 
region, for example, the Archaic stage components at Franktown Cave suggest that 
occupants were highly mobile (Gilmore 1999; Gilmore 2005; King 2006). Similarly, 
during this time frame, it appears that the economies at Franktown Cave were focused on 
exploiting resources found both in the mountains and foothills (Gilmore 2005). 
Franktown Cave also has archaeological evidence to suggest that occupants during the 
Archaic stage were diversifying their diets, another regional trend of the time (Tate 
1999). Excavations recovered a highly diverse set of faunal remains as well as a number 
of groundstones (often associated with the processing of plant foods) from the Archaic 
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components on site, suggesting a more diverse diet than in Paleoindian times (Gilmore 
2005).  
The Early Ceramic cultural components at Franktown Cave continue to parallel 
regional trends. Most obvious is the presence of cord-marked style ceramics. This style of 
ceramics is similar in construction and design to that of the Plains Woodland ceramic 
style, associated with the eastern Plains. There is also the appearance of smaller corner-
notched arrow points on site, suggesting that bow and arrow technology was being used 
during this time. Both of these technologies, ceramics and the bow and arrow, appear to 
be adopted in the region around the transition into the Late Prehistoric (c. AD 150) 
(Gilmore 1999).  
Gilmore’s (2008) Index of Occupational Intensity (IOI) for the Palmer Divide, 
shows a sharp rise in the regional population during the Early Ceramic period relative to 
previous time-periods. Furthermore, there is a regional trend in the relative decrease in 
mobility of hunter-gatherer groups (Gilmore 1999). Anthony King (2006) provides 
evidence from Franktown Cave that echoes this trend. King examined the stone tool 
assemblage from Franktown cave. Between the Late Archaic period and the Early 
Ceramic period, King (2006) argues that occupants were practicing a more sedentary 
lifestyle. Increased diversity in the tool kits, decreased use of exotic materials, a lower 
frequency of retouch and a higher frequency of expedient tools all suggest that the stone 
tool assemblage reflects a less mobile population during the Early Ceramic period of 
occupations on site (King 2006). 
Within the Middle Ceramic cultural components there is further evidence that 
Franktown Cave follows the archaeological trends of the region. It was during this time 
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period that the region experienced a decrease in hunter-gatherer population (Gilmore 
2008) and an increase in group mobility (Gilmore 1999). King (2006) examined the stone 
tool assemblage from the Middle Ceramic cultural component at Franktown cave and 
found that it suggested hunter-gatherer occupants were less sedentary.  
Franktown Cave is also one of the few sites in the region that has evidence of corn 
cob fragments. AMS dates place the earliest corn cob fragment recovered on site at AD 
1035-1220, or the Middle Ceramic period. Again, King (2006) closely examined the role 
that corn might have played in the region, and more specifically at Franktown Cave. His 
results led him to argue that corn was not a major part of hunter-gatherer subsistence, but 
rather was used to supplement their diet during the leaner months of the year.   
Evidence from Franktown Cave’s Protohistoric cultural component links 
occupants to the Dismal River complex (Gilmore 2005). Specifically, the style of 
ceramics and arrow points recovered on site are similar in design to that of the Dismal 
River complex. Corn cob fragments are also present within this cultural context. 
According to King (2006), during this time period corn was still not an important food 
source. However, he proposes that corn might have played an important social or 
religious role for hunter-gatherer groups during this time of growing trade networks 
(King2006).  
Franktown Cave is consequently a well-known and well documented site within 
the Palmer Divide. Having cultural components that are associated with absolute AMS 
dates, this site provides a dataset on the stone tool assemblages with established context. 
Furthermore, the research and studies conducted on Franktown Cave’s archaeology has 
resulted in conclusions about the technologies, mobility patterns, economies, and 
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subsistence strategies across time. These topics are similar to the themes of the research I 
conducted on the stone tool assemblage at Welcome Home Ranch. In order to make 
meaningful and accurate hypotheses, I therefore focus on a comparative analysis between 
the stone tool assemblages recovered from Franktown Cave and that of Welcome Home 
Ranch.  
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CHAPTER 3 
FIELD METHODS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
In order to test hypotheses about prehistoric life at Welcome Home Ranch as well 
as on the greater Palmer Divide, I chose a variety of field methods to gather the necessary 
data. Within this chapter I discuss the methodologies behind the excavations and 
geophysical surveys conducted at the rockshelter as well as their results and 
interpretations.  
EXCAVATIONS 
 Metro University’s Anthropology Department was the first to conduct formal 
excavations of the rockshelter at Welcome Home Ranch. Throughout the fall of 2011 
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students excavated under the direction of Michelle Lappegard. The focus of this field 
course was a 10 m trench running east to west and four separate 1 x 1 m units (figure 
3.1). One of these units was located on the other side of the drainage basin as a control 
unit. Two units were placed to the south of the trench outside of the drip line, also known 
as the area where water flowing or dripping from the rockshelter’s overhang strikes the 
ground (Waters 1997). A few meters north of the trench the last unit was placed within 
the drip line of the rockshelter. 
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Figure 3.1: Plan view of excavations as they relate to the location of the rockshelter. 
 
Throughout the spring of 2012, again under the direction of Michelle Lappegard, 
a lab course at Metro University analyzed all those cultural materials recovered from 
excavations. As a volunteer in the course, I helped with the cataloguing and preliminary 
analyses, however, it was the students themselves that produced in-depth analyses. 
Centered on examinations of lithics, debitage, ceramics, micro-faunal remains, macro-
floral, geology, and stratigraphy, students designed their own research questions. Many 
of the resulting analyses utilized statistics to answer their research questions. I draw 
heavily on the compiled datasets of these students, as well as their conclusions in my own 
analysis of Welcome Home Ranch.  
 While a significant amount of data and materials were unearthed from the field 
course, I believed further excavation would greatly add to our understanding of this site 
through time. The area in and around the rockshelter had yet to be fully explored. A 10m 
trench running west from the edge of the drip line was the focus of the fall 2011 
excavations. Only a single unit within the drip line was opened and excavations did not 
get further than 20cm below datum. Other units went to a depth of 110cm below datum 
and cultural material was still being collected, suggesting that earlier occupations were 
still left to be uncovered. Furthermore, due to the nature of their depositional 
environment and coverage from the elements, the areas within rockshelters are known for 
their preservation of cultural materials (Waters 1997). Therefore, my intention was to 
excavate a select amount of units within the drip line until either two sterile levels or 
bedrock was reached. 
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UTILIZING GROUND-PENETRATING RADAR 
 In order to explore the larger area both within and outside the rockshelter, I 
utilized ground-penetrating radar. Geophysical techniques, like that of ground-penetrating 
radar (GPR), are a less-destructive tool for archaeologists practicing standard excavation. 
GPR can potentially reveal archaeological and geological features without any damage or 
destruction to the site. High frequency radio waves are transmitted into the ground 
reflecting from subsurface materials to produce graphical representations (Conyers 2012). 
Not only is this a sustainable way for archaeologists to investigate potential sites, but it 
can provide information on a large scale more readily than can extensive excavation. 
Consequently these methods are faster and less expensive than traditional excavation, 
which suited my limited time and funds.   
GPR was used both in and outside the rock shelter for three purposes: (1) to 
identify potential archaeological features, (2) to discern rock fall, and (3) to generate a 
larger-scale map of near-surface remains. I conducted formal GPR surveys on site in 
November 2011 and again in May 2012 using the Geophysical Survey Systems 
Incorporated GPR unit and the 400 MHz antenna. Results from the surveys helped me 
identify areas of potential interest, both archaeological and geological, in which to 
investigate further. 
Ground-penetrating radar involves the transmission of high-frequency radar 
below the surface. The time (in nanoseconds) it takes for these transmissions to leave the 
radar antennae, reflect off buried materials or sediment and soil changes, and return to the 
antennae on the surface is recorded and measured (Conyers 2013:2). Due to the particular 
physical and chemical properties of sediments, soils, and buried materials the velocity at 
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which the radar energy is propagated, or relative dialectic permittivity (RDP), is unique 
to every interface (Conyers 2012:48). It is exactly this degree in velocity change at an 
interface of buried materials that is reproduced as either high or low amplitude 
reflections. The amplitude of a reflected wave is therefore directly correlative to the 
degree of velocity change between interfaces (Neal 2004; Conyers 2013:64). To clarify, 
the “strength” of such amplitudes are a reflection of the relative difference in RDP values 
at any given interface between materials. For example, the interface between a sand sheet 
and bedrock will be reflected in profile with higher amplitudes, whereas the interface 
between a dry soil and a wet soil may be represented by lower amplitudes.  
As the radar antenna is moved along the surface, in what we call a transect, 
thousands of reflections are constantly being collected at the surface and recorded by the 
display unit. After collecting thousands of traces along a single transect a two-
dimensional GPR profile is created. A profile is the representation, in black and white, of 
all those interfaces below the surface. Within a grid, these profiles can be “stitched” 
together and processed into three-dimensional representations of the near sub-surface.   
Data collection took place at Welcome Home Ranch in May 2012. Three transects 
were taken parallel to the trench. Two separate rectangular grids were set up on either 
side of the trench (figure 3.2). The grid to the north of the trench is 4.5m x 9m and the 
grid to the south is 4.5m x 8m. Within each grid transects were spaced out at 50cm 
intervals. The 400 MHz antenna was used in conjunction with a survey wheel. A survey 
wheel records the exact location of all the GPR traces along a transect, which accurately 
tells us where in space each transect is. After adjusting scales for depth (in time and 
distance) it is possible to produce distance measurements along the transect and below 
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the surface with relative accuracy (Conyers 2013). This is particularly important to 
archaeologists who are then able to isolate their excavations to very specific locations and 
limit the disturbance to the rest of the site. 
 
 
     Figure 3.2: Plan view of 2011 excavations and the layout of the GPR profiles. 
 
Several computer software programs, including GPR Viewer and GPR Processor, 
were used in order to process the data. Data collected in the field is typically influenced 
from other high-frequency outputs, including cellphone towers, power-lines, highway 
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traffic, and in my case the extraneous radar waves that leave the antenna and reflect off 
the rockshelter’s walls. By filtering out the frequencies of this “background noise” I 
refined the data and created high-definition two-dimensional profiles (in a vertical view) 
of the subsurface. In some cases frequency filtering can be applied to enhance those 
lower amplitude reflections in order to make those areas of archaeological interest more 
visible (Conyers 2013). Having calculated the velocities of reflections, I converted the 
radar travel times to depth in order to accurately map those areas of interest.  
After reviewing the two-dimensional profiles I created three-dimensional map-
like graphical images or “slices”.  While profiles are a useful way to review the data and 
the smaller details, amplitude slice maps provide an efficient way to map the GPR 
reflection amplitudes horizontally across the entire grid. An amplitude slice map is 
generated from the re-sampling of reflections, at very specific intervals (in time), across 
the grid (Conyers 2013:169). I processed the data into 5 nanosecond slices which came 
out to approximately 10cm intervals each. From the slice maps it was evident that the 
western halves of the grids were dominated by high amplitude reflections, whereas the 
eastern halves had only sporadic instances of high amplitude reflections (figure 3.3). The 
different colors are representative of the relative amplitudes. For example, the blue and 
green colors represent lower amplitude reflections, suggesting materials encountered are 
relatively low in RDP values. Yellow colors represent medium amplitude reflections and 
red colors represent higher amplitude reflections. Although the slice maps revealed areas 
with high amplitude reflections, they didn’t reveal all the medium to low amplitude 
reflections seen in profile view. Indeed, a majority of the profiles had medium-to-high 
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amplitude planar and point source reflections that were not visible in the slice maps. For 
this reason I relied more heavily on the careful review of each individual profile. 
 
Figure 3.3: Slice map between 10-15 nanoseconds (approx. 20-30cm below the surface) 
demonstrating the high amplitude reflections present in the western half of the grids. 
 
In order to make conclusions about the reflections seen in the GPR profiles it was 
necessary to compare the notes from Metro’s 2011 fieldwork with the recently collected 
GPR data. Their notes contained a detailed stratigraphic map of the northern wall of the 
entire trench, as well as a photo image of all the units stitched together in space. These 
documents were enough to begin a comparative analysis with the GPR profiles. File_058, 
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collected parallel to the northern wall of the trench and only 80 cm to the north, was the 
ideal profile for a comparative analysis.  
File_058 has a number of high amplitude reflections and areas of low amplitude 
that correspond in time and space with features visible in the excavated trench (figure 
3.4). From there I made inferences into what materials were being reflected in File_058. 
For example, there appears to be a high amplitude planar reflection parallel to unit 
1030N/1002E, exactly where sandstone was recorded in the stratigraphic profile of the 
trench and also visible in the photo. Furthermore, a pit shaped area of low amplitude 
appears in a similar area to that of a dip in the stratigraphy of unit’s 1030N/1001E and 
1030N/1000E. Also within file_58, medium amplitude point source reflections are 
present in a similar area where a pile of non-sandstone rocks were recorded. This non-
sandstone rubble is visible in the photo taken of units 1030N/1000E and 1030N/999E, but 
not recorded in the stratigraphic map 
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Figure 3.4: Profile comparisons between (a) GPR File_58, (b) drawing of trench 
stratigraphy, and (c) photo compilation of the excavated trench. 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
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Based on these comparative results I was confident that those features seen and recorded 
in the trench, including sandstone rockfall, a pit, and non-sandstone rubble, were also 
present 1m north of the trench. With these results I planned the layout of my summer 
excavations. I decided to test if those features recorded in previous excavations continued 
north of their location. Therefore I placed four more 1m x 1m excavation units north of 
the trench (figure 3.5). Adhering to the excavation methods of Michelle Lappegard’s field 
class, levels were dug in 10cm intervals. Due to the nature of my research, and in order to 
recover as much micro-faunal and macro-floral remains, I used 1/8
th
 screens during 
excavations. In addition, from each level a 400cm
2
 soil sample was extracted.  
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Figure 3.5: Plan view of the fall 2011 and summer 2012 excavations and the location of 
all the profiles. 
 
After excavations it became clear that some features continued north of the trench 
while others did not. The sandstone roof spalling seen in 1030 N/1002 E was present in 
1031 N/1001 E. However, the pit-shaped feature seen in both the trench and GPR profile 
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was not present within unit 1031 N/1000 E. At 30cm below datum it was evident that this 
“pit” feature was in fact a large sandstone boulder. The interface between the first 30cm 
of sand sediments and the boulder resulted in a high amplitude planar reflection that I 
mistook as a pit-shaped feature. However, below the boulder a previously unidentified 
feature was present.  
Within 1031 N/1000 E there appears to be evidence of a thermal feature. At 75cm 
below datum, just under the boulder described above, there was numerous fire-altered 
rocks aligned vertically in what appeared to be two-parallel rows (figure 3.6). One of 
these vertically placed rocks had evidence of use-wear, in a manner consistent with the 
markings of a metate (or grinding-stone). This one stone alone has interesting 
implications that suggest inhabitants were processing plants and seeds. Perhaps this 
feature was just an isolated thermal feature, but the manner in which the stones were 
placed in space suggest that it was most likely a hearth. There is also evidence of 
charcoal staining in the middle of the feature. If this feature is a prehistoric hearth than it 
is the only intact thermal feature yet found on site.  
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Figure 3.6: Unit 1031 N/1000 E showing location of hearth and vertical metate. 
 
The non-sandstone rubble feature seen in the trench continued to the northeast 
into unit 1031 N/999 E. In fact, it appears that the feature follows along the rockshelter’s 
drip line (figure 3.7). This rubble was not fire-altered, so therefore was not used in any 
thermal feature.  It also appears to be a few courses tall. In other words, this feature 
appears to be stacked. Natural processes might have contributed to the formation of such 
a feature, for example alluvial events might have pushed rocks over the rockshelter’s 
edge that eventually formed a pile. However, the parent material of the rockshelter is 
sandstone, and the rocks in this feature weren’t. I contend that this non-sandstone feature 
was not natural. Contributing evidence suggests that it was most likely a man-made wall.  
Unlike the excavations in the trench we continued to excavate below the non-
sandstone rubble feature within unit 1031 N/999 E where we encountered a concentration 
of clay. While the depositional processes of rockshelters are dynamic, a concentration of 
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clay is not typical (Waters 1997). If it were an entire layer of clay that covered the site 
than perhaps an alluvial event, like an overflow of the intermittent drainage nearby, might 
be responsible. However, this concentration is isolated just under the non-sandstone 
rubble. It would appear, therefore, that this concentration of clay may not have arrived by 
natural processes, but was brought there by occupants of the rockshelter. Following this 
line of reasoning, I contend that this non-sandstone rubble feature was at one point a wall 
built to buffer inhabitants from the outside elements. Clay may have been used both in 
the construction of the wall as well as a way to water-proof the interior of the rockshelter. 
There are other prehistoric sites in the region that have this type of architectural feature 
(Gilmore 1999), which further supports the possibility that this feature was a man-made 
wall.    
 
Figure 3.7: Unit 1031 N/999 E demonstrating the pile of non-sandstone rubble present 
north of the trench.  
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 The third and final goal of using GPR was to help generate a larger-scale map of 
subsurface features of the rockshelter. Traditional archaeological methods would require 
further excavation, or at the very least probing, but with geophysical survey one is able to 
make well informed conclusions about the subsurface materials. After comparing the 
GPR survey results with my excavation results I was able to reanalyze the GPR profiles 
with greater insight. Ultimately, I was able to create another three-dimensional picture of 
the subsurface and generate hypotheses about the subsurface materials in and around the 
rockshelter. 
 In the field, both photographs and drawings recorded the stratigraphic horizons of 
the northern wall of unit 1031N/1001E. Transect File_058 was collected parallel to this 
wall and only 20 cm to its south. When properly placed in space alongside File_058, the 
stratigraphic profile of unit 1031N/1001E reveals correlating results. That is to say, the 
sandstone horizon recorded in the unit aligns precisely with the high amplitude 
reflections in the GPR profile (figure 3.8). The sandstone layer’s undulating surface is so 
distinct that when its profile exactly matches that of the GPR reflections I am convinced 
that what we see in the GPR profiles accurately reflects what we found in excavations.  
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of stratigraphic horizon of northern wall of unit 1031N/1001 E 
and transect File_058. 
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In order to test this hypothesis again I compared the stratigraphy of unit 
1032N/1000E with File_062 (figure 3.9). This GPR profile paralleled the northern wall of 
unit 1302N/1000E and was offset to the south by approximately 40cm (figure 3.2). If the 
comparative maps in this example appear to be off in depth this is due to the fact that the 
degree of depth change on the ground surface has dropped slightly (~10-15 cm) from that 
of the area where the GPR profile was collected. Therefore the unit is measured from a 
known but arbitrary datum, while the GPR profile followed the ground surface along its 
various depth changes. While this is not the most ideal distance to compare such a small 
sample of a profile, the comparative results revealed similar features. After placing the 
drawing in space alongside the GPR profile, there appears to be a common factor in the 
existence of sandstone and the presence of medium-to-high amplitude reflections. What 
is clearly labeled in the stratigraphic drawing as sandstone rubble appears as medium 
amplitude reflections in the eastern boundary of the profile. The interface between the 
flat-topped sandstone boulders and silt layers appears as a high amplitude planar 
reflection. Again the direction and slopes of these geological features match exactly in 
space with the reflections in File_062, further confirming the hypothesis that the 
processed results of the GPR survey accurately matches what we found in excavations. 
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of File_62 and northern wall of unit 1032N/1000E and 
projections of potential geological/archaeological features.  
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By comparing excavation results with the GPR profiles it was possible to make 
assessments of the GPR data recorded in those unexcavated areas of the larger site. More 
importantly it allowed me to test further the hypotheses of whether or not this non-
sandstone rubble feature (a potential wall) continued the length of the drip line. It was 
clear that the non-sandstone rubble seen in the trench and in unit 1030 N/999E was 
uniquely represented in the GPR profiles by distinct and individual medium amplitude 
hyperbolic reflections (figure 3.4). This was unlike the sandstone roof spalling, which 
was much larger and represented by a series of overlapping high amplitude reflections. 
After another review of the GPR profiles I mapped out the trajectory of these medium 
amplitude point source reflections.  
Within a few of the other profiles north of the trench there is evidence of medium 
amplitude point source reflections. These might represent parts of the very same non-
sandstone rubble feature. In File_63, for example, the same medium amplitude point 
source reflections are present (figure 3.10). The same reflections can be seen in Files_63 
up through File_67. All together this non-sandstone rubble feature is potentially 5 meters 
in length. 
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Figure 3.10: Annotated File_63 demonstrating the presence of medium amplitude point 
source reflections characteristic of the non-sandstone rubble found in excavations. 
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While my original hypothesis was that this feature continued north of the trench, 
it appears that it follows more of a northwesterly trajectory. At first this trajectory 
parallels that of the drip line, but after a few meters it appears that the feature and the drip 
line do not match up (figure 3.11). Some may argue that the location of this non-
sandstone feature does not exactly follow the drip line of the rockshelter, making the case 
that it wouldn’t have served as a very effective wall to protect those within. However, it 
is possible that the current drip line is not in the same location of the drip line during 
prehistoric times. There is ample evidence of sandstone roof spalling on the surface to 
suggest that this rockshelter and the location of its overhang has undergone significant 
changes. Logically, in the past this rockshelter’s drip line would most likely have 
extended further out from its current position. In fact, where the current drip line deviates 
from the trajectory of the non-sandstone feature is directly in the center, the area of the 
rockshelter that has the least structural support. Therefore, it is possible that the drip line 
of prehistoric times might have continued northeast and been located just above this wall-
like feature. 
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Figure 3.11: Plan view at 5-10 nanoseconds of potential features and the location of the 
drip line. 
 
It is not uncommon to find evidence of architectural features in the region. There 
are a few sites in the region that have evidence of architecture dating to the Early 
Ceramic period, including Three O’clock Shelter (5WL1997), Kinney Springs (5LR144), 
Valley View Site (5LR1085), Magic Mountain Site, and George W. Lindsay Ranch Site 
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(Gilmore 1999:240-244). Many of these architectural features have been interpreted as 
habitation structures. There is strong enough evidence to support the claim that this non-
sandstone rubble feature at the drip line is in fact a prehistoric wall. If this is the case than 
anthropologically this wall has significant and interesting implications for the ways in 
which prehistoric groups occupied this rockshelter. 
 Constructing this feature would have required a great investment of time and 
energy. It appears that this wall was a few courses tall and almost 5 meters long. 
Furthermore, it appears that a clay layer was placed underneath, possibly as a means of 
water-proofing. The rocks utilized in the feature are not sandstone, the parent material of 
this rockshelter and the most abundant source of rock in the immediate vicinity. This 
suggests that rocks used in the construction of this feature came from outside the 
immediate area, requiring at least several journeys if not more to retrieve. Most likely, the 
construction of this wall required more than one person. Clearly this feature was built 
with careful planning and cooperation.  
In fact, the level of investment in time and energy into this wall suggests that 
occupants planned on staying for a longer period of time. This rockshelter is particularly 
shallow and would have otherwise been exposed to wind, rain, and snow. If inhabitants 
planned on staying at this rockshelter for any significant amount of time, than a wall 
would be a sensible way to buffer those inside from the outside elements. While this wall 
most likely didn’t reach any great height, it may have been accompanied by lean-to 
structures or animal hides in order to bolster its efficiency at keeping any bad weather 
out. It would protect those inside from bad weather, the cold, and possibly from 
predators.  
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This architectural feature gives insight into who possibly occupied this 
rockshelter. It appears that this rockshelter was not just a one-time hunting camp, but 
perhaps used for a long-term basis. Therefore, groups occupying it most likely consisted 
of both men and women. More vulnerable groups, like the elderly and the young, would 
benefit from the construction of a wall. Investment into an architectural feature like a 
wall makes this rockshelter appear to be someone’s long-term residence. 
A wall like this may have allowed for relatively more comfortable occupations 
during the winter. Perhaps prehistoric groups utilized this shelter as a winter camp during 
seasonal migrations. Those who built this architectural feature most likely returned to this 
place over and over again. I argue that evidence of a wall only strengthens the hypothesis 
that this rockshelter continued to be an important campsite for generations of prehistoric 
groups that migrated throughout the Palmer Divide. 
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CHAPTER 4 
PALEOENVIRONMENTAL RECONSTRUCTION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Several important cultural transitions occurred in Prehistoric hunter-gatherer life 
on the Colorado Plains between the Late Archaic and Early Ceramic period. Regional 
population was on the rise (Gilmore 2008), hunter-gatherer groups were becoming more 
sedentary, subsistence strategies were evolving, and mortuary rituals were increasingly 
more complicated (Gilmore 1999, 2008b). Technologies were also changing. The 
archaeological record documents the adoption of the bow and arrow technology c. AD 
150, as well as the adoption of pottery around AD 150 (Ellwood 1995; Gilmore 1999). 
Using Welcome Home Ranch rockshelter as a case site, I tested the hypothesis that there 
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was a significant relationship between these cultural changes and a variable environment.  
In order to make relevant hypotheses and conclusions, it was first essential to review the 
most recent climate data from the region.  
Various paleoclimate studies on the Late Holocene in Colorado have been done, 
including analyses of the tree-ring, aeolian, peat, lake and pocket-fen records (Clarke and 
Rendell 2003; Cook et al. 2004; Forman et al. 2008; Gilmore and Sullivan 2010; Muhs 
1985; Shuman et al. 2009; Woodhouse et al. 2011). While climatic changes are well 
documented during this transition, some believe them not to have been remarkable 
enough to affect significant cultural change (Zier and Kalasz 1991). It is my intention to 
review the most recent studies on the paleoclimate of eastern Colorado to demonstrate 
that high climate variability was dramatic enough to affect the plant and animal resources 
essential to prehistoric hunter-gatherers. I argue that prehistoric groups adopted new 
mobility and settlement habits, subsistence strategies, and technologies (pottery and the 
bow and arrow) in response to resource stress caused by an unpredictable environment.  
TREE-RING RECORD 
 For the past 30 years the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) has been used to 
quantify the significance of droughts in North America for a specific location and time. 
In a reconstruction of tree-ring records from across North America Cook et al. (2004) 
established a new PDSI that covers a greater area of North America as well as extends the 
time range by 600 -1200 years BP (Cook et al. 2004). Also within this new PDSI data, a 
separate regional index is available. By using the Western Drought Area Index (DAI) we 
can look at paleo-climatic episodes of drought occurring between the Early Ceramic and 
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Middle Ceramic on the Great Plains. Evidence from the DAI suggests that between 250 
BC and AD 400 the Great Plains experienced a period of drought (Cook et al. 2004). 
 The DAI shows four significant episodes of drought took place during the end of 
the Early Ceramic period, including the exceptionally dry epochs around AD 936, 1034, 
1150, and 1253 (Cook et al. 2004:1017). Between each drought the record gives evidence 
of intervals with greater effective moisture. Right before the AD 936 drought, ~AD 825-
850, and in between the drought of AD 1034 and AD 1150, there is evidence of 
significant wet periods (Cook et al. 2004). These fluctuations in dryer and wetter 
episodes correlates to a known climatic episode, the Medieval Warming Period (MWP), 
which is characterized across the globe by an abnormally warmer climate with variable 
precipitation (Gilmore 2008). However, the DAI reconstructions demonstrate an abrupt 
change in conditions after AD 1300 towards a decreasingly arid environment lasting into 
the 20
th
 c. Therefore, the new PDSI and DAI records suggest that prehistoric droughts 
were more severe than anything before experienced in the 20
th
 century (Cook et al. 2004). 
 On a more local scale, Woodhouse et al. (2011) reconstructed the chronology and 
climate history of the upper Arkansas River basin using pine trees of the central Colorado 
Rocky Mountains as their proxy. Five-needle pines, including bristlecone pine, can be 
exceptionally long-lived making them potentially useful paleoclimate proxies. 
Accompanied by new reconstructions of the water year (October-September) stream flow 
for the Arkansas River basin as well as PDSI records, Woodhouse and her associates took 
hundreds of core samples from various pine trees in order to get an accurate 
reconstruction of climate in the area dating back to AD 200. Results show that, “this 
particular long bristlecone pine record is most useful for examining the long-term pattern 
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of drought frequency and duration” (Woodhouse et al. 2011:488). The composite data 
suggests a number of extended droughts occurred between AD 300- 550 as well as 
between AD 700-1300 (figure 4.1) (Woodhouse et al. 2011). While dendrochronology is 
a continuous data source, the authors stipulate that climate interpretations from AD 600-
1200 should be considered preliminary due to the limited number of samples 
(Woodhouse et al. 2011:489).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Tree-ring Growth Index graph, from Woodhouse et al. (2011). Horizontal 
bars represent periods of extended drought.  
 
AEOLIAN RECORD 
 Drought increases aeolian processes, which leave their mark on the landscape in 
the form of sand dunes. Previous dune orientation studies on the Colorado Plains have 
determined that dominant sand-moving paleo-winds came from the northwest, or as a 
result of a westerly zonal circulation (Clarke and Rendell 2003; Muhs 1985:570). The 
climate of this region is seasonally controlled by the position of the polar front. This 
means that during winter the Pacific-maritime winds, westerly and moisture-rich, flow 
across North America while the polar front flows southwards creating strong dry 
northwest winds on the Great Plains. In summer, the polar front retreats allowing the 
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warm and moist airflow from the Gulf to bring rains necessary for the spring and summer 
crop growth (Clarke and Rendell 2003). If these winds from the Gulf are stifled then the 
Great Plains experience drought at a crucial time in the growing season.  
 Reviewing aeolian records from Colorado, it is hard not to come across the work 
of Daniel R. Muhs. His work in the 1980’s helped establish aeolian records as an 
important proxy for paleoclimate research. He worked on the dunes in northeastern 
Colorado, with a focus on recognizing patterns of drought in the Late Holocene (Muhs 
1985). According to Muhs (1985) during the Late Holocene, particularly between 1000 
BC and AD 450, the central Great Plains experienced drought induced by prolonged dry 
Pacific-derived winds under a strong zonal-circulation (Muhs 1985:579). However, 
numerous, more recent studies and re-examinations of Colorado’s sand dunes have been 
done.  
 Michele Clarke and Helen Rendell (2003) utilized Infrared Stimulated 
Luminescence (IRSL) dating in an attempt to show exactly when sand drifts occurred on 
Colorado’s sand dunes. Their goal was to determine episodes of sand drift and by 
association times of drought. By examining the Fort Mason dune field in the northeastern 
portion of the state, Clarke and Rendell attempted to define Late Holocene paleoclimate 
on the Great Plains. Conclusions from their IRSL research from Fort Mason show that 
several significant episodes of aeolian mobilization occurred during the Late Holocene. 
These episodes suggest times of drought occurred around 420 BC, AD 890, 1150, 1350-
1420 and 1580 (Clarke and Rendell 2003:1057). 
 The Arkansas River dune field in southwestern Kansas has also been closely 
studied in an attempt to reconstruct regional climate from as far back as the late 
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Pleistocene up to the 20
th
 century (Forman et al. 2008). Falling within the Great Plains 
and adjacent to the Arkansas River basin, these dunes provided climate data of the Late 
Holocene relevant to the Colorado Plains. Applying optical age dating techniques to the 
depositional record at several sites on the dunes, Steven Forman and his colleagues 
compared results from the dunes to PDSI data from the area. They identified twelve 
potential periods of decadal-scale mega-droughts, including a significant episode between 
AD 300-500 (Forman et al. 2008:117). Furthermore, Forman stresses that they found a 
significant aeolian depositional event around AD 460 +/- 130yrs.  
 While many paleoclimate studies have been done on sand dunes, the aeolian 
stratigraphic record is not continuous. Therefore, it is important to note that climate 
reconstructions are limited if not incomplete (Forman et al. 2008:118).  
POCKET-FEN RECORD 
 Kevin Gilmore and Donald Sullivan (2010) alternatively analyzed pocket fen 
records from southeastern Colorado in an attempt to determine paleoclimate conditions. 
Unlike some paleoclimate proxies, pocket fen sediments hold a continuous record of the 
physical, chemical, and biotic characteristics that can ultimately reflect environmental 
conditions at the time of deposition (Gilmore and Sullivan 2010:422). Furthermore, 
pocket fens, which have a relatively high rate of sedimentation, can provide detailed 
decadal- to sub decadal-resolution of local environments over thousands of years 
(Gilmore and Sullivan 2010). The study tested three pocket fens in the Chico Creek 
Valley, just on the southern edge of the Palmer Divide. These tests therefore have the 
potential to provide highly accurate climate data specifically for the region of the Palmer 
Divide. 
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 Relative rates of peat decomposition, as well as humic acid content, serve as a 
means to determine effective moisture, and percentage of organic content helps to 
establish periods of cool and wet conditions (Gilmore and Sullivan 2010). After 
analyzing the bulk density, organic content, and peat humification levels for each cored 
sample, Gilmore and Sullivan (2010) were able to build a record of temperature 
stretching back 3000 years BP and a record of effective moisture dating back to 2000 
years BP.  
 From their data Gilmore and Sullivan (2010) were able to infer a prolonged warm 
and dry period between 250 BC and AD 400. They termed this episode the “Terminal 
Archaic Drought,” which has been characterized by aeolian activity and a period of 
intense aridity on the Great Plains (Gilmore and Sullivan 2010:425). Looking at the 
reconstructed temperature and effective moisture model it appears that this period 
experienced a highly variable climate as both temperature and effective moisture 
fluctuate (figure 4.2). According to Gilmore and Sullivan, “the Terminal Archaic Drought 
could have provided a forcing mechanism for prehistoric culture change that defined the 
Archaic/Formative transition in the region” (Gilmore and Sullivan 2010:426).  
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Figure 4.2: Reconstructed temperature and effective moisture levels from pocket-fen 
paleoclimate proxies (Gilmore 2008:222). Notice the variable temperature and moisture 
content levels between 300 BC to AD 500.  
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COMPILATION OF PALEOCLIMATE DATA 
Late Archaic Paleoclimate 1000 BC – AD 150 
 Evidence from multiple proxies suggest numerous episodes of drought occurred 
during the transitional phase between Late Archaic and Early Ceramic. During the Late 
Archaic period the Sub-Atlantic climatic episode influenced the Platte River Basin (Tate 
and Gilmore 1999). This climatic episode started around 700 BC and lasted into the first 
centuries of the Early Ceramic, as late as AD 500 (Tate and Gilmore 1999). The Sub-
Atlantic episode was a time of decreased moisture on the Platte River Basin (Tate and 
Gilmore 1999). Regional aeolian records suggest that between 1000 BC and AD 450 this 
region was plagued with droughts (Muhs 1985), with a particular episode occurring 
around 420 BC (Clarke and Rendell 2003). Results from the DAI suggest that between 
250 BC and AD 400 the Great Plains were experiencing a time of decreased effective 
moisture (Cook et al. 2004). Furthermore, Gilmore and Sullivan (2010) have evidence 
from the local pocket-fen record pointing towards a significant drought between 250 BC 
– AD 100, known as the “Terminal Archaic Drought.” Therefore the transition period 
between the Late Archaic and Early Ceramic period is characterized by decreased 
effective moisture on the plains.   
Early Ceramic Paleoclimate AD 150 – 1150 
 In the beginning of the Early Ceramic, the Sub-Atlantic climatic episode was still 
dominating the Platte River Basin (Tate and Gilmore 1999). By AD 300 evidence 
suggests effective moisture decreased with at least four significant decade-long droughts 
occurring between AD 300 – 550, in what has been called the “Early Ceramic Drought” 
(Gilmore 2008; Forman et al. 2008). Already, and within a relatively short time, the 
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beginning of the Early Ceramic period on the Colorado Plains is characterized by a great 
number of climate variations and deteriorating environmental conditions. 
 In the middle part of the Early Ceramic period, between AD 500 – 700, the 
Scandic climatic episode created warmer and dryer conditions than that of the Sub-
Atlantic episode, but were still cooler and moister than present day conditions (Tate and 
Gilmore 1999). This trend might have dominated a majority of the Plains, however some 
argue that the Platte River Basin didn’t follow the conditions of the Scandic episode. 
Evidence from the pollen record and aeolian deposits suggest that the Platte River Basin 
became moister after the Sub-Atlantic episode (Gilmore 1999; Muhs 1985).  
 In the second half of the Early Ceramic period, around AD 740 – 1150, the Neo-
Atlantic climatic episode increased the average precipitation and continued the trend to 
warmer temperatures (Tate and Gilmore 1999). In what has come to be known as the 
Medieval Warming Period, several significant episodes of drought occurred between AD 
900-1300 (Clarke and Rendell 2003; Cook et al. 2004; Woodhouse et al. 2011). 
INFLUENCES OF A VARIABLE CLIMATE  
 Evidence from the paleoclimate records above clearly show that the Colorado 
Plains during the transition from the Late Archaic into the Early Ceramic period was 
afflicted with a variable climate. During this time period prehistoric hunter-gatherers 
would have had to contend with several decade-long droughts and fluctuating 
temperatures. Many agree that this variable climate impacted the daily lives of prehistoric 
groups on the Plains (Gilmore and Sullivan 2010:426; Muhs 1985:579). However, some 
disagree, and believe that prehistoric people of this time period didn’t suffer extreme 
enough episodes of drought and climate degradation to effect any significant change (Zier 
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and Kalasz 1999:136). I argue that the cultural transitions of this time period, 
accompanied by the influx of population and increased sedentism, may have been in 
response to climatic and environmental pressures.  
  Highly seasonal and unpredictable climates have been linked to declines in large 
mammal populations on the Plains (Broughton et al. 2008; Niven et al. 2004). For 
example, Broughton et al. (2008) related the variable climate of the Early Holocene to 
declining populations of bison and deer in the Great Basin. They found that unpredictable 
climates can greatly reduce the duration and forage quality of the growing season, and 
create a miss-timing of reproduction (Broughton et al. 2008:1917). If bison and large 
prey populations are reduced, then stress will be placed on prehistoric hunter-gatherer 
populations reliant on these resources.  
 Grassland conditions affecting the health of bison and large prey would have 
influenced prehistoric groups organization of settlement activities. Some argue that 
adverse grassland conditions would create a limited area of forgeable land, necessarily 
restricting bison and large prey to a more predictable location for prehistoric hunters 
(Niven et al. 2004:1790). As dry conditions affected the greater Plains region there is 
evidence that the Platte River Basin and the Palmer Divide were not experiencing 
significant droughts (Gilmore 1999, 2008). It is also during this time period that those 
very areas experience an influx of hunter-gatherer populations (Gilmore 2008). If large 
game populations were restricted to smaller areas they would likely find their way 
towards areas with lush ground coverage, including areas like the Platte River Basin and 
the Palmer Divide. It is likely essential resources like large game attracted hunter-
gatherer populations to the region.  
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 Restricted game populations coupled with an increase in regional population may 
have required prehistoric groups to adapt and change their strategies to survive. Although 
there is evidence that suggests that during these Holocene droughts groups were moving 
onto the Colorado Front Range from the mountain interior (Benedict 1999; Muhs 
1985:579). Those who made the decision to stay within the Colorado Plains might have 
resituated themselves towards familiar regional locations where alternative food sources 
were generous. The Palmer Divide, which is described as having a high concentration of 
variable resources (Guy Hays 2008:2), would have been an ideal choice. With a variable 
climate and population in the region increasing, prehistoric groups appear to have revised 
their settlement patterns to fit within their new environment.  
 Within the regional archaeological record there is a trend in decreased mobility of 
hunter-gatherer populations during the Early Ceramic period (Gilmore 1999). It appears 
that a majority of camp sites recorded in the region show evidence of more sedentary 
lifestyles. Camps appear to be occupied for longer periods of time than was typical of the 
Late Archaic period camp sites. Not only was there a greater frequency of sites during the 
Early Ceramic, but these populations were choosing to reside for longer periods of time. 
Evidence of this includes the increase in site size, more diversity in the features and stone 
tools, as well as the increased frequency of ground stone and presence of ceramics 
(Gilmore 1999). This trend is unique to the Early Ceramic Period, and there are several 
theories behind what motivates hunter-gatherer groups, known for their highly mobile 
lifestyles, to settle more permanently. 
There are a few key hypotheses regarding the shift towards sedentism among 
hunter-gatherer groups. Price and Brown’s (1985) “pull and push” hypotheses are two of 
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the main hypotheses regarding hunter-gatherer sedentism. The “pull” hypothesis argues 
that the presence of abundant resources is both a necessary and a sufficient condition for 
sedentism to appear. Many disagree with this hypothesis, as there are several instances 
where despite an abundance of resources in one spot hunter-gatherer groups chose not to 
become sedentary. Binford (1983) contends that hunter-gatherers would avoid the 
opportunity to become sedentary and continue to migrate across the landscape to collect 
information on both their natural and social environment. Kelly agrees that “cultural 
ideals valuing movement might encourage mobility even where sedentism is possible” 
(Kelly 1985:48). Our assumptions about the advantages of sedentism may be biased, 
because despite the opportunity to settle down there are several ethnographic cases in 
which hunter-gatherer groups remain mobile. 
The “push” hypothesis argues that hunter-gatherer groups are forced into 
sedentism by stress. Stress in this instance is hard to define, but researchers have argued 
that factors such as population increase, climate change, and territory restrictions may act 
as the driving force behind sedentism (Cohen 1977; Rafferty 1985). If they don’t migrate 
out of the area then, theoretically, groups left in this situation will intensify their 
subsistence strategies. For example, they will increase the range of foods in their diet 
(Kelly 1985:53). Due to a reduction in food supply relative to group population, groups 
will double their efforts in the gathering and processing foods as a way to compensate. 
Other responses include the restructuring of social organization, change in technological 
innovation, or the reduction in group size (Rafferty 1985).  
A third hypothesis may also be relevant to the trend in reduced mobility in the 
region. Lourandos (1985) argues his social competition hypothesis, suggesting that a shift 
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by hunter-gatherer groups towards semi-sedentism was driven by increasingly complex 
social networks and alliances. Just as movements across a landscape can be socially and 
politically motivated, so can the choice to remain stationary. However, Kelly (1985) finds 
this theory relies less on data and more on general speculation. In fact he argues that the 
increasingly complex social environments are a factor of sedentism and not the other way 
around (Kelly 1985). 
 There has been few regional studies published on the reasons for why prehistoric 
hunter-gatherer populations choose a more sedentary lifestyle during this time period. 
However, the dominant hypothesis is that prehistoric hunter-gatherers in the Palmer 
Divide chose to reside in this region for a greater period of time due to the abundance of 
resources available to them (Guy Hayes 2008; King 2006). In fact King (2006) argues 
that certain prehistoric groups chose to occupy camps for longer so as to exploit (and 
perhaps retain) an area with coveted resources. With a growing population, prehistoric 
hunter-gatherer groups might have had to reside in a single location for longer periods of 
time, “possibly as an adaptive way to lay claim to a highly desirable place” (King 
2006:197). This hypothesis follows the “pull” model that explains the driving force 
behind sedentism.  
 Other hypotheses follow the “push” model, which suggests external factors forced 
groups to practice a reduced form of mobility. Kevin Gilmore, for example, argues that 
the dominant factors involved in the transition to a more sedentary lifestyle include both 
the external pressure of a variable climate and the internal pressure of an increased 
population (Gilmore 2008). Within this hypothesis, two factors are making it more and 
more difficult for prehistoric hunter-gatherers to continue to practice their highly mobile 
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lifestyles. A variable climate typically affects the subsistence resources of hunter-
gatherers, including large game. Coupled with an increase in prehistoric population, and 
resources might have been stretched even thinner. Perhaps practicing a more sedentary 
lifestyle was the only way hunter-gatherer groups could insure access to necessary 
resources.  
 It is possible that “pull” factors, like an abundance of resources, were involved in 
attracting prehistoric hunter-gatherer populations to the region in the first place, and that 
“push” factors, like a variable climate and increased population, consequently led these 
new comers to practice more sedentary lifestyles. Either way it appears that a trend in 
decreased mobility was not in isolation. Settlement habits were not the only things 
changing during the transition into the Early Ceramic period, it appears that subsistence 
strategies were also changing. Prehistoric hunter-gatherers decreased their reliance on 
large game to a greater dependence on small game, as well as increased their reliance on 
plant resources to supplement their diet (Gilmore 1999). These revised subsistence 
strategies were most likely aided by the adoption of more efficient technologies. 
The widely accepted model for the adoption of the bow and arrow in eastern 
Colorado is based on diffusion from eastern and northern Plains groups (Morland 1988). 
The bow was a technology prehistoric peoples most likely knew about and was actively 
adopted only in response to a growing perception of economic need (Gilmore 2008). 
Archaeologically, evidence suggests that the bow and arrow was used concurrently with 
the atlatl for a few hundred years. While the earliest evidence of the bow and arrow is AD 
100 in the Arkansas River Basin (Kalasz et al. 1999) and AD 240 in the Platte River 
Basin (Gilmore 1999), it was not until after AD 400 that the bow and arrow became the 
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dominant hunting technology in eastern Colorado. This large overlap has been interpreted 
as the recognition that the atlatl (figure 4.3) was relatively superior in certain 
environments and topographic situations, and for different prey species and hunting 
strategies. 
 Bow and arrow technology does have some advantages over atlatl technology. 
Some of the advantages of the bow and arrow include accuracy and flexibility. Increased 
accuracy of the bow and arrow provided prehistoric hunters with the option for hunting 
smaller game. It allowed for hunters to more accurately shoot while running, so that 
hunters could chase their prey. For all hunters the element of surprise is a great tactical 
advantage. Equally lethal, the bow and arrow is easier to manipulate and relatively silent 
compared to that of the atlatl (Yu 2006). Unlike the atlatl, the bow and arrow can be fired 
from a sitting position and with relatively little movement to achieve the same velocity 
needed to penetrate the hide of prey. Because the bow and arrow allows for the element 
of surprise in hunting, diversity in hunting strategies, and increased range of prey species, 
prehistoric hunters understood the benefits of adopting the bow and arrow. This does not 
mean prehistoric hunters simply abandoned atlatl technology in favor of the bow and 
arrow. 
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Figure 4.3: An artist’s conception of Archaic hunters utilizing the atlatl and dart (Cassells 
1997:116). 
 
 Many argue that cultural groups tend to be conservative, in that these groups tend 
to preserve their technologies and behaviors. Only a push from external forces encourage 
groups to adapt and change aspects of their culture (Binford 1972; Kelly 1992; Price and 
Brown 1985). These outside forces can be anything from natural disasters, increased 
population pressure, climatic circumstances, or even epidemics. Until a threshold is 
reached cultures will tend to be conservative about change. Following Binford’s model of 
conservative cultures, it is most likely the case that prehistoric groups on the Colorado 
Plains recognized the advantages of the bow and arrow, but continued to utilize 
technologies they better understood, like the familiar spear and atlatl (Binford 1972). 
Perhaps prehistoric hunters knew about this new technology, but only actively adopted it 
in response to more stressful circumstances.  
 The transition phase between the introduction of the bow and the gradual 
abandonment of the atlatl occurs within the same time (AD 250 – 500) as the Early 
Ceramic Drought was evidenced to have taken place (Gilmore 2008; Forman et al. 2008). 
Perhaps, by the end of the drought, around AD 400, the regional bison and large game 
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population had diminished too dramatically for prehistoric hunters using the atlatl to rely 
on. It could be that the primary reason for abandoning the atlatl is because the bow and 
arrow allowed prehistoric hunters to exploit a wider range of prey, including small game. 
Yu (2006) explains that a more generalized subsistence strategy, one that includes the 
exploitation of smaller prey species, was made available through the use of the bow and 
arrow. Gilmore (2008) believes dietary stress was most likely a result of decreasing 
territory among hunter-gatherer groups, which ultimately led to a change in subsistence 
strategies. According to Gilmore, increasing population during the Early Ceramic 
decreased the territory in which prehistoric groups had access to. Prehistoric groups 
chose a more generalized subsistence strategy to better exploit a smaller region for its 
resources. This new strategy was best used in practice with the bow and arrow. 
 Furthermore, during such a variable and unpredictable climate, prehistoric groups 
may have relied more on plant resources than in the past. As early as AD 150, pottery 
appears on the Colorado Plains (Gilmore 1999). This happened just after the “Terminal 
Archaic Drought”, which ended AD 100 (Gilmore and Sullivan 2010). However, others 
think this period of decreased effective moisture lasted between 250 BC and AD 400 
(Cook et al. 2004). It appears, at least, that the Colorado Plains at this time was 
characterized by decreased effective moisture. A drought, especially one that affects the 
crucial growing seasons, can have drastically negative effects on the overall ground 
vegetation. This not only had consequences for those grazing animals reliant on plants, 
but for prehistoric groups who supplemented their diet with plant resources. Studies have 
ethnographically and archaeologically linked the production of pottery to an increased 
intensity of seed harvesting (Eerkens 2004, Stiger 1998). Not only is pottery able to hold 
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seeds in storage for long periods of time, but pottery is also more effective at processing 
plant foods.  
Gilmore (1999) argues that the introduction of pottery, while a significant marker 
in the archaeological record of the region, did not drastically alter the subsistence 
strategies and lifestyles of prehistoric peoples. Plants and seeds were just as an essential 
part of hunter-gatherer diets before the introduction of ceramics. For example, stone-
boiling was a common way to render these plant foods edible. Stone boiling is a 
technique to boil water in which fire-heated rocks are thrown into a pit (usually clay or 
sandy deposits) (Kornfeld et al. 2010). These stone boiling pits are associated with the 
processing of plant materials (Kornfeld et al. 2010). However, there is little contention 
that ceramic vessels offer a superior way to boil water and, therefore, plant foods could 
be rendered edible with greater efficiency. In fact, prehistoric groups on the Front Range 
of Colorado most likely knew about ceramic technology, through contact and trade with 
the east, long before adopting it. Pottery, and its advantages, was most likely familiar to 
these groups, but only adopted in a time of perceived stress, including a time of 
unpredictable plant and animal resources. 
 Some have argued that high climate variability during the Early Ceramic period 
was not significant enough to affect prehistoric peoples or their decisions. Evidence from 
various paleo-environmental proxies strongly suggests a variable and unpredictable 
climate during the first half of the Early Ceramic. The variable climate of the Early 
Ceramic had negative effects on the population densities of large mammals, the primary 
prey for prehistoric groups on the plains, effectively placing enough stress on prehistoric 
groups to change their habits. Therefore, after reviewing the regional climatic history I 
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argue that prehistoric peoples were faced with a changing and/or deteriorating 
environment on the greater Plains which may have led to an increase in hunter-gatherer 
population on the Platte River Basin and in the Palmer Divide. Under the new 
environmental constraints and increasing hunter-gatherer population, groups during this 
time period altered their settlement patterns, subsistence strategies, and adopted new 
technologies.  
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CHAPTER 5 
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
The archaeological dataset collected from Welcome Home Ranch was analyzed 
with the intention of addressing four main themes:  
 the chronology and cultural identities of occupations  
 technology and site function 
 subsistence strategies  
 mobility patterns of those living at the site 
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CHRONOLOGY AND CULTURAL IDENTITY 
Archaeologists typically identify layers of occupation on site in order to 
determine a sequence of occupations across time. Following the law of superposition one 
can assume that stratigraphic layers are deposited in a time sequence with the oldest on 
the bottom and the youngest at the top (Waters 1997). Unfortunately, the dynamic 
processes of this rockshelter’s deposition and outside disturbances have blurred the 
interfaces of separate occupational layers on site. There are no longer any visibly distinct 
stratigraphic or occupation layers. Excavations constantly encountered rodent burrows 
and sandstone rock fall that may have contributed to the obscuring of this distinction. 
There are no significant stratigraphic sequences remaining on site, making it impossible 
to rely on the law of superposition in order to place artifacts and features within a 
chronological order. Diagnostic artifacts, despite being displaced from a recognizable 
stratigraphic sequence, are therefore the only means to compile a relative range of dates 
for occupations. 
The occupations at Welcome Home Ranch were never chronologically dated 
through any absolute dating techniques. Without carbon-14 dates from organic materials 
recovered on site indirect methods were used to date the occupations of this rockshelter. 
Fortunately, other sites in the region have had extensive C-14 testing on in-situ materials 
associated with stratigraphically buried prehistoric occupations (Gilmore 2003; Gilmore 
and Larmore 2003; Kalasz et al. 1999; Pustmeuller 1977; Withers 1954). From these 
studies researchers have been able to produce an account of prehistory in Colorado 
(Butler 1988; Cassells 1997; Gilmore et al. 1999; Kalasz et al. 1999). Based on absolute 
dating methods they were able to establish a chronology for when different technologies 
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and artifacts entered the archaeological record across Colorado’s different regions. For 
example, there is evidence that ceramic technology was adopted in the Platte River Basin 
as early as AD 200 (figure 1.1)(Gilmore 1999) and in the Arkansas River Basin around 
AD 125 (Kalasz et al. 1999). These technologies, including ceramics and stone tools, 
therefore become diagnostic artifacts, in that they are recognized in the greater 
archaeological community as having distinct timeframes. Diagnostic ceramics and stone 
tools can therefore be analyzed in order to identify the extent of occupations across time 
at Welcome Home Ranch. 
Several studies have focused on the analysis of bifacially flaked stone tools, 
particularly projectile points, in order to identify the chronology of archaeological sites in 
the Plains region (Knight and Keyser 1983; Shott 1997; Thomas 1978). George Knight 
and James Keyser’s (1983) developed a mathematical technique for dating projectile 
points to either the Archaic or Late Preshistoric periods. Their research was based on 
projectile points recovered from well-dated contexts from Wyoming and Montana 
(Archaic n = 38, Late Prehistoric n = 68) (Knight and Keyser 1983:202). The goal of 
their research was to provide the Greater Plains region with a quantifiable means, rather 
than a subjective assumption, to assign projectile points found within un-stratified 
subsurface deposits into known chronologic contexts. 
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Figure 5.1: Attributes measured for the discriminant analysis of projectile points, 
including     neck width (N), width (W), thickness (T), and length (L) (modified from 
Knight and Keyser 1983:202). 
 
Knight and Keyser (1983) hypothesized that the attributes of a projectile point 
could be linked to the time period from which that point was used. Measurable attributes 
of a projectile point include length, thickness, width, and neck width (figure 5.1). By 
measuring the points recovered from excavation with well-dated chronologies, Knight 
and Keyser (1983) tested their hypothesis with a discriminant analysis. A discriminant 
analysis allowed them to test the hypothesis that one or more measurements of a 
projectile point (including neck width, length, width, and thickness) can serve to 
differentiate the two groups of objects, i.e. Archaic points versus Late Prehistoric points. 
They were able to accept their hypothesis, as the two groups of measurements were 
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discriminated to a highly significant degree, χ2 = 141.36; df = 4; p < .001 (Knight and 
Keyser 1983:202). From this known data they derived two classification equations (figure 
5.2), a Late Prehistoric Point Equation and an Archaic Point Equation, in order for others 
to test unknown data. 
Late Prehistoric Point Equation 
 = 0.0605(L)+1.5898(W)+5.4299(T)+2.0276(N)-30.1229 
 
Archaic Point Equation 
 = 0.1217(L)+2.3532(W)+8.6414(T)+2.5292(N)-63.8418 
         
Figure 5.2: Classification equations for a projectile point with all four measurable 
attributes developed by Knight and Keyser (1983:202). 
 
 
The highest resulting number from these two equations indicates the greater 
probability that the projectile point belonged to either the Late Prehistoric (AD 150-1540) 
or the Archaic (7000 BC- AD 150). These equations were designed to provide a “time 
period of best-fit” for each projectile point based on the absolute dates from previous 
research.  When all the measurable attributes are present the accuracy of dating the 
projectile point to the correct time period is 97.1% for Late Prehistoric points and 94.7% 
for Archaic points (Knight and Keyser 1983:202). Therefore this classification equation, 
that considers all four measurable attributes, provides dates that are statistically 
significant (p < .05). However, these classification equations are based off data samples 
from all over the Plains region and provide very broad date ranges. 
Projectile points, however, are typically found incomplete or broken, limiting the 
number of attributes with which to measure. In order to compensate for any missing 
attributes, Knight and Keyser (1983) constructed a second classification equation for a 
point’s neck width only (figure 5.3).  
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Late Prehistoric Point Equation 
= 3.2305(N)-15.3356 
 
Archaic Point Equation 
= 4.6610(N)-31.1752 
 
Figure 5.3: Classification equation for projectile point using only the neck width (N) 
developed by Knight and Keyser (1983:205). 
 
 
Even if the neck width of a projectile point is the only measurable attribute 
present, the accuracy of dating that tool to the correct time period is roughly 92% for Late 
Prehistoric points and 89.7% for Archaic points (Knight and Keyser 1983:205). While 
still highly accurate, the classification equations for a single-attribute, neck width, are not 
statistically significant (p < .05). Broken projectile points are therefore more difficult to 
accurately date. 
With these equations projectile points from the same region can be placed within 
a general time frame. I contend that Welcome Home Ranch falls within the same general 
region of the Greater Plains and, therefore, analyzing projectile points collected from 
excavations is one effective method for establishing a timeframe of occupations. Out of 
14 projectile points collected, only 8 points had enough attributes, including neck width, 
to make accurate conclusions. Following the mathematical technique of Knight and 
Keyser (1983) the measurements of each of these eight projectile points were entered into 
the separate equations. Results for each point provided two numbers, representing the 
probability of that point dating to either the Archaic or Late Prehistoric time periods. 
Table 1 demonstrates the results of the dating analysis. 
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Table 1: Results of indirect dating method developed by Knight and Keyser (1983) on 
points recovered from Welcome Home Ranch. Numbers highlighted in red represent the 
greater probabilities.  
 
 
 
 
 Results indicate that most of the projectile points (7 out of 8) recovered on site are 
potentially from the Late Prehistoric period. Only one projectile point, PP3, has 
significant evidence to suggest it is dated to the Archaic stage. However, the results from 
PP5 are only a fraction apart (Archaic = 20.09, Late Prehistoric = 20.19, suggesting that 
PP5 could date to either the Archaic stage or the Late Prehistoric stage. From these 
results the evidence suggests that occupations took place during the Archaic and Late 
Prehistoric time periods. With a higher frequency of projectile points that fall into the 
Late Prehistoric time period, however, it is my contention that occupations at Welcome 
Home Ranch were either more frequent or lasted longer during the Late Prehistoric. 
Again, these classification equations are based off of data collected from points all across 
the Plains and provide very broad date ranges. In order to identify more regional variation 
and more specific time frames a secondary analysis of projectile point typology is 
necessary.  
Another approach towards chronology of this site is through the identification of 
projectile point typologies. Typology is the classification of objects based on physical 
PP# Length Width Neck Width Archaic Late Prehistoric Possible Style
1 22 16 6 -3.209 4.047
2 32 17 10 15.434 16.969
3 33 23 14 34.078 29.891 Besant
4 24 13 5 -7.87 0.816
5 33 21 11 20.09 20.19 Elko-corner notched
6 - 16 7 1.451 7.277 Magic Mountain Corner notched
7 19 - 5 -7.87 0.816 Magic Mountain Corner notched
8 - - 8 6.112 10.508
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characteristics and a standard classification system for archaeologists. Within Colorado a 
few studies have focused on compiling a typology of projectile points and their 
associated dates, distribution, and cultural connections (Cassells 1997). From their 
research a general trend of increasingly diverse projectile point styles has been observed 
in the region across time. For example, in the Archaic period distinct projectile point 
styles are relatively few in Colorado as well as across all of the Great Plains (Cassells 
1997; Tate 1999). After the Archaic period, however, projectile point styles become 
increasingly diverse in the Colorado Front Range. As regional variation in projectile 
point typologies increase, archaeologists are better able to identify distinct cultural styles 
and define the time periods that these styles were in use (Cassells 1997; Gilmore 1999; 
Tate 1999).  A typological analysis of the projectile points from Welcome Home Ranch 
is another way in which to reconstruct the time span of occupations.    
A typological analysis of projectile points is purely visual based. Typically the 
key traits to consider in the analysis include things as simple as size and shape, to more 
intricate and detailed traits relating to the base, edges, cross-sections, notches, and flaking 
patterns of the projectile point. By considering points that had all of these traits still 
present, only five projectile points were intact enough to make typological comparisons. 
After a comparative analysis only four projectile points had traits that matched with 
styles originally identified by Cassells (1997) (figures 5.4 and 5.5). The morphology of 
PP3, including its slightly convex tapering edges and stemmed base, resembles the 
Besant style. This style is characteristic of the Late Archaic time period (Cassells 1997; 
Tate 1999). With its triangular shape, corner notches, and convex base, the morphology 
of PP5 fits the style of an Elko corner-notched style projectile point. Elko corner-notched 
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styles were first seen in the region during the Middle Archaic (3800 BC – 1000 BC), but 
lasted into the Late Archaic in Colorado (1000 BC – AD 150) (Tate 1999). Both PP6 and 
PP7 are small with deep corner-notches and an expanding stem that has a slightly convex 
base suggesting that they may be representative of the Magic Mountain corner-notched 
series. This particular style of point is found in this region during the Early Ceramic time 
period (Cassells 1997; Gilmore 1999).  
 
Figure 5.4: Photos of projectile points from Welcome Home Ranch excavations that have 
traits associated with known typologies in the region. 
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Figure 5.5: Projectile Points styles from the Archaic (adapted from Tate 1999:96) and the 
Late Prehistoric (adapted from Gilmore 1999:176).  
 
Comparing the morphology of a projectile point at Welcome Home Ranch to 
those styles identified by previous research to be linked with particular cultures and date 
ranges (Cassells 1997) is purely visual based. There is no precise way of making these 
comparisons and therefore no way to accurately link them to known time periods. A 
typological comparison should not be used on its own, but rather as a secondary means to 
more accurate methods. For example, after using Knight and Keyser’s (1983) equations it 
appears that PP5 may date from either the Archaic or Late Prehistoric time period (table 
5.1). From the typological analysis PP5 looks similar to that of an Elko Corner-Notched 
projectile point. This style dates from the Middle Archaic and into the Late Archaic (Tate 
1999). Therefore, based on the typological analysis as well as Knight and Keyser’s 
classification equations, I would argue that PP5 is most likely from the Archaic period. 
As for PP3, it most closely resembles the Besant style. Therefore, the typological analysis 
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on PP3 only strengthens the evidence from the previous equations that suggest this 
projectile point most likely dates to the Late Archaic period. Similarly, for PP7 (which 
was missing one of its measurable attributes) the typological analysis also supports the 
classification equation’s results. However, while the previous results suggest it dates to 
the Late Prehistoric period, the typological analysis links the morphology of PP7 to that 
of the Magic Mountain Corner Notch style. This style is seen in the region during the 
Early Ceramic period (Cassells 1997). This supports the claim that PP7 dates more 
exclusively to the Early Ceramic time period. While the typological comparison is not 
exact it can be used together with more accurate methods to identify a more specific time 
range for occupations. The typological comparison, together with the analysis provided 
by Knight and Keyser’s equations, suggests that occupations might be more restricted to 
the Late Archaic (1000 BC – AD 150) and Early Ceramic (AD 150- 1150), rather than a 
broader time span of the whole Archaic (starting in 7000 BC) through all of the Late 
Prehistoric (ending in AD 1540).  
An analysis of the ceramics on site further confirms that occupations at Welcome 
Home Ranch occurred during the Early Ceramic period. However, ceramics can also be 
used to help recognize potential cultural links. In the Platte River Basin of Colorado the 
earliest forms of ceramics were adopted no later than AD 200 (Gilmore 1999), whereas in 
the Arkansas River Basin they were adopted no later than AD 125 (figure 1.1)(Kalasz et 
al. 1999). Many agree that the presence of ceramics in the region signifies the adoption of 
new technologies and styles rather than the migration of distinct cultural groups (Cassells 
1997, Kornfield et al. 2010). As regional population was increasing during the transition 
between the Late Archaic and Early Ceramic period (Gilmore 2008), trade and exchange 
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networks were expanding beyond Colorado (Gilmore 1999; King 2006). Prehistoric 
groups in the Platte River Basin and the Palmer Divide ultimately became influenced by 
Eastern Woodland societies from the northeast (Cassells 1997). Evidence of this 
influence is seen in the similar ceramic styles and production techniques. The paddle and 
anvil technique, where the vessel walls are shaped by pounding the clay between a 
wooden cord-wrapped paddle and a smooth stone, is a characteristic of ceramics from 
Woodland groups to the northeast (Cassells 1997). This technique is distinct from the coil 
and scrape technique of Basketmaker ceramics common of the four corners region to the 
southwest (Plog 1999). Early forms of ceramics found in the Platte River Basin and the 
Palmer Divide are similar in style and construction to that of Woodland styles, which is 
why these early ceramics are sometimes referred to as a Plains-woodland style. 
Therefore, the presence of cord-marked ceramics made with the paddle and anvil 
technique may be used as a diagnostic for Plains-woodland cultures in the beginning of 
the Early Ceramic period.  
Woodland style ceramics from the Early Ceramic period are relatively uniform in 
their style across the region and don’t have much variation (O’Neil et al. 1988). Vessels 
are distinctly conical with straight and un-curling rims, decorated with vertical or 
diagonal cord-marks, and slight shoulders (figure 5.6) (Cassells 1997; Gilmore 
1999:290).  
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Figure 5.6: Early Ceramic Woodland-style vessel reconstructed from sherds recovered at 
Franktown Cave with AMS dates from 1253± 36 B.P. (Gilmore 2005).  
 
Between the latter half of the Early Ceramic and the early Middle Archaic (c. AD 
1150) there appears to be more regional variation. In the Middle Ceramic period ceramics 
in the northern half of the Platte River Basin began to take a different shape and 
decoration than that of the original Woodland style.  Northeast of the Palmer Divide, 
along the Republican River, these styles become increasing like that of the Upper 
Republican component (figure 5.7). A change is seen in the vessel morphology, including 
thinner vessel walls, flared rims, and a globular shape. Complete ceramic vessels provide 
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the best way to distinguish between the Early Ceramic period Woodland styles and later 
Middle Ceramic period Upper Republican styles. Without a complete vessel, however, it 
is a challenge to identify these differences in style. Diagnostic sherds, particularly parts 
of the rim or base, may be the only means with which to see any significant stylistic 
differences. With this in mind a ceramic analysis of sherds found at Welcome Home 
Ranch may inform us on a more specific time range of occupations and cultural 
identities.  
 
Figure 5.7: Ceramic Vessel variations in eastern Colorado during the late Early Ceramic 
and Middle Ceramic (Cassells 1997). 
 
Over 30 ceramic sherds were collected from excavations at Welcome Home 
Ranch. Within the collection there is a high degree of consistency in terms of style, 
including un-patterned cord-marks, dark gray to grayish-brown color, and fine temper 
(appendix A) (figure 5.8). All of the ceramics appeared to be made using a paddle and 
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anvil technique. However, there appears to be two different paddles used in the creation 
of the ceramics on site. For example, there is a noticeable difference in the cord mark 
patterns observed in the collection, including a single strand pattern and a double strand 
pattern. The strand refers to the cordage and how it is twisted. One strand twisted upon 
itself leaves a different pattern than two strands twisted together. Several sherds (n=8) 
exhibit single strand cordage patterns while the majority of samples exhibit double strand 
cordage patterns. There have been no studies that link the uses of single strand versus 
double strand cordage paddles to anything greater than personal preference (Cassells 
1997). Perhaps two different types of paddles were used in the design of ceramics on site, 
or perhaps more than one individual was shaping the ceramics. Based on the ceramic 
analysis it appears that all the sherds are similar to the Woodland-style. This suggests that 
occupants of Welcome Home Ranch were most likely affiliated with the Plains 
Woodland groups.  
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Figure 5.8: Example of ceramic fragment found at Welcome Home Ranch (scale in cm). 
 
 After reviewing data provided by the diagnostic projectile points and ceramics it 
appears that the rockshelter at Welcome Home Ranch may have been occupied from as 
early as the Middle Archaic period (c. 3800 BC) to no later than the end of the Middle 
Ceramic period (c. AD 1540). However, a majority of the artifacts date to the Late 
Archaic and Early Ceramic period (between 1000 BC – AD 1150). Therefore, following 
the evidence provided by an analysis of diagnostic artifacts I contend that occupations at 
this rockshelter occurred over two centuries between the Late Archaic and Early Ceramic 
time periods. Evidence of cord-marked ceramics made from the paddle and anvil 
technique suggest that groups occupying Welcome Home Ranch were producing 
ceramics similar in style to that of the Woodland style, typical of the northeast. Similar 
ceramic styles, therefore, link the occupants of this rockshelter with Plains-woodland 
cultural groups.  
TECHNOLOGY AND SITE FUNCTION 
 Past behavior imprints itself in the archaeology of a site. From artifacts, 
architecture, and features one can reconstruct this past behavior and get a sense of 
prehistoric site function. In this section more classification equations as well as 
comparative statistics are used to analyze patterns in the archaeological content of the 
rockshelter. Focusing solely on the stone tool assemblage at Welcome Home Ranch it is 
possible to recreate the past behaviors of prehistoric occupants and identify the 
function(s) of this particular site.  
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  A functional analysis of the artifacts and features at a site can provide the 
archaeologist with a look at the activities once performed by occupants (Andrefsky 
1998). In general archaeologists tend to associate the form of a tool to its function. Tools 
can therefore be analyzed as they related to the activities performed on site: activities 
related to hunting, food processing, and tool manufacturing. Knowing what activities 
took place and how frequently they occurred informs the archaeologist on a whole 
spectrum of anthropologically interesting questions. What were the main activities 
performed on site versus outside of camp? Who performed these activities? How do these 
activities change over time? Prehistoric technology may therefore provide information 
not only on site function, but on group life and social organization.  
There are some flaws in analyzing artifacts to generate conclusions on the 
activities performed on site, however. The multi-functionality of prehistoric artifacts and 
features makes inference from morphology difficult. It has been observed in ethnographic 
studies that an artifact’s form doesn’t always determine the artifact’s function (Adams 
and Adams 1991; Andrefsky 1998; Thomas 1978). For example, ceramics have long been 
associated with cooking, but could have also been used for storage (Binford 1983). 
Prehistoric people even utilized hafted projectile points for cutting, slicing, scraping, and 
piercing in addition to projectile weapons (Ahler 1971). Furthermore, an artifact’s 
function doesn’t necessarily determine a site’s function. There may also have been 
activities performed on site that never left any trace in the archaeological record. Even if 
the entire rockshelter at Welcome Home Ranch was excavated and every artifact 
uncovered, there is only so much information the archaeological record can provide. For 
this reason I focused on analyzing the population of tools and artifacts, instead of 
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focusing on individual tools, as they relate to activities and site function at Welcome 
Home Ranch.  
In order to overcome this uncertainty in determining prehistoric site function, 
many choose to analyze populations of tools instead of individual tools (Andrefsky 
1998). Generally a site’s function tends to be reflected by the artifact assemblage. During 
the Archaic period, sites functioned as specialized logistical camps and hunter-gatherer 
groups exhibited characteristics of a more mobile population (Tate 1999). These smaller 
logistical camps processed and acquired a narrower range of resources. Archaeologically 
this is reflected in the stone tool assemblage by the existence of a few multi-functional 
tools and little tool diversity. In the Early Ceramic period a site’s function tended by be 
more diverse. Researchers agree that the Early Ceramic period was a time when hunter-
gatherers in the Palmer Divide were becoming less mobile (Gilmore 1999, 2008). As 
prehistoric groups in the Early Ceramic period were moving around less their central 
residential camps became a place where more people could perform a multitude of 
different activities. An increase in the variety of activities can be seen in the increased 
diversity of tool types within an assemblage. Furthermore these camps tended to be 
located near lithic quarries from which groups could replenish their stone tool 
assemblage. For this reason expedient tools, or tools made for a single purpose and with 
general haste, are a feature of these residential camps. After the Early Ceramic and into 
the Middle Ceramic period there is evidence of a sharp decline in the region’s population 
(Gilmore 2008). During this time hunter-gatherers in the Palmer Divide returned to a 
more mobile lifestyle. In fact the stone tool assemblage once again showed patterns of 
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more mobile groups, including an increase in multi-functional tools and a decrease in tool 
varieties, much as it had during the Archaic stage.  
An analysis of the stone tool technology on site may provide a window into the 
past activities at Welcome Home Ranch. Excavations provided a whole dataset with 
which to analyze the stone tool assemblage. Figure 5.9 demonstrates the diversity in the 
assemblage at Welcome Home Ranch. Seven distinct tools were identified, including 
bifaces, burins, choppers, cores, expedient flake tools, projectile points, and scrapers.  
 
Figure 5.9: Frequency of Stone Tools found at Welcome Home Ranch. 
 
Each tool has one or more unique function(s): 
 Biface – a tool that has been utilized on both sides, typically considered multi-
functional for piercing, cutting, and scraping. 
 Burin – drill-like instruments used to engrave, pierce, and chisel. 
 Chopper – large hand held stones with cutting edges used in chopping anything 
from wood to bone. 
3% 
13% 
3% 
22% 
3% 
20% 
36% 
Stone Tool Assemblage at Welcome Home Ranch 
Biface
Burin
Chopper
Core
Expedient Flake Tool
Projectile Point
Scraper
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 Core – used in chopping as well as cutting, may also represent sources for 
detached pieces for stone tool manufacturing. 
 Expedient flake tool – informal tools made with little production effort that serve 
the function at hand. 
 Projectile point – used to pierce, cut, and scrape, however typically hafted to a 
wooden shaft for use as a projectile. 
 Scraper – any stone tool with a modified steep edge, typically used for scraping 
animal hides, wood, or bone.  
 
 When examining the entirety of the stone tool assemblage it first appears to be 
dominated by three types of tools, projectile points, cores and scrapers, each of which are 
associated with different activities. Scrapers make up the highest frequency (36%) of 
stone tools, which may suggest that activities related to the use and function of scrapers 
were habitual. Scraper technology is associated with the processing of animal skins, 
wood, antler, and bone (figure 5.10) (Siegel 1984). Furthermore, within the assemblage at 
Welcome Home Ranch there are several burins and an incised bone needle were also 
recovered, tools typically used to pierce textiles (Andrefsky 1998). Together with 
scrapers, all these tools have been associated with the processing of animal hides 
(Schreiber 2005).  
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Figure 5.10: Example of a petrified wood scraper from Welcome Home Ranch (scale in 
cm). 
 
 Plains hunter-gatherers typically used every aspect of the large animals they killed 
(Schreiber 2005). Large game served as more than just food. Skins were used for clothing 
or shelter and the bones for tools. While the job of hunting of these large animals fell 
mostly to men, women were typically left in charge of processing the remains (Kelly 
1992). Laura Schreiber argues that these gendered roles may not always have been so 
separate. Ethnographic research provides overwhelming evidence that processing hides, 
rendering marrow, and preparing portable jerky were exclusively women’s tasks 
(Schreiber 2005:59).  
 Animal hide processing is an activity that is ethnographically performed more by 
women in hunter-gatherer groups (Gilmore 2005b; Schreiber 2005). Plant gathering may 
have also been delegated to women, and perhaps children. Gender specific activities on 
site suggest a complex social structure (Kelly 1992). The division of labor may be one 
way hunter-gatherer groups regulated social standings and facilitated intra-group 
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cooperation (Kelly1992; Schreiber 2005). While the artifact assemblage at Welcome 
Home Ranch cannot tell us the nature of this social structure, much of the ethnographic 
literature documents how the separation in gendered activities relates to changing social 
organizations. There is little doubt that women were active participants in the events at 
Welcome Home Ranch. An abundance of scraper technology suggests that women might 
have performed tasks related to the processing of animal hides on site. However, there is 
little evidence to suggest how the roles of women at Welcome Home Ranch were 
evolving.  
There is ample evidence to suggest that hunting was also a primary behavior for 
occupants at Welcome Home Ranch. Projectile points make up 20% of the stone tool 
assemblage. Besides the fact that these tools were used for hunting, they provide little 
information on exactly what function they served. In fact the term projectile point is a 
way to avoid distinguishing between a dart form and an arrow form (figure 5.11). Both of 
these technologies require different manufacturing techniques and offer different 
advantages for hunting (discussed in greater detail in chapter 4).  Darts are associated 
with atlatls and throwing spears, which are useful for puncturing the hides of larger game 
(Yu 2006). This technology was more prevalent on the Plains during the Archaic period 
(7000 BC – AD 150) (Tate 1999). Arrows are associated with bow technology, which has 
greater accuracy for hunting smaller game (Yu 2006). The bow and arrow were initially 
adopted in the region around AD 240, however they slowly came to replace the atlatl as 
the dominant hunting technology around AD 500 (Gilmore 1999; Kalasz et al. 1999). Not 
only can distinguishing between dart and arrow points inform us about the type of 
technology used, but it can tell us what type of game these occupants were hunting and 
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whether or not they had adopted newer hunting strategies. With a high frequency of 
projectile points at Welcome Home Ranch it is necessary to identify whether they were 
darts or arrows in order determine the type of technology used by occupants and make 
conclusions about site function.  
 
Figure 5.11: Example of an Archaic dart point (upper left corner) a prehistoric arrow 
point (lower left corner) and a modern metal arrow tip (Andrefsky 1998:192). 
 
Typically projectile points were once hafted to larger wooden shafts, for throwing 
spears, atlatls, or bow hunting. Unfortunately in the archaeological record these wooden 
shafts rarely survive leaving only the stone tools behind. If only the stone point remains, 
what can be inferred about the original weapon? Previously researchers had to rely on 
subjective analyses in order to classify these stone tools as either dart points or arrow 
points, both associated with different diagnostic technologies. Dart points are associated 
with the atlatl, and arrow points are associated with the smaller bow technology. David 
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Hurst Thomas (1978) was the first to attempt a quantitative means to accurately separate 
projectile points into either dart points or arrow points. 
Thomas’ (1978) research focused on projectile points from the greater Plains 
region, including Arizona, New Mexico, and the Plains. With a sample of 142 projectile 
points still hafted to their wooden counterpart (dart n = 10, arrows n = 132), 
measurements of the wooden shafts (length and diameter) and stone points were 
recorded. He used a discriminant analysis to test whether one or more of the 
measurements from a projectile point could accurately differentiate between dart shaft 
points and arrow shaft points. However, his analysis utilized a very small sample size of 
dart shafts (n = 10) (Thomas 1978:468). Over time Michael Shott (1997) was able to add 
to the dataset and increase the sample of dart shafts (n = 39). Shott’s (1997) discriminant 
analysis was therefore more accurate. From his analysis, Shott (1997) was able to claim 
that there was significant differentiation between dart shaft points and arrow shaft points 
based on the quantitative measurements of the projectiles. Similar to Knight and Keyser’s 
(1983) analysis, Shott (1997) was able to construct classification equations based on this 
discriminant analysis of all four attributes (figure 5.12). 
Dart Shaft Point Equation 
 = 0.18(L)+0.87(W)+0.72(T)+0.21(N)-18.79 
 
Arrow Shaft Point Equation 
 = 0.07(L)+0.49(W)+1.28(T)+0.14(N)-8.6 
 
Figure 5.12: Classification equations of a projectile point with all four measurable 
attributes developed by Shott (1997:93). 
 
 
Overall the analysis provides an 86.5% successful classification of arrow shaft 
points and 76.9% accuracy for dart shaft points (Shott 1997:93). While not statistically 
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significant (p < .05), these equations provide a useful way to classify unknown projectile 
points found out of context from their original purpose. Again, however, these projectile 
points tend to be broken and missing important attributes. Therefore, in order to 
compensate for these missing measurements Shott (1997) produced several more 
classification equations, including a single-variable equation that only takes shoulder 
width into account (figure 5.13). 
Dart Shaft Point Equation 
 = 1.4(W)-16.85 
 
Arrow Shaft Point Equation 
 = .89(W)-7.22 
          
Figure 5.13: Classification equations for a projectile point using only the shoulder width 
(W) developed by Shott (1997:95). 
 
 
Results from these equations are 92.4% percent accurate in their classification of 
arrow shaft points and 76.9% accurate in classifying dart shaft points (Shott 1997:98). 
The accuracies of these classification equations are still not statistically significant (p < 
.05), but they still offer a useful way to make relatively accurate conclusions about 
projectile points found out of context from their original functions.  
From Shott’s (1997) set of classification equations projectile points from 
Welcome Home Ranch were analyzed for their potential original function. All the 
measureable attributes of each projectile point were placed into these equations. Similar 
to the previous analysis, the results of these equations resulted in two numbers 
corresponding to the probability of whether the projectile in question was hafted to a dart 
shaft or arrow shaft. Of the two numbers the highest represents the greater probability. 
Table 5.2 demonstrates the results of the test. 
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Table 5.2: Results of technology analysis based on Shott’s (1997) methods using points 
from Welcome Home Ranch. The numbers highlighted in red represent the greater 
probability. 
 
 
 
 
 From these results it is clear that a combination of dart and arrow technologies 
were used by occupants on site. This suggests that hunters from Welcome Home Ranch 
used both the atlatl and bow technologies to hunt a wider range of game. As mentioned 
above the stratigraphy on site is not reliable, and therefore these projectile points were 
found with no chrono-stratigraphic associations. This assessment is only strengthened by 
the distribution of darts and arrows in the stratigraphy on site. For example the results 
suggest that both PP5 and PP3 are most likely dart points. PP5 was found at level 8 (~90 
cm below datum) while PP3 was found at level 2 (~28cm bd). At 120 cmbd, the lowest 
projectile point found in excavations, PP4, is most likely an arrow point. There appears to 
be no difference in the distribution of darts and arrows in the stratigraphy on site. 
Therefore the presence of both technologies likely does not represent separate 
groups/occupations, but rather supports the claim that both of these technologies were 
present at Welcome Home Ranch at the same time. A higher frequency of arrow points 
on site may suggest a preference for the bow and arrow technology, but the evidence of 
PP# Length Width Neck Width Dart Arrow
1 22 16 6 5.55 7.02
2 32 17 10 6.95 7.91
3 33 23 14 15.4 13.25
4 24 13 5 1.35 4.35
5 33 21 11 12.6 11.47
6 - 16 7 5.55 7.02
7 19 - 5 N/A N/A
8 - - 8 N/A N/A
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darts suggests that atlatl technology was still in use. This mirrors a trend seen in the 
archaeological record of the region, a trend that shows the gradual abandonment of the 
atlatl (c. AD 500) during the Early Ceramic period (Gilmore 1999). Occupants at this 
rockshelter appear to have ultimately relied on the bow and arrow as their main hunting 
technology. This suggests that occupants at Welcome Home Ranch were manufacturing 
both technologies on site in order to hunt a wider range of game. 
People at Welcome Home Ranch were also in the habit of manufacturing stone 
tools on site. There is a sizable presence (22%) of cores found on site. Cores are the 
source for detached pieces used in stone tool manufacturing. During the process of stone 
reduction, while shaping the stone into a useable form, flake waste (or debitage) is 
discarded. Not only was there a sizable presence of debitage (n = 4,057) found in 
excavations (appendix B), but all around the rockshelter the ground was littered with 
flake waste from stone tool manufacturing. The debitage collected from excavations has 
not been analyzed any further, and perhaps is a topic for future research. With only a 
superficial analysis of the cores and debitage recovered on site there is still evidence to 
suggest that occupants were most likely creating new tools, as well as re-working utilized 
tools, at Welcome Home Ranch.  
The dominant model of stone tool manufacturing assumes that men were the 
traditional tool makers. This model is false. Gendered division of labor within hunter-
gatherer is complex and not-fixed (Weedman Arthur 2010). Rather, the ethnographic 
evidence suggests that both men and women are skilled stone tool makers (Weedmen 
Arthur 2010). Knowing this, it is likely that both men and women were creating the stone 
tools they needed for their various tasks. With so many un-used cores tools recovered at 
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Welcome Home Ranch, however, it may appear that occupants of this shelter were 
caching these core for future use when returning to this rockshelter on their annual cycle 
of the landscape. By gathering valuable and good-quality stones, as well as preparing 
them for further reduction, these cores are perhaps an investment for the future. It is 
likely that this group of hunter-gatherers anticipated a return to this shelter and, therefore, 
cached the raw-materials to create stone tools.  
 While Andrefsky (1998) warns against associating the form of a tool to its 
function, he agrees that analyzing an artifact assemblage can be an effective way to 
understand site function. From the stone tool assemblage it appears that activities on site 
revolved around hunting, stone tool manufacturing, and the processing of animal remains 
for food, clothing, and tools. When compared with the stone tool assemblage from 
Franktown Cave, the activities at Welcome Home Ranch appear to resemble components 
associated with the Archaic period. 
Franktown Cave, another site located in the Palmer Divide, provides the best data 
with which to compare tool kit assemblages. The stone tool assemblage from Franktown 
Cave spans several thousand years, ranging from the Early Archaic to Protohistoric 
period (Pustmeuller 1977). Several controlled excavations have taken place at Franktown 
Cave over the past century, providing a vast amount of data with which to compare. Most 
of these excavations have also analyzed the various stratigraphic levels for potential 
cultural and temporal compositions (table 5.3) (Pustmeuller 1977; Withers 1954). 
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Table 5.3: Synthesis of Withers Stratitest 1 (adapted from King 2006). 
 
  
 However the Archaeological Research Institute at the University of Denver was 
able to compile a more accurate component dataset based on Accelerator Mass 
Spectrometry (AMS) dates (table 5.4) (Gilmore 2005). Together with Wither’s (1954) 
results, the cultural components of Franktown Cave are well defined. Accordingly, it 
would appear that the AMS dated cultural components can be assigned to their 
corresponding stratigraphic levels. 
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Table 5.4: Cultural Chronology at Franktown Cave (adapted from Gilmore 2005). 
 
  Following the dates provided by the Archaeological Research Institute at the 
University of Denver, it appears that the Wither’s (1954) stratigraphic level 3 contains 
Middle to Late Archaic cultural components 1, 2, and 3, which date from 3350 BC-AD 
420. Similarly, stratigraphic level 2 contains Early and Middle Ceramic cultural 
components 4, 5, 6, and 7, which range in date from AD 660-1290. Stratigraphic level 1 
contains Protohistoric cultural components 8, 9, and 10, which range in date from AD 
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1280-1950.  Franktown Cave has been well recorded and datasets provided by the 
University of Denver provide sufficient material with which to compare with other sites. 
It is, therefore, possible to make statistical comparisons between Welcome Home 
Ranch’s stone tool assemblage and the stone tool assemblages recovered from each of 
Franktown Cave’s cultural components (appendix C). 
The stone tool assemblages at both sites can be broken down into nominal data 
points, including bifaces, choppers, drills, projectile points, burins, cores, expedient flake 
tools, and scrapers. A Chi-squared test is an appropriate way to compare these nominal 
data points across different samples, i.e. the various stratigraphic levels at Franktown 
Cave and the single assemblage at Welcome Home Ranch. Therefore a Chi-squared test 
was run to examine any differences in the frequency of these stone tools between 
Franktown Cave’s various levels and those recovered from Welcome Home Ranch.  
Ultimately, the goal of these tests was to make conclusions about the stone tool 
assemblage at Welcome Home Ranch and how it might reflect aspects of hunter-gatherer 
technology and site function. 
In the first round of Chi-squared tests each of the stone tool types recovered from 
Welcome Home Ranch were compared to those from each level at Franktown Cave. 
There was a significant difference (p < 0.05) in the stone tool assemblage between all five 
levels of Franktown Cave and that of Welcome Home Ranch (appendix D). However, the 
low number of counts for many of the tools types might have been skewing the results, 
including the low frequencies of burins and choppers. Therefore, in a second round of 
Chi-squared tests only those stone tools that had a count of 10 or more within the 
Welcome Home Ranch assemblage, including cores, projectile points, and scrapers, were 
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included in the analysis. From these results it appears that the stone tool assemblage from 
both Level 1 and Level 2 of Franktown Cave are significantly different than that of 
Welcome Home Ranch, χ2 = 36.4 and 16.1 respectively; df = 2; p < .05 (appendix D). 
This suggests that the stone tool assemblage at Welcome Home Ranch does not 
statistically resemble the stone tool assemblage associated with levels from Franktown 
Cave that date from the Early Ceramic time period to the end of the Protohistoric (table 3 
& 4). However, there was no significant difference in the stone tool assemblage from 
levels 3, 4, or 5 when compared to that of Welcome Home Ranch, χ2 = 3.5, 0.47, and 2.6 
respectively; df = 2; p < .05 (appendix D). The last three levels at Franktown Cave are 
associated with the Early Archaic period through the Late Archaic period. Statistically 
the stone tool assemblage from Welcome Home Ranch is no different than that of the last 
three levels, suggesting that the assemblage at this rockshelter may be more like an 
Archaic stone tool kit.  
While the stone tool assemblage from Welcome Home Ranch is statistically 
different from that of the Early Ceramic component of Franktown Cave, it does not 
suggest that the assemblage doesn’t date to that time period. Evidence has already been 
presented that suggests occupations more than likely occurred during the Late Archaic as 
well as the Early Ceramic period. Instead the statistics suggests that the assemblage 
doesn’t reflect aspects of site function typical of the Early Ceramic period, but rather 
resembles aspects of technology and site function typical of an Archaic component.  
Archaic camps typically functioned as specialized logistical camps, where more 
mobile hunter-gatherer populations processed and acquired a narrower range of resources 
(Tate 1999). Archaeologically this is reflected in the stone tool assemblage by the 
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existence of a few multi-functional tools and little tool diversity (Andrefsky 1998; Shott 
1997). Many aspects of the stone tool assemblage at Welcome Home Ranch suggest this 
rockshelter functioned as a logistical camp site. For example, there is relatively little 
diversity in the stone tool technology on site as the assemblage consists primarily of only 
three tools (projectile points, cores, and scrapers). Activities were therefore less varied, 
suggesting that this camp had a more specific function related to hunting, and hide 
processing. Furthermore, the assemblage at Welcome Home Ranch consists of many 
more multi-functional tools and very few expedient tools (Appendix E). Highly mobile 
groups tend to curate fewer tools, tools which serve multiple purposes, when there are no 
local lithic sources around to produce new ones. Having fewer tools that can serve 
multiple tasks will also reduce the size and weight of the tool kit, making it more 
practical for highly mobile groups. Therefore, the stone assemblage at Welcome Home 
Ranch may represent technology used by a population that was more mobile and suggests 
that this rockshelter functioned as a logistical camp site.  
This conclusion is in contrast to trends seen in other sites dating to the Early 
Ceramic period, including Franktown Cave. At Franktown Cave, King (2006) made the 
case that the archaeology reflects a residential camp during the Early Ceramic period. His 
analysis of debitage suggests an increased use of expedient tools, which supports the 
hypothesis that residents of Franktown Cave were more sedentary in the Early Ceramic 
period than before (King 2006). A comparative analysis shows that the stone tool 
assemblage at Welcome Home Ranch, although possibly dating to the Early Ceramic 
period, is significantly different than the Early Ceramic stone tool assemblage at 
Franktown Cave. Rather, it appears that the tool assemblage at Welcome Home Ranch 
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may be more closely related to the Archaic component at Franktown Cave. Again, this 
does not suggest that the assemblage dates exclusively to the Archaic. Abundant 
evidence, including the discriminant function analysis of projectile points and the 
presence of ceramics, supports the hypothesis that this rockshelter was inhabited from the 
Late Archaic through the Early Ceramic period. It does, however, suggest that during a 
time when other camps in the region functioned more often as residential camps, 
Welcome Home Ranch may have functioned more as a task-specific logistical camp. 
SUBSISTENCE STRATEGIES 
Subsistence strategies, or the means and structure by which people acquire food, 
range from simple scavengers and hunter-gatherers to semi-agriculturalists and 
pastoralists (Kornfeld et al. 2010). In Colorado prehistoric groups have been 
overwhelming labeled as hunter-gatherers with only limited practice of agriculture in 
some areas late in the Prehistoric time period (Gilmore 1999). There is some discussion 
about subsistence strategies of this kind in the Palmer Divide region. For example, 
Anthony King (2006) examined the presence of corn cobs at Franktown cave that date 
back to A.D. 1035-1290. King (2006) argues that occupants at Franktown cave practiced 
a limited form of agriculture to supplement diet during the lean months. Instead of 
moving on to greener pastures these groups chose to stay permanently in this area of 
importance in order to control critical resources. He states that “growing corn in the 
Palmer Divide may have allowed people to remain in the area on a more permanent basis, 
possibly as an adaptive way to lay claim to a highly desirable place” (King 2006:197). 
Furthermore, King’s conclusions led him to argue that the presence of corn was perhaps a 
symbolic part of hunter-gatherers increased role in the greater political environment 
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rather than a means for supplementing their diet. As trade and exchange with groups 
outside the Palmer Divide grew during the Middle Ceramic, prehistoric groups in the 
region might have seen the possession of corn as a status symbol and “expression of 
participation in the broader social context” (King 2006:203). It is possible that through 
the possession of corn groups from Franktown Cave were claiming a space in the larger 
social sphere of the region.   
While there is no evidence of corn at Welcome Home Ranch, occupants might 
have followed a similar subsistence strategy to those occupants at nearby Franktown 
cave. No direct evidence of prehistoric occupant’s diet remains at this rockshelter as there 
are no bones (besides intrusive rodent bones) or evidence of the nuts, seeds, or plants 
they might have consumed. Instead we have to rely on the secondary evidence to gather 
information about their diets from artifact analyses. There is evidence that people who 
occupied Welcome Home Ranch used both atlatls and the bow and arrow, suggesting 
they hunted both large and small game. Furthermore, the high frequency of scraper 
technology on site also shows that the processing of large game was common and 
therefore it is likely dried meat or jerky would have been available. However, stone tools 
provide a very narrow view into the diet of prehistoric people. Ceramics and ground 
stone technology, on the other hand, can not only show that plant foods were 
incorporated in prehistoric group’s diet, but also the relative frequency and importance of 
these plant foods. For this reason I chose to analyze the presence of ceramic and ground 
stone technology and their impact on prehistoric food processing at Welcome Home 
Ranch. 
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Ceramic technology was adopted by groups on Colorado’s Plains and Foothills at 
the beginning of the Early Ceramic period. The earliest evidence of these ceramics is AD 
200 in the Platte River Basin (Gilmore 1999) and AD 125 in the Arkansas River Basin 
(figure 1.1)(Kalasz et al. 1999). Stylistically the ceramics of the Plains and in the Palmer 
Divide resemble those of the Eastern Woodland groups to the east and northeast (Bozell 
and Winfrey 1994; Gilmore 2008). A growing trade network and increased contact with 
these Midwestern groups may be responsible for the adoption of ceramics and in 
particular similar styles and design. Most agree that the adoption of ceramics in this 
region was a functional one, however there are hypotheses suggesting they were adopted 
as markers for ethnicity and for social use.  
Prudence Rice (1999) presents several hypotheses on the adoption and invention 
of ceramics. Her social/symbolic hypothesis concerns the use of ceramics for symbolic 
communication and ethnic markers (Rice 1999). Rice suggests that certain ceramics 
might have been less about food preparation than for cultural markers. The designs of 
ceramics may serve as cultural markers, or ways for individuals and groups to exchange 
social information as well as recognize social ties and affiliations (Conkey 1978; Rice 
1999). Perhaps the reproduction of similar styles, between the Plains-woodland ceramics 
and Eastern Woodland styles to the northeast, is a reflection of strong social and cultural 
ties. In fact the paddle and anvil technology used in Plains-woodland ceramics is the 
same techniques used in the Midwest region. However, the general lack of individual 
decoration on Plains-woodland pottery suggests that they were utilitarian in function 
(Eerkens 2004). Utilitarian wares tend to be undecorated, durable, and practical in design.  
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Rice’s (1999) culinary hypothesis, based on pottery’s ability to hold liquid over a 
fire for effective cooking of seeds and plant resources, is another potential reason for the 
adoption of pottery. This model relates to hypotheses on resource intensification that 
argue pottery is a tool used to better cope with resource scarcity (Rice 1999). Previous 
research in the Great Basin region of North America has ethnographically and 
archaeologically linked the production of pottery to an increased intensity of seed 
harvesting (Eerkens 2004). Eerkens, referring to the relationship between pottery and 
intensive seed harvesting, contends that one was not possible without the other (Eerkens 
2004:660).  
The ceramics at Welcome Home Ranch appear to be simplistic in their design and 
were most likely utility wares. While all broken, the exterior portions of each sherd 
exhibited fire-blackening from use above a fire. This type of use-wear suggests that these 
vessels were held over fires for a while, providing evidence that they were used for 
cooking. It is most likely that the primary function of ceramics at Welcome Home Ranch 
was as utility wares and perhaps served secondarily as a marker for cultural ties to the 
east.  It is for these reasons I argue that the ceramics found at Welcome Home Ranch 
served primarily as vessels for cooking, and in particular served as a better way process 
plants foods.  
 As far as benefit and risk assessment, pottery has obvious advantages over other 
containers. For example, pots are more effective for extracting nutrients from food during 
the cooking process and are superior as storage containers (Eerkens 2004; Stiger 1998). 
However, pottery is easily breakable. It is not as convenient for highly mobile groups to 
carry larger, heavier, and more fragile containers with them across long distances. Many 
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have assumed that the introduction of pottery necessarily corresponds to sedentism. 
However, as Binford (1983) would suggest, the introduction of pottery does not 
justifiably equal sedentism. Instead, it is possible that on a seasonal basis pottery was 
used to store food in one place as hunter-gatherer groups cycled the landscape.  Pottery 
served as a great advantage to mobile hunter-gatherers who collected seeds during their 
time of abundance and stored them during scarce months. It is most likely that hunter-
gatherer groups knew the pros and cons of traveling with ceramics, storing when 
necessary and leaving behind pots they couldn’t carry with them.  
Another tool associated with the presence of processing plants is ground stone. 
Ground stone, including metates and manos, primarily serve as tools to grind and crush 
plant and animal remains (Anderson 2008). Metates are the flatter grinding surface and 
manos are the smaller handheld tool that grinds the materials.  Both tools are necessary to 
grind down plant material, as most wild plants are relatively indigestible unless highly 
processed. In the archaeological record of eastern Colorado ground stone came to be 
common starting in the Middle Archaic with increasing frequency in the Late Archaic 
and Early Ceramic (Gilmore 1999; Tate 1999). Many agree that the increased presence of 
ground stone in the latter half of the Archaic period signifies a change in subsistence 
towards a greater reliance on plant and seed resources (Gilmore 1999; Tate 1999). 
There were more than 50 ground stone artifacts collected at Welcome Home 
Ranch. This is ample evidence to make the hypothesis that occupants were processing 
plants for food. Consisting of both manos and metates, most of the ground stone on site 
were produced from locally-sourced sandstone slabs and cobbles as well as granitic 
cobbles (figure 5.14). Frequently these ground stone were fire-altered, as can be seen by 
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the blackening from ash and crazing from prolonged presence under extreme heat. 
Research suggests that the flat surfaces of metates were regularly used as cooking and 
heating implements (Anderson 2008) as most ground stones in the archaeological record 
appear to be fire-altered. A large amount of fire-altered ground stone may suggest that 
activities related to processing plant foods and cooking were frequent and intense. 
 
Figure 5.14: Example of fire-altered ground stone found at Welcome Home Ranch. 
 
 It appears that ground stone was also used in the construction of hearths on site. 
In fact, in the hearth feature of unit 1031 N/1000 E (figure 3.6) there were many of these 
fire-altered manos and metates. By utilizing discarded ground stones occupants most 
likely lined their hearth with vertically aligned slabs. Possibly as a way to maintain the 
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structure of the hearth over time. Curiously, one metate and several other stones 
(although not ground stone) were placed vertically in this feature. This is seen in other 
hearth features across the Colorado Front Range (Anderson 2008). Features like this are 
thought to be placed in such a way as to funnel out old ash and charcoal from the bottom 
of the fire and provide an opening for oxygen to sustain prolonged heat (Anderson 2008).  
Use-wear of ground stone may provide insight into how intense the processing of 
plant materials was at Welcome Home Ranch. The more a stone is used the greater the 
indentations and smoother the stone gets. Looking at the use-wear of many of these 
ground stones, it appears that some are well-used, especially one of the vertically placed 
fire-altered sandstone slabs (figure 5.15). The edges of this sandstone slab are well 
rounded suggesting it was heavily used and perhaps served many functions. Overall the 
ground stone assemblage at Welcome Home Ranch is numerous and varied and has 
evidence of intensive use-wear, as well as evidence that the ground stones served many 
functions. It appears that occupants at this site used ground stone to incorporate more 
wild plants into their diet, as well as for other functions in cooking and heating.  
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Figure 5.15: Sandstone metate from unit 1031 N/1000 E exhibiting extensive use-wear 
(scale in cm). 
 
Around the end of the Early Ceramic period (circa A.D. 1150) as population on 
the plains went on the decline, prehistoric sites became more temporary (Gilmore et al. 
1999). This is indicative of a shift in populations becoming more dispersed and mobile. 
There is evidence that those who remained more sedentary in the area began a form of 
limited horticulture. Several sites in the Palmer Divide, for example, have evidence of 
corncobs that demonstrate maize was present (Gilmore 1999; King 2006). While it is 
possible that corn was traded into the area, several studies argue that these fragments 
represent the beginnings of seasonal horticulture in the Palmer Divide (Gilmore 1999; 
King 2006). At Welcome Home Ranch there is no evidence that prehistoric occupants 
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either grew or consumed maize. While this may be due to post-depositional factors, 
evidence supported by the lack of side-notched projectile points (characteristic of the 
Middle Ceramic (Gilmore 1999)) suggests that the occupation of Welcome Home Ranch 
ceased before corn was introduced into the area.  
Evidence from the stone tool assemblage suggests that a variety of game was 
hunted, and that dried meat might have been available. The evidence from the presence 
and abundance of ceramics and ground stone tools also suggest that plant materials were 
a large part of prehistoric diet at this rockshelter. There is no evidence of maize or any 
other agricultural products here, however there is evidence from other prehistoric sites in 
the region that suggest maize might have been available around the terminus of the Early 
Ceramic. I argue that occupants at Welcome Home Ranch, while possibly knowing of 
this access to maize, did not actively consume agricultural products while at this 
rockshelter.  
MOBILITY AND SETTLEMENT 
Mobility strategies are defined by the nature of seasonal movements by groups 
across a landscape (Binford 1983). One of the leading theories on prehistoric hunter-
gatherer movements stems from the work of Lewis Binford (1972). Binford followed the 
Nunamuit native Alaskan group across the landscape for an entire year. He noticed that in 
a single annual round the Nunamuit established 11 base camps across 5,400 sq. 
kilometers (residential core) with countless more hunting/logistical camps across roughly 
25,000 sq. kilometers. This pattern of landscape use by the Nunamuit, Binford argued, 
might also be a behavior that was used by other hunter-gatherer groups in the past. He 
untangled their complex pattern of resource consumption across the landscape and 
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defined their forager strategies and habits so that archaeologists would be able to identify 
these patterns from archaeological remains (Binford 1978).  
 While Binford (1978) recognized the significance of the Nunamuit settlement 
system, he went on to define a spectrum of settlement systems in order for archaeologists 
to classify other hunter-gatherer sites. Though his terms are more theoretical than 
typological, Binford distinguishes between residential mobility and logistical mobility. 
On one end of the spectrum is residential mobility, the movement of the entire group 
(much like the Nunamuit) across the landscape moving frequently from one place to the 
other based on the availability of resources (Binford and Chasko 1976; Binford 1980). 
Logistical mobility on the other hand, is defined by foraging movements of individuals or 
small task groups out from and back to residential camps. Binford uses these terms to 
differentiate between two hunter-gatherer settlement types on either end of a spectrum, 
which he defines as foragers and collectors. Foragers tend towards more logistical 
mobility patterns, frequently moving residential camps within a region with short 
logistical journeys for resources/activities outside the residential camp essentially using a 
smaller group of individuals to bring resources to the group (figure 5.16) (Binford 1980). 
Collectors follow more of a residential mobility pattern, one in which whole groups move 
camp between resource-rich areas with logistical journeys that go further out and last 
longer (figure 5.17). This system is different in that the whole group is moved to the 
resource periodically.  
Later, Binford added a third system to this model (Binford 1983). The long-term 
mobility system details how hunter-gatherer groups will circulate through a set of 
territories, usually on a decadal scale, based on subsistence needs and perhaps motivated 
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by stress. Groups will change the location and size of their territory based on resource 
depletion rates and variations in large game populations (Binford 1983). For example, the 
Nunamuit’s annual territory range changed as caribou populations rose and fell, and as 
resources like fire wood became depleted (Binford 1978).This theory emphasizes that 
hunter-gatherer groups do not easily fit into one or the other model, but that they fall 
somewhere on a continuum between the forager and collector systems of mobility 
(Binford 1980). Using these theoretical systems is one way to understand prehistoric 
mobility patterns, but seeing evidence of these systems in the archaeological record is not 
always straight forward. 
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Figure 5.16: Model of a forager settlement system as groups would have moved about the 
landscape (modified from Andrefsky 1998:199). Everyone is moved to a resource-rich 
area (e.g. Roots, fish, and game) and camp  is moved more frequently (e.g. Early Spring 
camp, Late Autumn camp, winter camp, Early Summer camp, Summer camp).  
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Figure 5.17: Model of a collector settlement system as a group moved about the 
landscape (modified from Andrefsky 1998:200). While the entire group moves residential 
camp less often (only two or three camps a year), logistical groups (or bivouac camps) 
are frequently sent out to retrieve other important resources from other areas. 
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Archaeologically, the forager settlement system looks different from that of the 
collector model. One of the main differences between the settlement models is the 
number of people associated with either system. In a collectors group there is the 
opportunity to have more people whereas the forager groups will consist of much smaller 
populations (Kelly 1992). Therefore, there are more archaeological remains in a 
collector’s camp than in a forager’s camp (Kelly 1992). In the archaeological record we 
might see a larger and more varied artifact assemblage for collector groups whereas in a 
forager’s camp we might expect to find less variety.   
Michael Shott (1997) proposes that there is an inverse relationship between 
residential mobility and technological diversity (figure 5.18). Foragers, who travel more 
frequently, will carry less material with them. Therefore we would expect to see more 
multi-functional tools: tools that can be used as a knife, an awl, as well as a scraper 
(Kelly 1992; Shott 1997). Conversely, decreased mobility is associated with high tool 
diversity. There is a great deal more variety in the type of activities taking place at a 
collector’s camp than at a forager’s camp. Having more people, as is more common in 
collector societies, is linked to an increase in the diversity of activities and therefore an 
increase in variety of specialized tools. 
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Figure 5.18: Theoretical relationship between artifact diversity and residential mobility 
based on Shott’s (1997) research (Andrefsky 1998:204). 
 
 Theoretically, hunter-gatherer groups will use and modify stone tools differently 
depending on their social structure and their behavior. An important difference between 
the forager and collector model is seen in the frequency of retouch. Intentional retouch or 
modification is the repurposing of stone tools through re-sharpening and re-shaping 
(Parry and Kelly 1987). Little to no retouch is associated with more stationary groups or 
collector groups. These stationary groups tend to have a readily available lithic source 
and will tend to create new tools rather than retouch dull ones (Parry and Kelly 1987).  
Retouch is therefore associated with highly mobile groups or foraging groups. That is to 
say, that when a group is far away from a lithic source they tend to retouch those tools 
that become broken or dull until they finally discard them. There is a circular pattern of 
quarrying, utilizing, retouching, discarding, and quarrying again for lithics that can be 
followed across the landscape. This theory suggests that groups who are more frequently 
on the move and not near any local lithic sources will tend to retouch tools from materials 
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they collected from distant sources. Therefore, groups following the forager model will 
tend to leave behind in the archaeological record a greater frequency of exotic materials 
than local materials. For collectors, it is the opposite as one would expect to see a higher 
frequency of local lithic material in the stone tool assemblage and a lower frequency of 
exotic lithic materials (Kelly 1992). 
Formal bifacial tools and expedient tools are also an indicator for mobility 
patterns. The formal bifacial technology typically requires more training, better quality 
lithic sources, and constant retouch (Andrefsky 1998). Typically, these tools are multi-
functional making them more efficient tools to carry. Expedient tools, conversely, are 
created from “waste” flakes, typically made for the single purpose at hand. It is argued 
that formal bifacial tools are more ideal for highly mobile foraging groups that need to 
carry a lighter load (Parry and Kelly 1987). On the other hand, collector groups will tend 
to have more expedient tools (Parry and Kelly 1987). Having a local lithic source allows 
tool makers to use a tool once and quickly create another rather than constantly 
retouching a used tool. For these reasons a higher frequency of expedient tools is linked 
to more residential groups, whereas a higher frequency of formal bifacial tools is linked 
to more mobile groups.  
An analysis of the stone tool assemblage at Welcome Home Ranch requires a 
look into the type of tools found on site, the material types, evidence of retouch, and 
whether tools have a formal versus expedient design. From the previous analysis of the 
stone tool assemblage it appears that only three types of tools dominate the assemblage. 
While there are many different types of tools present on site, projectile points, cores, and 
scrapers represent almost 80% of the entire collection. This low diversity in the stone tool 
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assemblage suggests that there was little diversity in the activities and behaviors on site. 
Shott (1997) would agree that this lack of diversity in the stone tool assemblage suggests 
that occupants were leading a relatively more mobile lifestyle.   
In the tool assemblage at Welcome Home Ranch there is also evidence of multi-
functional tools. For example, a considerable amount of bifaces, scrapers, and projectile 
points (all considered multifunctional and multiuse tools (Parry and Kelly 1987)), were 
collected from the rockshelter (appendix E). Looking at the overall assemblage scrapers 
and projectile points make up a majority (roughly 56%) of the recovered tools (appendix 
E). It appears that a majority of tools were therefore multi-functional. With this evidence 
it further supports the notion that occupants at Welcome Home Ranch followed a pattern 
of foraging behavior. 
At Welcome Home Ranch approximately 75% of all tools were made from 
petrified wood (appendix E). Dawson Formation (Parker) petrified wood is a local lithic 
resource (Cassells 1997). Furthermore, the rest of the assemblage is made of rhyolite 
(16%) and quartzite (9%). The rhyolite may have come from the Castlerock area just to 
the west (Gilmore 2005).  After analyzing the assemblage for evidence of retouch it 
appears that 78% of the tools have been retouched. With such a high frequency of retouch 
there is evidence to suggest that groups at Welcome Home Ranch tended towards the 
forager end of the spectrum. Further analysis revealed that 86% of all the petrified wood 
tools were retouched and 58% of tools of other material were retouched (appendix E). 
Occupants were retouching tools made of petrified wood, a relatively abundant resource 
from the immediate area, making things seemingly more complicated. However, in the 
forager model prehistoric groups tended to curate tools of higher quality lithic materials 
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as well as tools that came from lithic sources no longer available to them. Considering 
these two variables, those petrified wood tools found in the archaeological record were 
more than likely abandoned on site when groups picked up and moved camp. We don’t 
see those tools that groups took with them, tools that most likely consisted of more exotic 
materials and were retouched for further use.  
Expedient tools have been linked to more residential groups, whereas formal 
bifacial tools have been linked to more mobile groups. At Welcome Home Ranch there is 
very little evidence of expedient tools. In fact, only 2% of the assemblage appears to be 
expedient (appendix E). Expedient technologies are linked to larger, more sedentary 
populations (Parry and Kelly 1987). A lower frequency of expedient technology might 
suggest that smaller and more mobile groups occupied Welcome Home Ranch.  
 Interestingly, there is a great disparity in the frequency of expedient stone tools 
between Franktown Cave and Welcome Home Ranch. At Franktown Cave, King (2006) 
noticed an increase in the presence of expedient stone tools in the Early Ceramic period 
component. In fact, 33% of the assemblage is made up of this particular type of tool. At 
Welcome Home Ranch the frequency of expedient stone tools is roughly 2%. There could 
be many reasons for why there is a large difference in the frequency of expedient stone 
tools between the two sites, but as this technology is closely tied to mobility patterns, it 
would seem to suggest that this rockshelter was not utilized in the same way that 
Franktown Cave was. 
From the tool analysis it would appear that occupants fall closer to the forager end 
of the spectrum. Based on the stone tool assemblage alone, I argue that occupants 
practiced a limited form of residential mobility. However, Kelly (1992) argues that there 
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are no simple relationships between mobility and tool manufacturing. Therefore I look 
towards other aspects at Welcome Home Ranch to come to a better understanding of how 
occupants used this rockshelter.  
 The presence of both ceramics and ground stone on site mirrors a trend in the 
Early Ceramic of a change in subsistence towards a greater reliance on smaller game as 
well as plant resources. A change in subsistence, albeit minor, may have had effects on 
the mobility patterns of occupants. Kelly reasons that “since many plant foods provide 
lower returns (calorically) than large game, the point of diminishing returns will be 
reached at shorter distances than for hunting larger game” (Kelly 1992:47). That is to say 
that relying more on plant foods and smaller game may have necessitated more frequent 
moves across the landscape than if relying on large game. If occupants at Welcome 
Home Ranch were increasingly relying on plant foods and small game, as the evidence 
suggests, than perhaps they were more quickly exhausting their resources and therefore 
moving camp more frequently.  
Furthermore, as men are generally in charge of hunting, women’s role in foraging 
for plant foods should therefore determine when camp is moved (Kelly 1992). While 
there is no evidence to link a greater reliance on plant resources to the increased role of 
women in group society, there is evidence to suggest that camp movement may have 
been determined by the yield of plant foods typically provided by women. Perhaps at 
Welcome Home Ranch a greater reliance on plant foods and small game may have 
resulted in the renegotiation of women’s roles as this group moved about the landscape 
often. 
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The presence of an architectural feature on site may at first contradict all the 
evidence that suggests occupants were relatively less mobile, but others agree that not all 
architectural features equal sedentism. At Welcome Home Ranch there is evidence of a 
man-made wall. A long (roughly 5m) and narrow (< 1m) pile of non-sandstone rubble, 
underlined by a sandy-clay, lies just outside the dripline of the rockshelter (figure 3.7). I 
argue that this feature at Welcome Home Ranch represents the remains of a wall that 
once stood to shelter inhabitants inside the rockshelter (the evidence for which is 
discussed previously in chapter 3).  If this was a man-made wall, it would have required a 
level of investment that suggests occupants were planning on staying there for a longer 
period of time. It may also suggest that groups intended to return to this camp as they 
continued to cycle the landscape throughout the year(s). Binford (1983) would agree that 
this form of architecture doesn’t suggest sedentism, but rather a form of embedded 
mobility. He argues that a feature like this could indicate the redundant use of space 
occupied by mobile groups due to limited territory or constraints on long-term mobility 
options. Perhaps as population in the region was increasing, and groups were becoming 
more sedentary, territory became more limited. This may have resulted in groups staking 
a claim on space, with things like architecture, in logistical camps that they planned on 
returning to. A wall at Welcome Home Ranch may therefore have served not only to 
protect those within the rockshelter, but as a statement of ownership over a desirable 
space. Occupants were possibly following a more restricted migration pattern across the 
landscape than in previous generations, constantly returning to the same camps. Perhaps 
these groups that occupied Welcome Home Ranch were increasing the frequency or 
duration of visits to this rockshelter throughout their movement of the Palmer Divide.  
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Evidence of a wall also strengthens the argument that this shelter was a seasonal 
camp, likely occupied in the winter months. A southwest oriented rockshelter is ideal for 
the winter months in Colorado as it captures the greatest amount of sun during the day 
while still buffering from the southeasterly winds that dominate the region. Furthermore, 
the evidence suggests that this site likely functioned as a task-specific logistical camp, 
where the hunting and processing of large game was predominant. Large game, including 
bison and elk, tend to migrate from the mountains and out onto the plains during the 
winter months. Therefore, it is likely that occupants of Welcome Home Ranch were 
exploiting this migration pattern of large game during the winter months. While 
Welcome Home Ranch was an ideal winter camp, the rockshelter itself is rather tall and 
exposed. A wall would likely serve to protect inhabitants from the outside elements. The 
wall-feature is only a few courses tall and would not have been a great buffer to winds 
and snow. However, it is likely that this wall was accompanied by lean-to structures that 
would reached to the top of the rockshelter effectively sealing off the shelter from the 
outside. I argue that this feature signals an investment of time and effort into this space so 
that occupants and their future generations could return for the next winter.  
 Just like Binford predicted, the hunter-gatherer group that once occupied this 
space doesn’t fit neatly into either the forager or collector model. Rather, this group of 
hunter-gatherers falls somewhere along the spectrum between the two models. It would 
appear from the data available that occupants of Welcome Home Ranch fall closer to the 
forager end of the spectrum with tendencies of a collector population. An analysis of the 
stone tool assemblage on site revealed evidence of a more mobile population. For 
example, the low tool diversity, the number of multi-functional tools, the frequency of 
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retouch and the lack of expedient tools all suggest occupants were relatively mobile. 
However, there is also evidence that suggests occupants were less mobile. Indeed, there is 
a large presence of ceramics, ground stone, and the possibility of an architectural feature. 
These artifacts and features represent a group invested in the space they are in. Both 
ceramics and groundstone on site signify a population that was utilizing the rockshelter 
on a long-term basis. The presence of a wall-like feature, one that would have required a 
considerable amount of time and energy, also suggests that this group of hunter-gatherers 
planned on utilizing this space for future occupations. Ultimately, though, this feature 
does not equal a sedentary population. Perhaps this feature could represent one group’s 
attempt to lay claim to an important space that they planned on occupying for a long-term 
basis and returning to in the winter as they cycled the landscape. 
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CHAPTER 6 
LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Within this chapter a landscape analysis is used to better understand the cultural 
and historical changes in Colorado’s prehistoric archaeology. Evidence supports the 
hypothesis that during the transition out of the Archaic period, c. AD 150, prehistoric 
groups on Colorado’s eastern slope, including the Palmer Divide, were undergoing a 
series of cultural developments. Throughout the Early Ceramic period (AD 150- 1150) 
this cultural transformation included changes in technology, demographics, subsistence 
economy, settlement patterns, and mortuary rituals (Cassells 1997; Gilmore 1999, 2008, 
2008b; Gilmore and Sullivan 2010; Tate 1999). These existential changes were 
accompanied by socio-political and ideological changes in prehistoric people’s 
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worldview. With changes in prehistoric group life, came “a fundamental re-organization 
of worldview, including essential alterations in how people constructed their cultural 
landscape” (Gilmore 2008b:87). Changes in prehistoric culture and environment might 
have prompted new ideologies about the way the landscape was conceptualized. As 
cultural conceptions of the environment changed, prehistoric groups changed the way 
they perceived and treated the landscape. Therefore a landscape analysis may provide 
insight into how existential cultural transitions affected the social and political 
atmosphere of prehistoric life on the Palmer Divide.  
I consider how prehistoric inhabitants at this site might have conceived of their 
landscape during the environmental and cultural transitions between the Late Archaic and 
Early Ceramic periods. Focusing on the subject of a cultural landscape I address three 
themes surrounding the relationship prehistoric occupants at Welcome Home Ranch and 
on the Palmer Divide had with the landscape, including resource allocation, territory, and 
social collective memory. Geographical information systems (GIS) and ethnographic 
analogy are used for a balanced approach in analyzing facets of this relationship. This 
analysis ultimately concludes the evaluation of cultural transitions and prehistoric life on 
the Palmer Divide.  
APPROACH TO A LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS 
 Landscape approaches are relevant to reconstructing a fuller picture of prehistoric 
cultural processes in archaeology. Not only is the natural landscape affected by these 
cultural processes, but culture is affected by the landscape itself. This reciprocal 
relationship is what defines the cultural landscape. Many argue that every landscape is a 
cultural landscape (Anschuetz et al. 2001; Wyile 2007) as our perspectives are inherently 
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laden with cultural values, attitudes, ideologies, and expectations (Wyile 2007:7). 
However, it is difficult for the archaeologist to fully grasp the prehistoric perspective and 
understand how these groups related to their environment. Archaeologists and 
anthropologists tend to get caught up in looking at the prehistoric landscape solely as an 
environment for resource allocation. For prehistoric groups living in Colorado the 
landscape was more than just a physical environment that provided resources, but a social 
space where cultural meanings, myths, and memory were embedded (Clark 2008). In 
order to understand all these mechanisms in the cultural landscape I approach this 
analysis with both a processualist and humanist perspective. 
The processual movement in archaeology typically analyzes archaeological sites 
from an economic and functional perspective. Approaching a landscape analysis from 
this perspective focuses on the economic relations at work in the production of a 
landscape. For example, this approach would analyze the prehistoric landscape by 
looking at resource distribution, raw materials, trade, and territory. Critics, however, 
argue that this approach lacks a general awareness towards human agency (Smith 1983, 
Wylie 2007). By focusing only on data points the archaeologist tends to forget the human 
element. Therefore, in order to give more agency to past individuals I chose to integrate a 
humanist perspective into the landscape analysis.  
A humanist perspective attempts to bring that human element forward when 
critically thinking about prehistoric archaeological data. John Brinkerhoff Jackson was a 
key figure in bringing the humanist perspective to landscape studies (Wylie 2007). He 
contends that the landscape is a symbolic as well as material resource, a “source and 
repository of myth, memory, and cultural meaning” (Jackson 1984; Wylie 2007:44). 
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From Jackson’s theories the prehistoric landscape is considered more than just a place for 
resources, but rather a place where prehistoric groups created memories and sustained 
their culture.  
Together, the use of a processual and humanist perspective results in a balanced 
approach towards the prehistoric landscape. Within this landscape analysis three themes 
are addressed, including resource allocation, social collective memory, and territory. Two 
tools, geographical information systems (GIS) and ethnographic analogy, were used to 
address these three themes. GIS programs are a standard processual tool used to analyze 
the landscape, typically in order to answer questions about spatial patterns (O’Sullivan 
and Unwin 2010). In this analysis GIS programs were used to answer more humanist 
questions. For example, with the use of GIS a realistic site-catchment, the area from 
which resources were extracted, was created. A site-catchment not only helps to answer 
questions about how prehistoric groups at Welcome Home Ranch moved about their local 
surroundings, but how these groups might have maintained a relationship with this area. 
Furthermore, a viewshed analysis was generated using GIS in order to answer questions 
about prehistoric group’s perspective of the landscape. In order to reconstruct this 
perspective I chose to rely on ethnographies of the Ute, particularly from the work of 
Alden Naranjo and Monica Lujan (2000). These ethnographies from Ute culture help in 
the understanding of social-collective memory, as well as territoriality and resource 
allocation. During the transition from the Archaic period to the Early Ceramic period 
population, sedentism, and trade were all increasing in the Palmer Divide region 
(Gilmore 1999, 2008; Tate 1999), making access to resources more restricted than in the 
past. Through ethnographic analogy I attempt to recreate how the social-collective 
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memory of these prehistoric groups reinforced notions of territory in order to ensure 
access to all the necessary resources. 
RESOURCES IN THE PALMER DIVIDE 
Research may never be able to establish all the factors that govern prehistoric 
people’s choice in settlement location. There are ways to reconstruct the prehistoric 
environment and establish the accessibility to water sources, raw materials, and critical 
faunal habitat, but there is little in the archaeological record that can help reconstruct the 
social, political, and ideological mechanisms that influenced prehistoric settlement 
choices. Archaeologists are left with evidence of a settlement site and are required to 
work backwards in order to understand why this location was chosen over others. Beyond 
the obvious advantages of this rockshelter, why did prehistoric groups choose to settle at 
Welcome Home Ranch? Was it just about resources or was it about something more? 
Prehistorically, the region of the Palmer Divide would have provided a uniquely 
diverse range of resources, which prehistoric peoples would have taken advantage of. 
Because the Palmer Divide lies between the Great Plains and the Rocky Mountains it has 
an ecological mixture of the Central Short Grass Prairie and the Southern Rocky 
Mountain ecoregions (Shelford 1963). Unlike the plains of the greater Platte River Basin, 
which is dominated by the Short Grass Grassland region, the Palmer Divide is 
characterized by the Pine-Douglas-Fir community (Shelford 1963). In fact the tall 
evergreen forest of this area would have held Ponderosa Pine, Douglas Fir, Aspen, and 
Cottonwood trees. This forest would have provided several varieties of shrubbery with 
which local prehistoric people would have utilized for food and medicine. Other 
vegetation includes shrub oak, gamble oak, chokecherry, mountain mahogany, wild 
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currant, and gooseberry (Cassells 1997, Ellwood 1995). Leaves, shoots, stems, seeds, and 
fruits from these plants would have served to provide the food and/or medicine for 
prehistoric peoples.  
 The associated fauna of the Lower Montane Forest include elk, mule deer, bison, 
mountain lion, coyote, and bear (Cassells 1997). Smaller associated fauna include 
porcupine, skunks, rabbits, and squirrels. Gilmore (2008) believes these ecotones 
between the Plains and the mountain environs were the most desirable environments to 
prehistoric peoples. In particular the diverse concentration of plant and animal resources 
available must have been an attractive advantage.  
 Access to water, however, is arguably the most important factor determining 
where prehistoric groups choose to settle (Kvamme 1979; Tucker and Bahe 1995). 
Distance to water is an essential factor when considering where to make camp. Kenneth 
Kvamme (1979) agrees that prehistoric camps are intentionally located on elevated 
landforms near water. One of the ideal camp locations Kvamme (1979) identifies is on 
high terraces, typically on the south end of ridges that form divides between tributaries. 
Welcome Home Ranch is located on such a terrace. Bijou Basin lies to the east and 
another tributary lies closer to the northwest, providing access to water. Prehistoric 
groups chose to settle this particular rockshelter on the southern end of an elevated 
terrace. Sitting close to water resources and on a high position on the landscape, it 
appears that Welcome Home Ranch fits Kvamme’s (1979) model of an ideal prehistoric 
camp location.   
 Knowing that Welcome Home Ranch is located in a region with abundant 
resources is not enough information to understand the relationship prehistoric occupants 
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had with their surroundings. How might the physical landscape inform us about the ways 
in which occupants at Welcome Home Ranch moved around and acquired these 
resources?  
 The landscape surrounding Welcome Home Ranch held all the necessary 
resources for prehistoric occupants, but perhaps certain places were more important than 
others. For example, the valley of Bijou Basin to the east of the rockshelter held lithic 
sources, game herds, and water (figure 6.1). Looking at the map of the landscape it is 
evident that the valley of Bijou Basin might have been the most productive place to 
forage and obtain other important resources. However, Welcome Home Ranch sits high 
upon the terrace and is removed from this valley. It unlikely that occupants looking to 
reach that valley were to walk directly east and scale down the steep cliff faces. Rather 
occupants of Welcome Home Ranch most likely took the most efficient and practical 
route to reach Bijou Basin. In an attempt to determine the most efficient route along the 
landscape to reach those important resources, a GIS assisted catchment analysis was 
conducted. 
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Figure 6.1: Aerial photomap showing Bijou Basin to the east of Welcome Home Ranch 
rockshelter (marked in red), notice the steep cliff faces that contour the valley (taken and 
adapted from the USGS). 
 
SITE-CATCHMENT ANALYSIS 
A site catchment analysis produces valuable information regarding prehistoric 
resource allocation and forager movements. Catchment analyses are used to relate an 
archaeological site to its physiographic surroundings. In particular a site-catchment is 
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defined as “the study of the relationships between technology and those natural resources 
lying within economic range of individual sites” (Vita-Finzi and Higgs 1970:5). This 
economic range refers to the physical distance of resources and the amount of time and 
effort required to extract faunal and plant resources from that range (Kelly 1983:283). It 
also includes aspects related to resource dispersion, size, and location, as well as 
processing costs. By considering these aspects one can get a general sense of the time and 
effort it might take prehistoric groups to acquire, process, and bring back certain 
resources. Ethnographic studies have determined the economic range of hunter-gatherers 
to be about 10km from their base camp (Hunt 1992). Past site-catchment analyses relied 
on a centroid based interpretation of this economic range (Hunt 1992), typically placing a 
circular boundary with a 10km radius around the archaeological site. However, 
establishing an economic range is not as easy as locating resources and determining the 
most effective means of resource allocation. Some resources were culturally more 
important than others, despite their practical potential or transportation costs. All the 
factors governing resource rank and selection are too complicated to consider. For this 
reason standard centroid-based site-catchment models have been criticized for being too 
simplified (Hunt 1992).  
Using an optimal foraging approach to a site-catchment analysis allows one to pay 
attention to “on the ground behavior” of prehistoric hunter-gatherer groups (Winterhalder 
1981). Optimal foraging theory is based on the ecological notion that all organisms will 
maximize their net intake (typically calculated in calories) and minimize their 
expenditure of effort while foraging (Winterhalder 1981). While this approach is also 
criticized for ignoring hunter-gatherer behavioral complexities (Smith 1983), it does 
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attempt to find more accurate means of determining foraging behavior beyond the 
centroid-based models. For example, by incorporating the caloric-efficiency into foraging 
behaviors a prehistoric site-catchment begins to take a different shape to that of the 
circular centroid model.  
In the GIS-assisted site catchment analysis for Welcome Home Ranch I chose to 
focus on the topography of the site. This single physiographic attribute is important to my 
understanding of the way in which Welcome Home Ranch was perceived by prehistoric 
populations on the larger landscape of the Palmer Divide. By straying away from the 
centroid-based analysis, GIS maintains the ‘natural’ or topographic data within the 
analysis. Within the topographic analysis, the main goal was to identify the most efficient 
means of getting around the physical landscape surrounding Welcome Home Ranch. 
Efficiency, in this case, is directly tied to caloric expenditure as proposed by the optimal 
foraging methodology (Winterhalder 1981). According to research the average person 
walks at 1.4 m/s (Hunt 1992). At this pace the average person expends roughly 1600 
calories per 10 km. (Hunt 1992). The goal of the GIS assisted site-catchment analysis was 
to visualize the distance the average prehistoric hunter-gatherer could travel away from 
Welcome Home Ranch at a cost to their caloric expenditure.  
Topographic maps surrounding Welcome Home Ranch were generated using 
ArcGIS version 10.1. The construction of a site-catchment model using GIS required 
several steps. First, a terrain map of the slope degrees was developed based on the digital 
elevation models (DEMs) of several 7.5 minute maps rastered together in a GIS program 
(Figure 6.2). Essentially all the elevation data points of the 7.5 minute maps were used to 
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determine the slope degrees between each point. This slope degrees map provided a 
realistic way to assess the terrain and it’s “walkability”.  
 
 
Figure 6.2: Slope terrain model based on topography of the region around Welcome 
Home Ranch created in order to test ideas about “walkability” of the landscape.  
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If the average person walks at 1.4 m/s, than they expend roughly 1600 calories per 
10 km. (Hunt 1992). These data were used to generate a customized algorithm based on 
the average expenditure of calories against the slope-terrain model to generate a cost-
distance analysis. Using Welcome Home Ranch as the central location, a cost-distance 
analysis was produced (figure 6.3). A 10km catchment boundary is also placed around 
Welcome Home Ranch to demonstrate how the traditional centroid model differs from 
that of the GIS model. This analysis essentially details a realistic model of how far (and 
in what direction) the average person might be able to walk while tracking the number of 
calories they would expend in that journey. Models like this cost-distance analysis can 
inform us about the ways in which prehistoric groups might have sought out resources, 
generated territory, or moved about the landscape.  
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Figure 6.3: Cost-distance analysis, cost in calories the average person would expend 
walking at a rate of 1.4m/s and expending 1600k/cals per 10km, from Welcome Home 
Ranch. A centroid based catchment model, the red circle, is placed around Welcome 
Home Ranch as a comparison.  
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There are a few differences between the concentric circle model and the cost 
distance analysis (figure 6.3). For one, the GIS-assisted analysis gives a more realistic 
idea of the paths and directions prehistoric groups would have taken. For example, it 
would have been more realistic to approach the valley to the east by going north. 
Secondly, the cost distance analysis provides evidence that, depending on the path 
choice, one can travel further than 10km away from the rock shelter without expending a 
significant amount of calories.  
From this cost distance analysis it is clear that it will take less energy to walk in 
certain directions, in particular to the north and northeast. The Plains lie to the northeast 
making Bijou Basin a likely prehistoric pathway to the Plains (Guy Hays 2008). When 
considering the technology recorded at Welcome Home Ranch the evidence suggests that 
the site functioned as a logistical camp site. Looking at the stone tool assemblage and the 
abundance of scrapers and projectile points it appears that activities related to hunting 
and processing hides might have been primary activities. Hunters may have used Bijou 
Basin as a corridor to transport large game like elk or bison procured on the Plains back 
to Welcome Home Ranch, where occupants would have processed and dressed the hides 
for meat, clothing, and bone tools.  
 Additionally, this cost-distance analysis suggests that groups at Welcome Home 
Ranch could have walked much further than 10km, and still not exhausted more than 
1600 k/cals. In fact, looking at the map (figure 6.3), it appears that one could walk out 
20km from Welcome Home Ranch in several directions before expending 1600 k/cals. 
With this information it is possible occupants at Welcome Home Ranch were venturing 
much further out from their central camp than traditional models would have predicted.  
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 Following the optimal foraging methodology in order to recreate a cost-distance 
analysis based on caloric expenditure is just one way to visualize prehistoric movement 
across the landscape. As previously cautioned, this methodology denies other behavioral 
patterns of foraging individuals and groups, including cultural and social factors that tend 
to affect human behavior (Smith 1983; Winterhalder 1981:16). Also, additional data sets 
could be used to strengthen this site-catchment model. Topography is just one 
physiographic set of data points that can affect movement across the landscape. Other 
physiographic data sets that are informative include faunal habitat, hydrology, geology 
(surface or bedrock), and pedology of the region (Hunt 1992). With GIS there is room for 
multiple data sets to overlap and be compared to one another. Perhaps this is a feature for 
further research in the Palmer Divide and around Welcome Home Ranch.   
 Ultimately the cost-distance analysis provided a relatively realistic view of the 
ways in which prehistoric occupants of Welcome Home Ranch would have navigated the 
landscape outside of camp. It provided information on prehistoric resource allocation and 
foraging behavior, including the accessibility of Bijou Basin to the east. The cost distance 
analysis provides evidence that residents of Welcome Home Ranch could have easily 
accessed Bijou Basin by walking northeast. If Welcome Home Ranch functioned as a 
logistical camp for the processing of large game, like the lithic evidence suggests, than 
Bijou Basin was most likely used as a corridor to access the Plains. This supports Guy 
Hays (2008) hypothesis that Bijou Basin was a passageway to the eastern Plains for all 
prehistoric residents occupying the Palmer Divide. For a region with an increasing 
population (Gilmore 2008) and more sedentary residents (Gilmore 1999), however, 
access to economically valuable places like Bijou Basin may have become more 
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regulated. Interactions between other groups, therefore, may have affected prehistoric 
foraging behavior and the way in which the landscape was perceived. 
TERRITORIALITY 
 Some may think that prehistoric Colorado was empty or sparsely populated of 
human life, but in fact there is archaeological evidence that this region has had an ever-
increasing population from as early as 12,000 BC (Cassells 1997; Tate 1999; Gilmore 
2008). The idea of the Palmer Divide landscape, therefore, should not be empty of inter-
group relations. In fact, during the Early Ceramic period there is evidence that trade 
networks increased on Colorado’s eastern slope (Gilmore 2008b). Interactions between 
prehistoric peoples on the Palmer Divide were most likely motivated by economic, social, 
political, and cultural forces. Inter-group relationships were perhaps tenuous at times and 
harmonious at times. However, we should not place all interactions into either extreme. 
Instead, we should consider the concept of territory and territoriality and how they 
function in the creation of a cultural landscape. There are numerous Late Archaic and 
Early Ceramic period camp sites within the Palmer Divide and directly surrounding 
Welcome Home Ranch that might have influenced the creation of territories and a change 
in the cultural landscape. 
The University of Denver Museum of Anthropology has in its collections the 
catalogue of all archaeological sites located in Elbert County, including every prehistoric 
camp site dating to the Late Archaic period and/or Early Ceramic period (Colorado 
Archaeology Database (CAD), University of Denver Museum of Anthropology (DUMA) 
Denver, CO). While most of these archival data cards were from superficial survey 
analyses conducted in the 1960s and 1970s (CAD), their detail in the location of each site 
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was well recorded. With this information each camp site dating from the Late Archaic to 
the Early Ceramic periods was plotted on the site-catchment map. Figure 6.4 shows the 
number and distribution of known sites dating to either or both of these time periods in 
the immediate area surrounding Welcome Home Ranch. Camp sites like these may or 
may not have been in use during the same time that the rockshelter at Welcome Home 
Ranch was occupied. However, the odds are that one or more of these camp sites were 
used by culturally similar groups at times when Welcome Home Ranch was also 
occupied. These other camp sites likely served a variety of functions, where any number 
of activities took place.  Despite not knowing the exact nature of each of these 
settlements, this distribution map demonstrates that there were possibly other prehistoric 
groups living in the area.  
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of prehistoric camp sites dating to the Late Archaic and Early 
Ceramic period in the region around Welcome Home Ranch. Notice the clustering of 
sites east and northeast of Welcome Home Ranch that are located within Bijou Basin.  
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From this map it is clear that prehistoric peoples on the Palmer Divide were living 
within close proximity to one another. In particular, Bijou Basin, to the east of Welcome 
Home Ranch, is dense with camp sites. Because these sites share overlapping occupation 
periods, during the Late Archaic and Early Ceramic period, it is quite possible that 
prehistoric inhabitants at Welcome Home Ranch were either indirectly related to these 
groups or at the very least interacting on a regular basis. Knowing this we can inquire 
into their relationship across the landscape. Were they sharing territory for resources? 
What types of natural features were used if there were designated boundaries? 
 It is most likely that the inhabitants at Welcome Home Ranch were not alone on 
the Palmer Divide. Looking at the site distribution map the odds are that Bijou Basin was 
occupied by at least one other prehistoric camp if not more at the same time Welcome 
Home Ranch was occupied. Therefore access to Bijou Basin, and the game herds that 
likely populated the banks of its river, might have required inter-group negotiation or 
competition. The division of territories would have been a natural way in which to 
mitigate any inter-group conflict (Zedeño 2008). By designating separate spaces, or 
perhaps by staking claim to a space, prehistoric groups were able to ensure access to 
necessary resources as population in the region increased.  
 Maria Nieves Zedeño (2008) writes on the archaeology of territory. Territory is 
defined as an aggregate object containing the land, natural resources, and human 
modifications of a group (Zedeño 2008). She believes that recognizable natural markers, 
including large rock outcrops, valleys, and gullies, would have physically bound 
prehistoric territories (Zedeño 2008). Within the Palmer Divide such physical landmarks 
likely played a part in the definition of prehistoric territories as population density 
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increased. Using natural features like rivers, hills, and ridges, prehistoric groups most 
likely did not need to establish literal boundaries like rock walls or cairns. Perhaps 
features around Bijou Basin, including ridges, forests, the river, and valley floors may 
have represented separate areas for groups looking to access the basin. Furthermore, these 
boundaries may have been fluid, in that some areas might have been shared. However, as 
one group occupied a space over an extended period of time or for several generations, 
that space might have come to represent more than just a place for resources. Rather as 
spaces were continuously inhabited they began to take on more meaningful relationships. 
By organizing and maintaining both physical boundaries and social differences, 
prehistoric individuals would have readily divided the landscape of the Palmer Divide 
into territories for the purpose of resource distribution and inter-tribal conflict 
management. Constant interaction with a place would ultimately lead to a strong and 
personal relationship with the land. Territoriality is the sum of actions and emotions 
towards a specific space by that group occupying it (Zedeño 2008). Actions might 
include everyday interactions with the land, including foraging trips, resource allocation 
and surveillance, or more specific activities like burial rituals. Emotions towards the 
landscape, however, are harder to define. Spaces take on meaningful relationships for 
those who inhabit them long term, but it can be difficult for the archaeologist/ 
anthropologist to interpret these past relationships. Were the emotions expressed towards 
the landscape impressed into the archaeology at Welcome Home Ranch? Perhaps by 
understanding the perspective prehistoric people had of the landscape from Welcome 
Home Ranch, this relationship might be clearer. 
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VIEWSHED ANALYSIS 
 One of the goals of this analysis was to understand the perspective prehistoric 
occupants at Welcome Home Ranch had on the landscape. While this perspective is 
associated with cultural values, ideologies, and beliefs, I contend that a literal perspective 
of the landscape from the occupant’s point of view provides insight into those very same 
principles. A viewshed analysis, or the examination of what is and isn’t visible from a 
specific location (O’Sullivan and Unwin 2010), helps to explore the attitudes of 
prehistoric occupants towards private space versus public space, territory, and 
territoriality.  
 Utilizing GIS, a viewshed analysis was done to gain a perspective on the larger 
landscape. A viewshed analysis is done through the use of GIS to define the visible 
regions on the landscape from a specified location (O’Sullivan and Unwin 2010). This 
type of analysis defines what was visible on the landscape to prehistoric people at 
Welcome Home Ranch. Knowing what was and wasn’t visible may give us insight into 
the processes governing the selection of this rockshelter over other places on the 
landscape.  
   Typically viewsheds are conducted as field-of-view models, in which the field-
of-view represents the total visible area from a point on the landscape (O’Sullivan and 
Unwin 2010). Additionally, a second type of viewshed, a line-of-sight viewshed, analyses 
what was visible between two points (O’Sullivan and Unwin 2010). For my analysis I 
chose to do one of each of these viewshed models. The first is a field-of-view from 
Welcome Home Ranch, looking out from the rockshelter. A second viewshed model is 
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based on a line-of-sight analysis from a high point on the landscape looking in three 
different directions.  
 In order to map the topography around Welcome Home Ranch several digital 
elevation models (DEMs) were rastered together in a GIS program (figure 6.5). Within 
this map each grid cell centroid is digitally calculated. From this map it evident that 
Welcome Home Ranch sits well over a few hundred meters above the elevation of Bijou 
Basin. Also, this map shows the hill northeast of Welcome Home Ranch that appears to 
rise above its surroundings. This hill, although hardly visible in this map, is located 
approximately 3.75 km to the northwest of Welcome Home Ranch. It is from this hill that 
the three line-of-sight models were generated. I chose this perspective as a way to test 
ideas about privacy as well as ideas about surveillance.  
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Figure 6.5: Topographic map of the region around Welcome Home Ranch. Notice the 
high elevation of Welcome Home Ranch in comparison to Bijou Basin to the east. Also 
of note is the small but visible white cell that represents the hill roughly 3.75km to the 
northeast and signifies that it is higher in elevation than its surroundings. 
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By placing the point of view as nearly close to the location of the rockshelter as 
possible I aimed to get the most realistic viewshed from Welcome Home Ranch. After 
the viewshed location is chosen on the map there is the option to manually adjust the 
height of the “viewer”. In this case I chose to place the height of the viewer at 2m (~6ft), 
roughly the height of a grown man. From this location point a 360
o
 model of the 
viewshed is calculated based on each grid cell’s elevation. Figure 6.6 shows the results of 
a field-of-view analysis from Welcome Home Ranch (pink hexagon). The small portion 
of yellow represents that which was visible from the rockshelter.  
In addition, I chose to conduct a second viewshed analysis. Just 3.75km to the 
northeast of Welcome Home Ranch is a hill on the landscape. This hill appeared to be 
higher in elevation than the surrounding terrain, making it an ideal location from which to 
conduct a secondary viewshed analysis. A line-of-sight analysis was produced from this 
high point on the landscape (black dot) looking out in three particular directions (lines in 
green and red) (figure 6.6). These lines-of-sight were looking towards the northwest, to 
the northeast towards Bijou Basin, and to the southwest (in the direction of the 
rockshelter). Green lines represent what would be visible between the two locations, 
whereas red lines represent what isn’t visible. While DEMs are not perfect this analysis 
provides two useful viewshed models, one looking out from rockshelter and the other 
from a high point on the landscape looking towards the site. 
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Figure 6.6: GIS assisted viewshed analysis from Welcome Home Ranch. What is visible 
from the field of view model from the rockshelter itself (pink) is shown in yellow. From 
the line-of-sight model generated on top of the hill, the three lines represent the directions 
of that view where green is what is visible and red is what isn’t visible.  
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Located in a drainage basin, the visibility from Welcome Home Ranch (seen in 
yellow) is limited. Set at a height of 2m, even a very tall prehistoric person would not 
have had great visibility of their surroundings from the rockshelter itself. Nor, however, 
would others have had good visibility of the rockshelter within the drainage. Perhaps this 
supports the hypothesis that prehistoric groups during the Early Ceramic period idealized 
more private camp locations. As population density increased in the region, notions of 
space and territory may have changed. More people may have meant more competition 
for desirable camp locations. Welcome Home Ranch holds many features that prehistoric 
groups might have found advantageous. Valuable assets of this rockshelter and its 
location include the shelter it provided, accessibility to water, its proximity to Bijou 
Basin (and therefore access to game), as well as its concealment from view. Occupants at 
Welcome Home Ranch most likely felt comfort in having the location of their camp 
hidden from view as to maintain their private space within an ever increasingly populated 
region. 
About 3.75 kilometers to the northeast, a hill rises above the region that has a 
convenient vantage point to view the larger landscape (figure 6.6). In fact, in all three 
directions nearly everything is visible. The exception, of course, is that the drainage that 
the rockshelter sits in is still not visible. From this point of view, however, prehistoric 
peoples could have seen the greater landscape, allowing them to track game migrations or 
observe the movements of other people. Such a position on the landscape provided 
occupants at Welcome Home Ranch with a convenient location to view Bijou Basin to 
the east. Bijou Basin, with its large river running through it, most likely acted as a 
corridor for large game channeling in from the Plains to more lush areas of the Palmer 
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Divide (Guy Hays 2008). As an important economic resource, large game herds were 
probably tracked by prehistoric hunters. Therefore the hill just northeast of Welcome 
Home Ranch may have been used as a vantage point to scout for game herd migrations so 
hunters could plan their movements.  
Furthermore, this vantage point may have been a way to see the movements of 
other groups and camps in the region. Welcome Home Ranch was not the ideal place to 
see anything on the greater landscape, but the hill to the northeast was. The concealed 
nature of the rockshelter may suggest that privacy was valued. However, from the hill to 
the northeast prehistoric occupants from Welcome Home Ranch could have kept the 
landscape under surveillance. As population increased perhaps prehistoric groups in the 
region began to value privacy and “ownership” of space. The idea of privacy and private 
spaces might therefore have contributed to the establishment of territorial boundaries, 
emotions of territoriality, and ideologies of separate identities. 
COLLECTIVE SOCIAL MEMORY 
 Before the written word, history was much more at risk of falling into the 
category of memory as oral communication was one of the few ways to remember past 
experiences. Memory of a past event is different from a history. Unlike history, memory 
is subjective, reconstructed, and reinterpreted. Ruth Van Dyke argues that while memory 
is in service to certain ideologies, its use is found in the establishment of social identities 
(Van Dyke 2011). Memories, being subject to greater selective processes, are latent with 
ideologies that serve a greater social function. 
 Social memory is constructed, maintained, and perpetuated differently for every 
culture. Ruth Van Dyke writes that “memory is closely integrated with place and 
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landscape” (Van Dyke 2008:211). This means that different groups occupying different 
landscapes will necessarily generate different social memories. These different memories 
serve to create different social ideologies and identities for individual cultures. Keith 
Basso writes that not only is memory tied to the land, but so is an individual’s “sense of 
place” in the wider world, i.e. morals and knowledge (Basso 1996). Collective memories 
of a landscape help to establish the ideologies, worldview, and values for a social group. 
Habitual interactions with our surroundings generates a sense of place in which the 
individual can produce and reproduce a mental map of the landscape. In order to anchor 
these “maps” in space individuals and groups integrate narratives into the wider 
landscape. Whether it be a fictional tale perpetuated to establish territory or factual 
accounts told to maintain social identity, these narratives are shared in a way that creates 
a collective memory of the landscape. A rock shelter, for example, was more than just a 
protective refuge for prehistoric groups, it was a place on a greater landscape likely 
conceptualized in a social collective memory (Clark and Scheiber 2008).  
Archaeologists are ideally situated to reconstruct the memories of prehistoric 
groups. The construction of memory leaves material behind, including burials, 
monuments, and artifacts, so that they can be revealed through the archaeological record. 
Ruth Van Dyke argues that “memory’s materiality encourages archaeologists to venture 
outside the confines of processual epistemologies and engage with past meanings, 
motivations, and ideas” (Van Dyke 2011: 240). Materials left behind by prehistoric 
peoples at Welcome Home Ranch, and on the Palmer Divide in general, have mostly 
been analyzed under the processual scope and for that reason are in need of a new 
interpretation. For this reason, ethnographies were used to answer the question of how 
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changes in the landscape of the Palmer Divide influenced the creation and maintenance 
of memories as well as prehistoric group ideologies. Without any contemporary ancestors 
of these prehistoric groups to question on this relationship, I use ethnographies of the 
Utes, a neighboring culture in prehistoric times, in order to make inferences. 
 Richard Bradley (2000) stresses the value of the use of ethnography in the 
analysis of any landscape. Therefore, I consider Van Dyke’s perspective while 
integrating an ethnographic comparison to the neighboring Ute, in order to tease out the 
ideologies of prehistoric peoples on the Palmer Divide. The Ute occupied the eastern half 
of Colorado as far as the boundary between the Rocky Mountains and the foothills 
(Marsh 1982). Natives of the prehistoric Plains would have bordered territories with the 
ancestors of the Ute peoples. Although they have separate histories, languages, and 
ideologies, the Ute are one of the better groups with which to make ethnographic 
comparisons and analogies with for prehistoric Plains Indians.  
Creation stories from the Ute may give insight into the ideologies of other 
prehistoric groups in the region. Based on the works of Alden Naranjo and Monica Lujan 
(2000) the creation story of the Ute has themes of “individualism” and “separatism” 
similar to other creation stories. Many creation stories of Native American groups reveal 
this idea of the “other” in opposition to themselves (Gupta and Ferguson 1992). The Ute 
creation story, for example, details the task given to Coyote by Sinawav, or Father Sky, 
to take a bag of sticks to the sacred lands. On the way Coyote’s naivety and curiosity 
entice him to peek inside the bag. With the bag open, all the people scramble out and run 
yelling in various languages to all four directions. By the time Coyote reaches the sacred 
lands only a handful of people are left, the Ute therefore became the chosen people. 
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Father Sky then told Coyote “those you have let escape will forever war with the chosen 
ones [the Utes]…they will be the tribes which will always be a thorn in the sides of the 
Utes” (Naranjo and Lujan 2000:8). From this creation story it is evident that the Utes are 
enculturated into accepting that their group is separate from and in conflict with other 
groups. 
Collective narratives like this one work to create a social identity. Usually this 
group identity is set apart from an idea of “others”. That is to say groups learn to know 
themselves because they know who is different and who they are not. It is exactly this 
idea of the chosen people, the Utes, in distinction from all others that the narrative 
stresses.  However, this idea of the “other” need not be exotic or far away to be 
considered other (Gupta and Ferguson 1992:14). Nor is this distinction simply about 
differences, but rather this “other” is created by the relation between “here” and “there” 
(Gupta and Ferguson 1992). Cultural identity is linked to places on the landscape, and, 
therefore, “we” live “here” while “others” live “there”. The landscape becomes marked, 
metaphorically, with stories, myths, and memories of different cultural identities so that 
boundaries are maintained across generations. Identity is created and maintained through 
the collective memory and narratives of a group. While these stories and collective 
memories exist to strengthen social identity, they also serve to ensure group success.  
 When prehistoric groups moved about the landscape other aspects of prehistoric 
social life were affected. For example, moving can affect the socio-political organization 
within a group as well as between groups. There is typically a renegotiation in alliances, 
trade, and territory as groups circulate across the landscape. Within the Ute creation 
story, Father Sky stressed to Coyote that all other tribes “will always be a thorn in the 
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sides of the Utes” (Naranjo and Lujan 2000:8). The narrative fosters tension and 
displeasure between outside groups, while ensuring that all Utes are collectively similar. 
By establishing this friction in the memories of all Utes, they are quicker to recognize a 
need for territorial boundaries and the need for territoriality. These facets of social 
interaction may have been enhanced or perhaps become strained during a time when 
climate was ameliorating, population density was increasing, and prehistoric groups were 
becoming more sedentary (Gilmore 1999, 2008).   
Not only was population density in the region increasing, but prehistoric groups 
were increasingly becoming more sedentary during the transition into the Early Ceramic 
period (Gilmore 1999; 2008). Robert Kelly (1992) argues that sedentary groups, who 
typically couldn’t avoid risk by moving camp, had to negotiate with other groups for their 
access to resources. He contends that the “temporal and spatial parameters of resource 
variability probably condition the specific forms of social, trade, and territorial relations” 
(Kelly 1992:58). If those parameters are constrained than there might be competition for 
those resources. Competition might increase any perceived cultural or ethnic 
differentiation between groups (Kelly 1983:58), whether they are culturally similar or 
not. By establishing a collective identity separate from “others”, beyond “here” and over 
“there”, than prehistoric groups ensured that territories were maintained, tensions were 
extinguished, and resources accessible.   
Through ethnographic analogy I argue that prehistoric groups living on 
Colorado’s eastern Plains shared a similar social-collective memory that reinforced 
notions of a distinctive cultural identity across generations, what we call the Plains 
Woodland culture (Cassell 1997; Gilmore 1999; Tate and Gilmore 1999). During the 
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Early Ceramic period, when population was increasing and trade was developing in the 
region, perhaps prehistoric groups in the Palmer Divide used myths and memory to help 
strengthen the concept of a cultural identity. Certain identity markers, like the cord-
marked style of ceramics or the change in mortuary practices (Gilmore 2008b), may have 
reinforced these cultural ties. For example, Gilmore (2008b) argues that the shift in burial 
locations between the Late Archaic and Early Ceramic period may reflect a change in the 
way prehistoric groups in this region identified themselves. 
In this region Archaic burials were found concentrated in habitation sites, 
including rockshelters (Tate 1999). This may suggest that the band was the primary social 
unit and that social identity was tied to kinship (Gilmore 2008b; Tate 1999). During the 
Early Ceramic period there is a change in the location of burials, including a decrease in 
the frequency of burials located in habitation sites and an increase in the number of 
burials associated with prominent areas on the landscape. More often burials were being 
placed in higher places on the landscape, including terraces. In addition there is an 
increase in the number of secondary burials, or re-burials, and multiple burials during the 
Early Ceramic period (Gilmore 1999; 2008b). Secondary and multiple burials suggest 
that mortuary rituals were becoming more elaborate. By placing their deceased in specific 
places on the landscape, and by returning to that space for continued mortuary rituals, the 
community was expressing a social connection with that space. As such, the landscape 
became a medium for declaring greater social ties throughout time. Gilmore (2008b) 
argues that these more elaborate mortuary rituals might also represent a change in the 
scope of social identity for prehistoric groups in the region. Social identity was most 
likely kinship orientated during the Archaic, as evidenced by placement of the deceased 
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within habitation sites (Gilmore 2008b:99). During the Early Ceramic period, however, 
prehistoric group’s social identity may have been redefined by a greater relationship 
outside ones’ own kinship and stronger ties to a wider cultural sphere (Gilmore 
2008b:99).  
With a distinct social identity established, prehistoric groups that were culturally 
similar could better negotiate the politics of territories and territoriality. Furthermore, as 
their scope of identity grew from one based solely on kinship to one that was more 
inclusive of similar cultural groups (Gilmore 2008b), the socio-political sphere within the 
Palmer Divide likely evolved. There is evidence, for example, that networks of trade 
opened up (Gilmore 1999; 2008b). Evidence of exotic materials left behind as grave 
goods, including shell beads from as far away as the Gulf of California (Kozuch 2002), 
may also indicate a stratification in the social ranking of individuals (Gilmore 2008b). 
While Welcome Home Ranch may not have any burials and lacks evidence of any exotic 
materials, occupants of this rockshelter likely identified themselves as culturally similar 
to these groups and were active participants in the social and political sphere growing in 
the region. 
At Welcome Home Ranch there is little within the archaeological record to 
reconstruct the means through which a collective social identity was perpetuated. While 
some could argue that the style of ceramics found on site have inherent connections to a 
Plains Woodland style and culture, it is near impossible to reconstruct the ideologies 
behind this group of occupants. However, there is other lines of evidence to suggest that 
those occupying this shelter felt a greater connection to this place and likely utilized 
methods like creation stories and myths to establish this connection for future 
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generations. For example, there is evidence that this rockshelter was a seasonal camp that 
occupants invested in for future use. By constructing a wall and caching materials, like 
cores and groundstone, it appears that this space was purposely designed to signal to 
others that this shelter was “owned” by a specific group. Laying a claim to this 
rockshelter with features like a wall would likely have discouraged other groups from 
occupying it and ensure the space for future generations. As the “owners” cycled across 
the landscape they would return to Welcome Home Ranch for winter year after year, and 
perhaps for several generations. In order to maintain this space across time perhaps these 
hunter-gatherers used stories and myth to enculturate younger generations and perpetuate 
territorial ideas of ownership over this rockshelter. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 Paleo-environmental reconstructions suggest that during the Early Ceramic period 
(AD 150- 1150) the Palmer Divide would have held a generous ecological mixture of 
faunal and floral resources for prehistoric hunter-gatherers (Clarke and Rendell 2003; 
Muhs 1985). For occupants at Welcome Home Ranch, the fertile river valley of Bijou 
Basin directly to the east most likely provided access to all the necessary resources. Bijou 
Basin would likely have provided access to large game, lithic quarries, water, as well as a 
direct path towards the Plains. Guy Hays (2008) agrees that Bijou Basin likely acted as a 
corridor for prehistoric hunter-gatherers moving between the bison-rich Plains and the 
Palmer Divide. From the GIS assisted cost-distance analysis (figure 6.3) it appears that 
Bijou Basin would have easily fallen within the economic catchment range for occupants 
of Welcome Home Ranch. However, occupants of Welcome Home Ranch were not alone 
in seeking access to this valley and its resources.  
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 Having gathered together a distribution map of all the other prehistoric camp sites 
dating to the Late Archaic and Early Ceramic period within the Elbert County (figure 6.4) 
it appears that occupants at Welcome Home Ranch likely encountered other prehistoric 
groups living in the area. With such a large clustering of sites within Bijou Basin itself, 
the distribution map suggests that access to this valley and its resources may have 
required inter-group cooperation and negotiation. One way to moderate and ensure access 
to this valley may have been through the creation of territories (Zedeño 2008). By 
establishing boundaries of access and passage prehistoric groups likely managed their 
conflicts. These territories were not literally circumscribed with fences or cairns, but 
likely bounded by natural features of the landscape itself. Rivers, hills, outcrops, or 
anything visible from a distance, most likely acted as territorial markers for prehistoric 
camps.  
 After establishing and inhabiting territories prehistoric groups likely reinforced 
their relationships with the landscape they inhabited. Zedeño (2008) argues that as a 
landscape is continuously inhabited, it begins to take on more meaning for those 
interacting with that space. Evidence of a changing relationship with the landscape may 
be seen in the change in mortuary ritual during this time period. Unlike the Archaic stage, 
during the Early Ceramic period prehistoric burials were often placed together on 
prominent areas of the landscape, including high terraces (Gilmore 2008b). By returning 
to these areas for repeated rituals and re-burials, prehistoric groups used the landscape as 
a medium to advertise their connection to that space. 
As the perspective on the landscape shifted, to one that echoed an ancestral 
identity to the region (Gilmore 2008b:99), prehistoric groups may have redefined their 
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definitions of public and private space. Through the use of the viewshed analysis I was 
able to test the literal perspective of prehistoric groups on the spaces around them and test 
ideas about public versus private space. Results from that analysis show that Welcome 
Home Ranch was secluded from the view of others (figure 6.6), perhaps suggesting that 
privacy of residents was central to occupants’ values. Again, this echoes Zedeño’s (2008) 
contention that aspects of conflict management between groups may have been solved by 
maintaining separate, and perhaps even private, spaces.  
Furthermore, the viewshed analysis conducted from the hill located just northeast 
of the rockshelter might hint at other facets of territoriality that Zedeño (2008) did not 
cover, including surveillance. From atop this hill nearly everything in all directions is 
visible, except for the drainage in which Welcome Home Ranch sits. Occupants of 
Welcome Home Ranch could have used this hill to keep their territory under surveillance. 
Prehistoric groups might have used this hill to track animal migrations across the 
landscape, as well as observe the movements of other hunter-gatherer groups. Evidence 
provided by the viewshed analysis around Welcome Home Ranch supports the argument 
that prehistoric groups’ perspective on the landscape may have been territorial, in that 
privacy of residents and surveillance of territories may have been valuable features when 
choosing to set up camp.  
 As the regional populous increased (Gilmore 2008) and trade networks expanded 
it is likely the socio-political atmosphere of the Palmer Divide region became more 
complex. Within the Palmer Divide prehistoric groups might have recognized themselves 
as culturally distinct from those beyond their boundaries that they traded with. Using 
similar creation myths and stories to that of the Ute Mountain Ute (Naranjo and Lujan 
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2000), prehistoric groups in the Palmer Divide region may have used social collective 
memory to perpetuate ideas of a distinctive cultural identity. It is likely that social 
collective memory was used to establish a cultural identity amidst the growing socio-
political sphere within the Palmer Divide in order to strengthen inter-group cooperation, 
maintain territories, and ensure access to resources.  
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CHAPTER 7 
DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATIONS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
The following interpretations are based on the paleo-environmental, 
archaeological, and landscape analyses surrounding the Palmer Divide and the prehistoric 
occupants of Welcome Home Ranch rockshelter. Within this chapter a synthesis of 
conclusions and interpretations is given regarding the main themes of this paper. Themes 
include the chronology of occupations and cultural identity of residents at Welcome 
Home Ranch, technology and site function, subsistence strategies and settlement patterns 
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of occupants, as well as the changing demography, environment, and cultural landscape 
of the greater Palmer Divide region. 
DEMOGRAPHY AND CLIMATE 
Within the Early Ceramic period the Platte River Basin of Colorado experienced a 
change in demographics as prehistoric population increased (Gilmore 2008). 
Paleoclimate data provides evidence that during the Late Archaic and into the Early 
Ceramic period the greater Plains region was experiencing a period of decreased effective 
moisture, known as the Sub-Atlantic episode (Tate and Gilmore 1999). Despite this 
environmental circumstance prehistoric population was steadily increasing in the Platte 
River Basin at the beginning of the Early Ceramic period (figure 2.1) (Gilmore 2008). 
Throughout this time several decadal long droughts afflicted the Plains, including 
the Terminal Archaic Drought between 250 BC – AD 100 (Gilmore and Sullivan 2010) 
and the Early Ceramic Drought between AD 300 – 550 (Gilmore 2008; Forman et al. 
2008). During the time of the Early Ceramic Drought a rapid but brief decline in the 
Platte River Basin’s prehistoric population lasted till the end of the Sub-Atlantic climate 
episode, c. AD 500. At this time the eastern Plains continued to experience warmer and 
dryer conditions. However, evidence from the pollen record (Muhs 1985) and aeolian 
deposits (Gilmore 2008) suggest that the Platte River Basin in Colorado experienced a 
moister climate after the Sub-Atlantic episode. This coincides with an exponential rise in 
population in the Platte River Basin around AD 500 (Gilmore 2008). As an area with 
greater effective moisture the Platte River Basin, as well as the Palmer Divide, may have 
lured large game herds, and consequently prehistoric hunter-gatherers, with its greener 
pastures.  
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CHRONOLOGY AND CULTURAL IDENTITIES 
Initial hypotheses placed the occupations of Welcome Home Ranch from the Late 
Archaic (1000 BC –AD 150) to the Early Ceramic period (AD 150-1150). Despite the 
lack of absolute dating methods and poorly preserved stratigraphy, diagnostic artifacts 
recovered at Welcome Home Ranch provided a general time frame of occupations. The 
evidence provided by the classification equations of projectile point morphology (Knight 
and Keyser 1983) indicates that a majority of projectile points recovered from Welcome 
Home Ranch date to the Late Prehistoric stage (AD 150-1540), while a minority of 
projectile points date to the Archaic stage (7000 BC - AD 150). With a higher frequency 
of projectile points that fall into the Late Prehistoric stage, however, it is my contention 
that occupations at Welcome Home Ranch were either more frequent or lasted longer 
during this time.  
Inquiry into the typology, or styles, of the projectile points recovered from 
excavations provided further evidence for the time frame of occupations at Welcome 
Home Ranch. In fact, the results from the typological analysis suggested a more restricted 
range of dates for occupations. The typological comparison, together with the analysis 
provided by Knight and Keyser’s equations, suggests that occupations might be more 
restricted to the Late Archaic (1000 BC – AD 150) and Early Ceramic periods (AD 150- 
1150), rather than a broader time span of the whole Archaic stage (starting in 7000 BC) 
through all of the Late Prehistoric stage (ending in AD 1540). These results ultimately 
support the initial hypotheses that occupations at Welcome Home Ranch date to between 
the Late Archaic and Early Ceramic periods.  
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Placing this rockshelter within its cultural context, I originally hypothesized that 
occupants were culturally similar to those groups that have been subscribed under the 
Plains Woodland cultural group. A majority of prehistoric groups in this region have been 
linked to this culture (Cassells 1997; Gilmore 1999), and therefore seemed the logical 
affiliation for residents of Welcome Home Ranch. After analyzing the ceramic 
collections on site it is my contention that residents were in fact culturally similar to the 
Plains Woodland group. Evidence of cord-marked ceramics made from the paddle and 
anvil technique suggest that groups occupying Welcome Home Ranch were producing 
ceramics similar in style to that of the Woodland style, typical of groups to the northeast 
(Cassells 1997). Unlike the corrugated ceramic wares of south western Colorado (Plog 
1999), prehistoric groups in the Platte River Basin adopted production techniques and 
cord-marked styles of ceramics developed by Mississippian cultural groups to the east 
(Cassells 1997). This may signify a social and political tie to the more sedentary 
Woodland cultural groups to the east in Nebraska and Kansas. Prehistoric groups on the 
Plains of Colorado, who shared a similar ceramic style (among other cultural 
connections) with the Woodland groups, were therefore designated as Plains Woodland 
cultural groups. Evidence from the ceramics collected on site support the hypothesis that 
groups from Welcome Home Ranch were a part of the Plains Woodland cultural group 
indirectly affiliated with more sedentary groups to the east. 
TECHNOLOGY AND SITE FUNCTION 
Before any analysis of the archaeology on site, I hypothesized that the material 
culture would be similar to that of other Early Ceramic period camp sites. There is a 
general trend in the Early Ceramic period of decreasing mobility of prehistoric residents 
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in the Palmer Divide and on the Platte River Basin (Gilmore 1999; Tate 1999). For these 
reasons I hypothesized that the archaeology at Welcome Home Ranch would reflect 
patterns of a more sedentary group. Specifically I hypothesized that this camp site 
functioned as a residential camp, and, therefore, would contain a diverse range of task 
specific lithic tools, hearth features, and utilitarian ceramic wares.  
An analysis of the stone tool assemblage, however, provided evidence that 
ultimately contradicts my original hypothesis. Within the stone tool assemblage alone, 
there is seven distinct tools, including bifaces, burins, choppers, cores, expedient flake 
tools, projectile points, and scrapers. From these initial results it would first appear that 
the collection does reflect a diverse range of tools, suggesting a camp that had a diverse 
range of activities like that of a residential camp. However, upon further analysis, the 
highly variable frequencies of these tools suggested that only three particular tools were 
actually dominating the assemblage. Scrapers, projectile points, and cores made up over 
¾ of the entire stone tool assemblage. A low diversity of tools suggests that activities on 
site were not diverse. When considering the function of each of the three tools that 
dominated the assemblage it appears that activities related to tool manufacturing, hunting, 
and hide processing were the main activities. Welcome Home Ranch most likely 
functioned as a task-specific logistical camp, one in which the hunting and processing of 
large animals may have been the primary task, rather than a residential camp where one 
would expect to see a more diverse range of activities reflected in the archaeology.  
In order to further test the hypothesis that Welcome Home Ranch functioned as a 
residential camp, rather than a logistical one, I compared the stone tool assemblage from 
Welcome Home Ranch to those from Franktown cave’s collection. Franktown cave is 
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another prehistoric site in the region in which occupations date from the Early Archaic 
period to the Protohistoric period (Gilmore 1999; Pustmueller 1977; Withers 1954). 
Within the Archaic stage contexts, research suggests that the site functioned more as a 
logistical camp, whereas in the Early Ceramic period context occupants at Franktown 
cave were less mobile and used the cave as a more permanent residential camp (King 
2006). When comparing the stone tool assemblage at Welcome Home Ranch to all the 
assemblages from each chronological context at Franktown cave, there appeared to be no 
significant difference in the assemblages dating to the Archaic stages. As explained in 
chapter 5, these results do not suggest that the occupations at Welcome Home Ranch date 
exclusively to the Archaic stage. Rather, the stone tool assemblage at Welcome Home 
Ranch reflects a pattern similar to that of Franktown cave’s assemblage dating to the 
Archaic stage. Due to the evidence that Franktown cave functioned more as a logistical 
site during this period (King 2006), the comparative results suggest that Welcome Home 
Ranch likely functioned as a logistical camp as well. Therefore, in contrast to the original 
hypothesis, after analyzing the stone tool assemblage it would appear that this site 
functioned as a logistical camp during its occupation between the Late Archaic and Early 
Ceramic periods.  
A high frequency of scrapers and projectile point technology on site may suggest 
that activities related to the hunting and processing of large game were common at 
Welcome Home Ranch. This evidence further supports the conclusions that this site 
functioned as a logistical camp. Perhaps this rockshelter was used primarily for the 
processing of animal hides. It is likely that hunters used Bijou Basin as a corridor to the 
Plains where bison were more prevalent. Upon return to Welcome Home Ranch the 
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animal’s skins were scraped, tanned, and further treated. Ethnographic research suggests 
that in hunter-gatherer society women were typically in charge of these tasks (Kelly 
1985; Schreiber 2005). If this is the case, than perhaps women’s roles were an important 
part of occupations at Welcome Home Ranch.  
Further investigation into the nature of the stone tool assemblage, in particular the 
projectile technology on site, revealed that both atlatl technology and bow and arrow 
technology were present on site. Using the classification equations developed by Thomas 
(1978) (and later refined by Shott (1997)) I was able to successfully classify 6 out of 8 
projectile points based on their measurable attributes. Of the 6 projectile points that were 
classifiable, 2 were most likely dart points and the other 4 were most likely arrow points. 
This suggests that hunters from Welcome Home Ranch used both the atlatl and bow 
technologies to hunt a wider range of game. However, the higher frequency of arrow 
points may suggest that there was a preference for bow and arrow technology over that of 
the dart and atlatl.  
 The presence of both bow and arrow as well as atlatl technologies may also reflect 
a trend of cultural conservatism in the first half of the Early Ceramic period. In fact, 
throughout the region it has been observed that the initial introduction and adoption of the 
bow and arrow technology was around AD 150, but that it did not come to replace atlatl 
technology until AD 500 (Gilmore 1999; Zier and Kalasz 1999). Prehistoric hunter-
gatherer groups likely new about bow and arrow technology, and its different benefits for 
hunting, but continued to use atlatl technology that was more familiar. Some cultures 
tend to be conservative about change (Binford 1972). Binford (1972) argues that some 
changes, including the adoption of new technologies, may have required external factors 
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to enforce. Within the Palmer Divide these external forces may have included an 
ameliorating climate (Gilmore and Sullivan 2010; Forman et al. 2008), an increase in 
population (Gilmore 2008), and increased sedentary populations (Gilmore 1999). All of 
these conditions may have put a stress on local resources, forcing local residents to adopt 
a diverse diet and, consequently, new hunting technologies. The presence of both bow 
and arrow as well as atlatl technologies at Welcome Home Ranch may signify a group in 
the midst of this transition. 
SUBSISTENCE STRATEGIES 
From the Late Archaic period into the Early Ceramic period it is argued that 
prehistoric hunter-gatherer diets did not change that much (Gilmore 1999). Much like 
during the Archaic period, it appears that during the Early Ceramic period hunter-
gatherers in the region relied on a variety of resources, including large and small game as 
well as plant resources, for their diet. With the adoption of ceramic technology in the 
Early Ceramic period, some contend that prehistoric groups may have relied on plant 
foods with greater intensity (Eerkens 2004; Rice 1999). However, Gilmore (1999) argues 
that ceramics may not have made a large impact on the diet of prehistoric people who 
already incorporated plant foods within their diet during the Archaic stage. For example, 
the presence of groundstone, a tool primarily used in the grinding of plant resources, is a 
frequent feature of prehistoric food processing as early as the Middle Archaic period 
(Tate 1999). For these reasons, it was my initial hypothesis that groups occupying 
Welcome Home Ranch incorporated a variety of large and small game, as well as plant 
resources, in their diets.  
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Within the archaeological record at Welcome Home Ranch it appears that 
occupants were indeed following such a subsistence strategy. Evidence from the stone 
tool assemblage suggest that people who occupied Welcome Home Ranch used both 
atlatls and the bow and arrow. Both technologies have different advantages when it 
comes to game hunting (Yu 2006). Using both technologies, therefore, suggests that 
residents hunted a wider range of animals, including both large and small game. 
Furthermore, the high frequency of scraper technology on site also shows that the 
processing of large game was common and, therefore, it is likely dried meat or jerky 
would have been available. 
 Furthermore, there is a high frequency of ceramic and ground stone technology on 
site, two technologies that are both associated with the processing of plant materials for 
food (Anderson 2008; Eerkens 2004). All the ceramics on site have evidence of fire-
scorching on the exterior of the sherds, suggesting that these ceramics were held in use 
over a fire for significant periods of time. With an abundance of these ceramic sherds on 
site it appears that pottery may have been commonly used for cooking. Occupants may 
have used that pottery to cook any number of things, including meat, bones and marrow, 
as well as plant foods. However, pottery has been cited as being a more efficient means 
for extracting the necessary nutrients out of plants (Eerkens 2004) than stone-boiling 
techniques of the past. Therefore, it is likely that prehistoric occupants adopted ceramic 
pottery (in-lieu of stone boiling pits, for which there is no evidence of on this site) to 
more efficiently process plant materials for food.  
In addition, the large presence of ground stone, may also suggest that occupants 
were processing plant materials for food. With over 50 ground stones recovered on site, 
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all containing evidence of intensive use-wear, it is likely that the grinding of plant foods 
was a frequent activity. Perhaps indicating that plant foods were an important staple in 
the diets of prehistoric occupants of this rockshelter.  
The evidence provided by the stone tool assemblage, ceramics, and ground stone 
collected from excavations supports the original hypothesis that occupants at this site 
incorporated both large and small game, as well as plant foods, in their diet. I agree with 
Gilmore (1999) that the adoption of ceramics did not a significantly alter prehistoric 
individual’s diets. However, if this is the case, than why were ceramics adopted in-lieu of 
other technologies? Perhaps ceramics, being a more efficient technology at rendering 
plants edible, were more practical and convenient. Or perhaps the adoption of ceramics 
by Palmer Divide residents reflects active participation in the growing cultural and 
political atmosphere of the region. Prehistoric groups most likely new about this 
technology from contact with more distant groups that had utilized ceramics during the 
Archaic stage. But, as regional demographics changed (Gilmore 1999; 2008) perhaps the 
adoption of ceramics was motivated by politics more than diet. Ceramics on the Palmer 
Divide and the Platte River Basin are similar in style and construction to that of the 
Woodland style (Cassells 1997). Despite their lack of ornate decoration and individual 
styles, I contend that these ceramics were adopted as a way to strengthen economic and 
cultural bonds to the more sedentary Woodland groups to the east. Moreover, the 
ceramics at Welcome Home Ranch may represent more than the incorporation of plant 
foods in occupant’s diets, but might also reveal occupants’ active participation in the 
growing socio-political atmosphere of the Palmer Divide.  
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SETTLEMENT PATTERNS  
During the Early Ceramic period there is a trend in the archaeological record that 
suggests prehistoric hunter-gatherers were practicing a less mobile settlement strategy 
than during the Archaic stage (Gilmore 1999; Tate 1999). With a variable climate during 
the Early Ceramic period the paleo-ecological conditions could have deteriorated, 
affecting prehistoric group’s primary food resources. This kind of subsistence stress 
could have been the “push” that Price and Brown (1985) agree can essentially force 
groups to be less mobile. However, choosing where to make camp for longer periods of 
time may be due to “pull” factors. Perhaps the Palmer Divide region, with its unique 
environment, ecology, and access to the Plains and Foothills provided more resources 
than other places. Gilmore (2008) has made the case that the population of the Palmer 
Divide was increasing during the Early Ceramic period. Perhaps prehistoric groups, 
experiencing a variable and deteriorating climate further east, were attracted to the 
abundance of resources in the Palmer Divide. Following Lourandos’ (1985) hypothesis, 
perhaps as population in the region increased, so did inter-group conflict. In order to 
maintain a socio-political presence in a landscape with an increasing population, 
prehistoric groups may have seen the advantage of occupying one location for longer 
periods of time. For these reasons, I hypothesized that the archaeology at Welcome Home 
Ranch would reflect aspects of a less mobile and more residentially settled population.  
In theory, hunter-gatherer groups will use and modify stone tools differently 
depending on their social structure and behavior. Several aspects of the stone tool 
assemblage that can inform the archaeologist about settlement behavior, include 
characteristics like the types of tools, the materials types, frequency of retouch, and 
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evidence of multi-functionality and expediency (Anderson 2008; Parry and Kelly 1987; 
Shott 1997). An analysis of the stone tool assemblage at Welcome Home Ranch 
(conducted in chapter 5) provided evidence that occupants were relatively mobile, 
perhaps following a more limited form of residential mobility. The evidence of which 
included a low diversity in the stone tool assemblage, multi-purpose tools, a high 
frequency of retouch, and a low frequency of expedient tools. 
These results challenge my initial hypothesis about the settlement structure of 
prehistoric occupants at this rockshelter. Regionally, there is a trend in reduced mobility 
of hunter-gatherer groups during the Early Ceramic period (Gilmore 1999; Tate 1999). 
However, from the stone tool assemblage alone it appears that occupants at Welcome 
Home Ranch were relatively more mobile.  
Other archaeological evidence, however, provided a more complete picture of the 
settlement behavior of occupants. For example, there is a high frequency of core tools 
and ground stone technology on site. These materials were deliberately left behind, 
perhaps as a cache for future use. The ground stones are heavy and would have been 
difficult to carry and were likely left behind for future use. Core tools were also left in 
abundance on site. Within evidence of some initial reduction, or primary reduction, these 
raw-materials were left for use by the next season of occupants for easier stone tool 
manufacturing. The presence of both of these technologies, therefore, may represent a 
cache of materials for future use.  
In addition, there is evidence of an architectural feature at Welcome Home Ranch 
(the evidence for which is discussed in chapter 3). A long and narrow pile of non-
sandstone rubble under-laid by a layer of clay is located just outside the drip line of the 
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rockshelter. It is my interpretation that this feature was not caused by any natural or 
geological events. Rather, I contend that this feature is a man-made structure, perhaps a 
wall. There are similar architectural features in other Early Ceramic period camp sites 
found in Colorado’s Front Range (Gilmore 1999), making the presence of a wall at 
Welcome Home Ranch plausible. Such a feature would have required great investment in 
time and effort to create, suggesting that occupants planned on staying on a longer-term 
basis and likely returning to this shelter again and again. If this feature is a wall, or any 
other man-made architectural structure, than perhaps the occupants at Welcome Home 
Ranch were cycling the landscape on an annual basis and returning to this rockshelter in 
the winter to take advantage of the migration of large game onto the plains for their 
valuable hides. 
Different aspects of the archaeology at Welcome Home Ranch reflect different 
results regarding the settlement patterns of occupants. The stone tool assemblage may 
suggest that occupants were more mobile, whereas the presence of ceramics and ground 
stone, as well as the possibility of a wall, suggest a less mobile population. Ultimately, 
this evidence can be interpreted as the remains of a population that practiced a reduced 
form of logistical mobility. That is to say that this site functioned as a logistical camp in 
winter, one in which animal hide processing was a main activity, but that occupants chose 
to reside here on a longer-term basis. A wall, like the potential one at Welcome Home 
Ranch, may therefore serve not only as a shelter but as a statement of “ownership” at a 
time when the social and political environment of the Palmer Divide was developing. 
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CULTURAL LANDSCAPE 
Prehistoric groups on the Platte River Basin and in the Palmer Divide were 
undergoing a series of cultural transformations which ultimately affected their ideologies 
about the world around them. Gilmore (2008b) agrees that along with changes in 
mortuary ritual, 
“changes in technology, demography, settlement pattern, and economy... were 
accompanied by a fundamental re-organization of worldview, including essential 
alterations in how people constructed their cultural landscape” (Gilmore 
2008b:87).  
 
If we assume that all landscapes are cultural landscapes (Wyile 2007), than the Palmer 
Divide is no exception during the height of its prehistoric occupations. Indeed, as 
prehistoric groups were undergoing these cultural transitions their relationships with the 
landscape likely changed too.  
From the paleo-environmental data it appears that the Palmer Divide region 
would have provided occupants of Welcome Home Ranch with a variety of resources. A 
catchment analysis revealed that Bijou Basin to the east would have likely been 
accessible to residents at Welcome Home Ranch, providing access to water, lithic 
sources, and large game. Bijou Basin could have also served as an access corridor 
between the Plains and the Palmer Divide. However, prehistoric occupants at Welcome 
Home Ranch probably contended for access to this valley. A site distribution map 
provides evidence that Bijou Basin may have been occupied by other prehistoric groups 
at the same time Welcome Home Ranch was occupied. 
 With an increase in regional population it is likely that occupants at Welcome 
Home Ranch had to negotiate their landscape and cooperate with other groups in the 
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Palmer Divide. I argue that during this transitional time period, prehistoric groups began 
to establish territories in order to ensure access to necessary resources. While there is no 
archaeological evidence of these territories or their boundaries, other aspects of the 
landscape surrounding Welcome Home Ranch may hint at the growing desire for private 
spaces and the need to keep territories under surveillance. From the viewshed analysis it 
appears that the rockshelter at Welcome Home Ranch would not have been visible at a 
distance. Not only was the rock shelter a natural accommodation from the elements, but 
its position in the drainage allowed for a great deal of privacy. As population density 
increased in the region, perhaps this private space was seen as an ideal location. 
Furthermore, if territories were created, they most likely had to be maintained. A 
viewshed analysis from a hill just northeast of the rockshelter may have served as a 
vantage point to survey the landscape around Welcome Home Ranch. By keeping this 
area under surveillance occupants of Welcome Home Ranch could have tracked faunal 
migrations as well as the movements of other prehistoric groups.  
In the midst of growing population and increased sedentism inter-group 
negotiation may have resulted in the renegotiation of social and political life in the 
Palmer Divide. Factors other than population increase may have also contributed to a 
change in the socio-political sphere of the region, including the extension of trade 
networks outside the Palmer Divide (Gilmore 1999). Evidence of this expanding trade 
network during the Early Ceramic period includes the adoption of new technologies, 
including ceramics, the bow and arrow, the  presence of corn/maize (King 2006), as well 
as the presence of exotic grave goods found in burials dating to this period (Gilmore 
2008b; Kozuch 2002). As the region became more populous and trade networks 
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expanded, prehistoric groups within the Palmer Divide may have sought to strengthen the 
concept of a regional cultural identity.  
As with the Ute Mountain Ute, perhaps groups within the Palmer Divide utilized a 
form of social collective memory, like creation myths, to install a cultural identity within 
the region. These ideas reinforced notions of a cultural identity in order to foster inter-
group cooperation in the midst of increasing trade and interaction with “other” foreign 
groups. I argue that prehistoric groups living on Colorado’s eastern Plains shared a 
social-collective memory that reinforced notions of a distinctive cultural identity, what 
we call the Plains Woodland culture (Cassell 1997; Gilmore 1999; Tate and Gilmore 
1999). This culture was likely expressed through common rituals, including the burial of 
persons upon the landscape, creation stories, language, as well as through material 
objects like the cord-marked style of ceramics.  
 Ultimately, an increase in population, sedentism, and trade may have resulted in a 
growing socio-political sphere within the Palmer Divide. For occupants at Welcome 
Home Ranch, participation in the social collective memories and the expression of this 
Plains Woodland cultural identity would have provided access into this expanding 
economic atmosphere. It is likely that occupants recognized that the Palmer Divide was a 
place that not only provided access to natural resources, but one with a growing trade 
network, social cohesion, and political structures. Perhaps occupants at Welcome Home 
Ranch were a part of this trade network. With evidence that this site focused on the 
processing of animal hides, perhaps occupants were participating in the trade of large 
game hides.  
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DISCUSSION 
Occupations of this rockshelter took place between the Late Archaic period (1000 
BC- AD 150) and the Early Ceramic period (AD 150-1150) by residents that were 
culturally affiliated with the Plains Woodland group. During the transition from the 
Archaic stage into the Early ceramic period prehistoric hunter-gatherer groups within the 
Palmer Divide and on the Platte River Basin would have been in the thick of several 
cultural and environmental changes. Prehistoric groups were experiencing a cultural 
transition in which there were changes in the climate, demography, economy, 
subsistence, technology, ritual, and socio-political influence. Occupants of Welcome 
Home Ranch would not have been exempt from this influence, and were likely active 
participants in the cultural transitions occurring in the region.  
Throughout the Early Ceramic period trade networks in the region were 
developing. I contend that occupants of Welcome Home Ranch were active members of 
this trade network. The archaeological evidence suggests that this site functioned as a 
logistical camp, rather than a residential camp. With a large proportion of scrapers and 
projectile points, I contend that occupants were focused on the hunting and processing of 
large animals. Bijou Basin was likely a pathway for these hunters looking to access the 
bison-rich regions of the Plains. Bison would not only have provided food for prehistoric 
groups, but would have provided hides for clothing and shelter, as well as bones for tools. 
Upon the hunter’s return to Welcome Home Ranch hides and bones would have been 
processed, perhaps by the women, and possibly produced as trade goods.   
During the Early Ceramic period there is also a regional trend of decreased 
mobility for hunter-gatherer groups (Gilmore 1999; King 2006; Tate 1999). I argue that 
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residents of Welcome Home Ranch similarly practiced a reduced form of logistical 
mobility. Evidence from the archaeology on site suggests that residents were mobile, but 
that they also chose to reside at Welcome Home Ranch on a longer-term basis. Having 
recognized the economic benefits of the Palmer Divide, hunter-gatherer groups chose to 
settle here more permanently than before. Perhaps even logistical camps were being 
occupied for longer periods of time. This may explain the possibility of a wall at 
Welcome Home Ranch. A more permanent architectural feature, like a wall, may suggest 
that occupants were investing in Welcome Home Ranch and claiming the space as their 
own.  
 As regional population rose (Gilmore 2008), sedentism increased (Cassells 1997; 
Gilmore 1999), and trade networks expanded (Gilmore 1999, 2008b; Kozuch 2002) the 
socio-political atmosphere of the Palmer Divide became more complex. Within the 
Palmer Divide it is possible that prehistoric groups established territories to ensure access 
to necessary resources and trade routes. After continuously inhabiting these spaces for 
long periods of time prehistoric groups’ relationship with the landscape likely also 
changed. Along with notions of territoriality, values of private versus public space likely 
evolved, and ideologies of a cultural identity tied to this landscape logically developed.  
In order to maintain this growing socio-political sphere perhaps inhabitants of the 
Palmer Divide sought the use of social collective memory to perpetuate notions a 
regional cultural identity. Myths and memory have proven to be effective enculturation 
techniques that enforce ideas of separate cultural identities (Van Dyke 2011), however, 
manifestations of culture are what concern archaeologists the most. A “Plains Woodland” 
culture may have expressed itself in many forms, but at Welcome Home Ranch it is most 
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obvious in the ceramics. The adoption of ceramics may have meant more than the 
incorporation of plant foods in prehistoric groups’ diets. It is possible that the adoption of 
cord-marked ceramics reflects an active involvement by occupants of Welcome Home 
Ranch in the maintenance of a “Woodland” cultural identity. By choosing to emulate a 
cord-marked style and paddle and anvil construction technique distinctive of ceramics 
belonging to the Woodland groups, perhaps occupants were actively seeking cultural 
identification with those more sedentary groups to the east.  
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Throughout the Early Ceramic period (AD 150- 1150) prehistoric hunter-
gatherers on Colorado’s eastern slope were experiencing a number of environmental and 
cultural changes. Climate became increasingly unpredictable on the Plains (Clarke and 
Rendell 2003; Cook et al. 2004), driving game and prehistoric groups towards the 
moisture rich regions of the Palmer Divide and the Platte River Basin (Muhs 1985). 
Despite the rise in population density (Gilmore 2008) prehistoric groups chose a less 
mobile settlement strategy than in the past (Gilmore 1999; Tate 1999). Some argue that 
these groups chose a more sedentary lifestyle, regardless of increasing population, due to 
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the natural and economic advantages within the Palmer Divide (Guy Hays 2008; King 
2010). Perhaps in consequence of this change in settlement pattern prehistoric groups 
adopted new technologies, including ceramics and the bow and arrow. These 
technologies allowed prehistoric hunter-gatherers to exploit a wider range of resources 
and expand their diet breadth (Rice 1999; Yu 2006). However, the adoption of ceramics 
that are similar in both style and construction to those to the east and northeast may also 
signify a growing affiliation between groups in the Palmer Divide and those of the 
Woodland culture in Nebraska and Kansas (Bozell and Winfrey 1994). Furthermore, 
mortuary rituals in the region became increasingly complex, mimicking aspects of burial 
practices of the Woodland culture (Gilmore 2008b). As trade in the region began to 
evolve and networks began to grow, it appears that groups in the Palmer Divide chose 
establish their identities as culturally connected to those more sedentary groups to the 
east. 
 The rockshelter at Welcome Home Ranch is a great example of how these cultural 
transitions occurring during this period affected the daily lives of prehistoric people.  
There is no evidence that suggests Welcome Home Ranch was occupied in either 
the Early or Middle Archaic periods, rather the evidence suggests that occupations took 
place in between the Late Archaic and Early Ceramic periods. It was during this 
transitional time frame that population in the Palmer Divide and on the Platte River Basin 
increased (Gilmore 2008). Perhaps, then, the occupants of Welcome Home Ranch were 
among those new inhabitants to the region.  
Either drifting in from the eastern Plains or coming down from the foothills, it is 
likely the groups occupying Welcome Home Ranch were drawn to the economic 
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potentials that the Palmer Divide had to offer. Not only was this area experiencing a 
higher degree of effective moisture (Muhs 1985), which enticed large faunal resources to 
its greener pastures, but a system of trade networks was developing at this time (Cassells 
1997; Gilmore 1999). As the prehistoric population density in the region increased, 
mobility of hunter-gatherer groups decreased (Gilmore 1999, 2008). It is likely that 
amongst an increasingly dense population prehistoric groups, recognizing the economic 
benefits the region had to offer, decided to claim their spaces with long-lasting 
settlements. Welcome Home Ranch is one such example of those longer-term camps.  
The archaeological evidence at Welcome Home Ranch supports the hypothesis 
that this site functioned as a logistical camp. Scraper technology and projectile point 
technology appear to be the predominate tools of the whole stone tool assemblage 
recovered on site. This suggests that activities related to the function of these tools may 
have influenced the actions of prehistoric individuals on site. While projectile point 
technology is generally associated with hunting, scraper technology is associated with the 
processing of animal hides and bones (Andrefsky 1998). A large quantity of both scraper 
and projectile point technology on site suggests that activities related to the hunting and 
processing of large game were common. Perhaps this camp focused on the procurement 
and processing of large animal hides. As large game migrated out onto the plains during 
the winter, perhaps Welcome Home Ranch became a winter camp from which occupants 
accessed the plains. Bijou Basin, just east of Welcome Home Ranch, would have been a 
convenient corridor to the plains for those prehistoric hunters. Back at camp the focus 
would have been on the processing of animal hides, a task ethnographically performed 
more by women.   
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Typically, logistical camps are occupied for brief periods of time by a foray sent 
out from the main residential camp (Binford 1978). As these camps are usually inhabited 
for the achievement of a specific task, like the procurement of a specific resource, 
logistical camps tend to be occupied by a smaller population and never for very long. 
However, there is evidence that occupants of the logistical camp at Welcome Home 
Ranch did plan on returning to this shelter for future use. The stone tool assemblage may 
represent a population that was highly mobile, but the large presence of cores and ground 
stone on site, in addition to the possibility of an architectural feature, suggests that 
occupants planned on residing here again and again. This hypothesis argues that 
occupants were consciously caching materials and investing in future occupations.  
It is also during the Early Ceramic period that prehistoric hunter-gatherers 
adopted new technologies, including the use of ceramics as well as bow and arrow 
technology (Cassells 1997; Gilmore 1999; Kalasz et al. 1999). Bow and arrow 
technology is cited as having replaced atlatl technology in prehistoric hunters’ tool kits 
(Cassells 1997). However, the transition from the use of the atlatl to that of the bow and 
arrow was slow. Some anthropologists agree that hunter-gatherer cultures tended to be 
conservative about change (Binford 1972), including the adoption of new technologies. 
Occupants at Welcome Home Ranch may represent such a group. On site there is the 
presence of both atlatl dart points and arrow points, suggesting a population of prehistoric 
hunters caught in the thick of a transitional time period.  
Binford (1972) would have agreed that change might only have occurred due to 
external forces. Within the Palmer Divide a number of forces could have contributed to 
prehistoric hunters’ eventual shift away from atlatl technology in favor of the bow and 
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arrow. As the demographics of the region changed and climate ameliorated on the Plains, 
it is likely that the region of the Palmer Divide experienced population pressure that 
placed a strain on necessary resources. This pressure may have incited the 
implementation of new subsistence strategies, one that exploited a wider range of both 
large and small game, as well as plant foods. However slight a change, these new 
subsistence strategies may have required hunter-gatherers to adopt the use of the bow and 
arrow, a technology they likely already knew about. Occupants of Welcome Home 
Ranch, having examples of both dart and arrow technology, might have slowly come to 
adopt the use of the bow and arrow in order to hunt a wider variety of game.   
 At Welcome Home Ranch the substantial presence of ceramics and ground stone 
reflect a diet that also included plant foods. With all the ceramic sherds exhibiting 
evidence of fire-scorching on their exterior sides it is likely that the pottery on site was 
held in use for cooking over a fire. These utilitarian pots could have cooked a variety of 
foods, including meat and bones, as well as plant materials. Ceramics have been cited as 
a more efficient means of rendering plants edible than other techniques (Eerkens 2004), 
including stone boiling. However, some argue that the use of ceramics did not drastically 
alter the subsistence strategies of prehistoric hunter-gatherers between the Late Archaic 
and Early Ceramic period (Gilmore 1999). I agree that the use of ceramics, while a 
benefit to the processing of plant foods, was less about their utilitarian function. 
 The cord-marked style and paddle and anvil construction techniques of these 
ceramics recovered on site mimic similar styles of ceramics associated with more 
sedentary groups to the east (Bowell and Winfrey 1994). Despite their lack of individual 
decoration these utilitarian ceramics likely represented more than the incorporation of 
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plant foods in the diets of prehistoric people. Rather, the adoption of ceramics similar in 
style and construction to those of Woodland cultural groups to the east, may represent a 
shift in the identities of prehistoric groups living on the Palmer Divide. In the Archaic 
stage there is evidence to suggest that identities were tied more directly to kinship 
(Gilmore 2008), within the changing atmosphere of the Early Ceramic period, however, 
identity may have been expanded to include all culturally similar groups. Therefore, I 
contend that the ceramics on site may also represent the active participation of occupants 
subscribing to a regional cultural identity. 
During the Early Ceramic period within the Palmer Divide prehistoric hunter-
gatherer mobility decreased (Gilmore 1999).  Following the regional trend, occupations 
at Welcome Home Ranch provide evidence that inhabitants were practicing a reduced 
form of mobility. A general lack of exotic lithic materials, and the overwhelming reliance 
on local lithic sources, suggests that occupants might have a more restricted area of 
movement across the landscape. The stone tool assemblage on site reflects a site that 
functioned as a logistical camp and was likely used for a few selective tasks and 
activities. This site was likely a seasonal camp occupied by hunter-gatherers in the winter 
who exploited the large game that migrated during this time onto the plains. The presence 
of a potential architectural feature strengthens the argument that occupants were planning 
on utilizing this rockshelter during the colder winter months. 
As residential mobility decreased across the region, other cultural transitions were 
affecting the landscape of the Palmer Divide. The Early Ceramic period ushered in a 
changing landscape, one with an increasing population density, increased sedentism, and 
an expanding trade network. For prehistoric people on the Palmer Divide, this meant a 
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change in the everyday relationships with their environment. Occupants of Welcome 
Home Ranch provided an excellent case study that tested aspects of prehistoric peoples’ 
changing relationship with the landscape.  
Many features of the surrounding area provide ample evidence that Welcome 
Home Ranch was an advantageous camp site for hunter-gatherers. From the site 
catchment analysis it appears that all the necessary resources, including water, large 
game, and lithic quarries, would have been within easy walking distance. In fact, Bijou 
Basin is only several kilometers away. However, it is likely that occupants of Welcome 
Home Ranch were not alone in this area. A distribution map reveals that this area, and in 
particular Bijou Basin, had many residents during the Early Ceramic period. While 
resources were accessible, there may have been competition for these resources.  
At a time of increasing population density it is likely that hunter-gatherers in this 
region began to negotiate the landscape with greater awareness of each other. One way to 
alleviate any tension, especially when it comes to accessing resources, may have been to 
establish territories. Designated by natural features upon the landscape, these territories 
may not have been fixed. Fluid boundaries may have allowed for access to all areas. 
Although as hunter-gatherer group mobility decreased, prehistoric groups likely occupied 
a single space for greater periods of time. After spending more time within the same 
space, prehistoric groups likely established a relationship with that place upon the 
landscape and grew territorial. For inhabitants of Welcome Home Ranch, who appear to 
have made a camp for a long-term basis, their perspective on the landscape reveals that 
ideas of territoriality may be justified. 
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Beyond the obvious advantages of the area, the very specific location of this 
rockshelter makes it a safe, private, and unseen place on the landscape. The viewshed 
analysis, which I take as a literal perspective on the landscape, shows that this rockshelter 
was hidden from view. Sitting in a drainage, this space was not visible to outsiders. Just a 
few kilometers northeast of the rockshelter, however, is a hill that would have provided a 
360° view of surrounding area. Occupants at Welcome Home Ranch could have used this 
hill to scout for large herds of animals migrating along the valley of Bijou Basin. They 
could also have used it to track the movements of other prehistoric groups and keep the 
area under surveillance. Whereas the rockshelter was the ideal private space, the hill to 
the northeast could have been an ideal place to survey the landscape.   
Possibly following the influx of a new populace, the occupants at Welcome Home 
Ranch learned to negotiate their surroundings and participate in the growing socio-
political atmosphere of the Palmer Divide. Indeed, the archaeology on site reflects a 
group of people who were learning to negotiate these changes. This camp possibly served 
as a logistical camp for hunter-gatherer groups processing animal hides and looking to 
exploit the trade networks of region. Ceramics on site suggest that inhabitants adopted 
pottery in order to expand their diet breadth and incorporate more plant food materials. 
However, these ceramics, which are similar to those of the Woodland style, may also 
represent a group of prehistoric hunter-gatherers looking to ally themselves with a 
cultural identity tied to the east. Occupants of Welcome Home Ranch were, however, 
caught in the transition of hunting technologies. Evidence of both atlatl and bow 
technology on site suggests that this group of hunter-gatherers were conservative about 
the adoption of this new hunting strategy. Similar to other groups in the region, occupants 
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of this rockshelter also show evidence of a long-term occupation. A potential wall feature 
may not only suggest that occupants were planning on residing here for a while, but may 
also indicate a group of people looking to stake “ownership” over this space. Ultimately, 
Welcome Home Ranch provides evidence that prehistoric occupants were attempting to 
participate in the greater socio-political atmosphere evolving in the Palmer Divide.  
IMPACTS OF THIS STUDY AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
 This case study is just one example of the benefit small archaeological sites can 
have on the research of the region. Typically small camp sites like this are only 
superficially analyzed and catalogued away. However, even a small rockshelter can 
provide insight into interesting topics of prehistoric hunter-gatherer life. Furthermore, this 
case study was a successful joint effort between academic institutions and private land 
owners. As most of Elbert County is private land, there are few archaeological sites in the 
area that get examined by cultural resource management firms, let alone academic 
organizations. Therefore, this research at Welcome Home Ranch is made all the more 
important, and will hopefully encourage the continued cooperation between archaeology 
departments and private land owners. 
Within this case study multiple methods and methodologies were utilized for 
research and analysis. Integration of multiple methods, including geophysics, GIS, and 
statistics, was only enhanced through the use of ethnographic analogy and other humanist 
methodologies. It was my intention to effectively use ground penetrating radar, a well-
known geophysical technique in archaeology, to better understand the stratigraphy of 
features and rock fall on site. Results from that analysis proved useful not only to the 
orientation of excavation units on site, but also a less destructive means of identifying the 
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non-sandstone rubble feature that likely served as a wall. Typically under-utilized in 
traditional archaeological investigations, perhaps the successful use of GPR in this study 
will encourage further use of geophysical techniques for prehistoric and historic 
archaeology in the region.  
Geographical information systems served as a more effective means at 
understanding traditional archaeological concepts, including site catchments and view 
sheds. While some might consider these concepts, established in the first half of the 20
th
 
century, outdated, through the use of modern methods, like GIS, they can be re-
interpreted with more accuracy. As landscape studies develops as a discipline, hopefully 
archaeologists will continue to see the benefit of using geographical information systems 
to test traditional anthropological questions.  
In order to strike a balanced approach in the analysis of Welcome Home Ranch, I 
chose to utilize both processual and humanist methodologies. The processual methods 
often dominate archaeological research, focusing on the economic and functional 
perspectives. Examples of this includes basic data analysis, statistics, and even GIS. By 
looking at these data, however, the archaeologist tends to stray from understanding the 
individual’s perspective and agency. For these reasons I chose to include more humanist 
methods, including a landscape analysis and ethnographic analogy. Having a diversity of 
perspectives allowed for a fuller understanding of prehistoric life in the Palmer Divide, 
one in which growing population numbers could be compared to ideas of social collective 
memory. While it is not my expectation that all research be done in this manner, this case 
study can serve as an example for future works looking to diversify their research 
methods. 
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There is still a great deal of future research to be done at this site and other sites 
like it in the Palmer Divide. At Welcome Home Ranch, for example, no middens or trash 
pits were ever identified. Middens, of course, are excellent features that provide endless 
data and information on prehistoric life. Furthermore, the area inside the rockshelter was 
only partially excavated, and could yield more information about feature distributions 
across the site. More in-depth analyses of the debitage collected on site may also provide 
more information on stone tool manufacturing on site. A walking survey could also be 
conducted across the top and surrounding areas of rockshelter. Debitage was easily 
observable on the surface above the rockshelter, but the research of this study was 
restricted to the shelter itself. Further research could be done to isolate more specific diet 
resources, including a test for residues on the interior of ceramics or ground stones. If 
possible charred materials might be tested for radiocarbon testing, in order to produce 
more conclusive results on the age range of occupations.  
It is also my hope future research investigate further into the relationship between 
the Plains Woodland cultural groups of the Palmer Divide and those groups occupying 
the Platte River valleys in Nebraska and Kansas. It has been established that this region 
was undergoing a series of cultural changes during the Early Ceramic period. How these 
changes relate to the growing socio-economic atmosphere of these sedentary villages to 
the east may be a topic for future discussion. Welcome Home Ranch may be small, but 
even small sites have the potential to answer questions about greater regional identities, 
politics, and socio-economic trends. 
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Appendix C: Franktown Cave Lithic Data Table 
 
 
Art# PI Depth CM LEV Mat_Name MAT COM Artifact Class 
1391.00 2 0-25 1 Petrified Wood 315 2 Projectile Point 
757.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 315 2 Projectile Point 
1637.00 2   Chert 46 2 Projectile Point 
267.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 305 2 Projectile Point 
773.00 4  1 Quartzite 223 2 Projectile Point 
179.00 4  1 Chert 1 1 Projectile Point 
1013.00 4   Petrified Wood 315 0 Projectile Point 
3.00 4 0-20 1 Quartzite 208 4 Projectile Point 
8.00 4 0-20 1 Quartzite 235 2 Projectile Point 
1639.00 2  0 Chert 15 3 Projectile Point 
323.00 4  1 Chert 1 1 Projectile Point 
1136.00 4  1 Quartzite 213 2 Projectile Point 
967.00 4 2.5 1 Quartzite 221 1 Projectile Point 
117.00 4 0-20 1 Petrified Wood 315 1 Projectile Point 
1640.00 2  2 Quartzite 203 1 Projectile Point 
151.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 315 1 Projectile Point 
1179.00 1   Petrified Wood 315 3 Projectile Point 
183.00 4  1 Chert 44 4 Projectile Point 
1043.00 4   Quartzite 209 1 Projectile Point 
1011.00 4   Quartzite 209 1 Projectile Point 
1010.00 4   Chert 45 1 Projectile Point 
767.00 4  1 Quartzite 228 3 Projectile Point 
1639.00 2   Chert 15 3 Projectile Point 
1623.00 2  1 Quartzite 219 4 Projectile Point 
 
436.00 
 
4 
  
1 
Undif. 
Micro/Crypt
o 
 
924 
 
1 
 
Projectile Point 
 
696.00 
 
4 
  
1 
Undif. 
Micro/Crypt
o 
 
904 
 
2 
 
Projectile Point 
155.00 4  2 Chert 10 3 Projectile Point 
193.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 332 1 Projectile Point 
587.00 4  1 Chert 16 3 Projectile Point 
652.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 337 3 Projectile Point 
751.00 4  1 Quartzite 208 1 Projectile Point 
743.00 4  1 Quartzite 211 3 Projectile Point 
1570.00 2 0-40 1 Petrified Wood 334 2 Projectile Point 
1440.00 2 165-185 5 Petrified Wood 319 3 Projectile Point 
802.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 332 1 Projectile Point 
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Art# PI Depth CM LEV Mat_Name MAT COM Artifact Class 
 
1423.00 
 
2 
 
100-165 
 
4 
Undif. 
Micro/Crypto 
 
915 
 
1 
 
Projectile Point 
1556.00 2   Petrified Wood 319 1 Projectile Point 
 
281.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
331 
 
1 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
224.00 4  1 Quartzite 209 3 Projectile Point 
 
122.00 
 
4 
 
0-20 
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
334 
 
2 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
582.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 327 3 Biface 
 
744.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
314 
 
2 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
770.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 315 1 Scraper 
693.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 327 1 Biface 
 
722.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
315 
 
1 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
 
678.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
300 
 
3 
 
Uniface_nat scraper 
651.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 315 2 Biface 
 
671.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
319 
 
3 
 
Uniface_nat scraper 
 
772.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
 
Chert 
 
31 
 
1 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
5094.00 2  3 Petrified Wood 338 1 Core 
706.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 326 1 Expedient Flake Tool 
 
122.00 
 
4 
 
0-20 
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
309 
 
3 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
5235.00 2  3 Petrified Wood 340 3 Undetermined 
 
5169.00 
 
2 
 
 
3 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
327 
 
1 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
108.00 4 0-20 1 Petrified Wood 327 1 Biface 
765.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 315 1 Scraper 
2513.00 2  3 Petrified Wood 315 3 Core 
 
5097.00 
 
2 
 
 
3 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
338 
 
1 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
690.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 315 1 Projectile Point 
 
5581.00 
 
2 
 
 
1 
 
Rhyolite 
 
802 
 
3 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
699.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 326 1 Scraper 
9.00 4 0-20 1 Petrified Wood 331 3 Projectile Point 
681.00 4  1 Quartzite 200 3 Biface 
683.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 304 3 Biface 
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Art# PI Depth CM LEV Mat_Name MAT COM Artifact Class 
1119.0
0 
4  1 Petrified Wood 30
4 
4 Projectile Point 
681.0
0 
4  1 Petrified Wood 31
4 
3 Projectile Point 
 
1111.0
0 
 
4 
 
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
31
5 
 
1 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
1403.0
0 
2 45-100 3 Petrified Wood 31
5 
3 Scraper 
1598.0
0 
2 100-125 2 Petrified Wood 31
4 
3 Biface 
662.0
0 
4  1 Chert 3 3 Drill 
1420.0
0 
2 100-165 4 Chert 3 3 Drill 
 
1430.0
0 
 
2 
 
100-165 
 
4 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
30
5 
 
1 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
 
5396.0
0 
 
2 
 
 
5 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
33
4 
 
3 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
 
5257.0
0 
 
2 
 
 
4 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
32
3 
 
1 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
5582.0
0 
2  1 Rhyolite 80
3 
3 Scraper 
 
5596.0
0 
 
2 
 
 
2 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
33
4 
 
5 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
 
1315.0
0 
 
1 
  
 
Rhyolite 
 
80
2 
 
1 
Misc. 
Chipped/battered 
1586.0
0 
2 40-100 2 Petrified Wood 31
4 
3 Biface 
1597.0
0 
2 100-125 2 Chert 16 3 Biface 
1181.0
0 
1   Rhyolite 80
1 
1 Scraper 
1185.0
0 
1   Petrified Wood 31
4 
2 Biface 
 
1183.0
0 
 
1 
  
 
Quartzite 
 
21
1 
 
3 
Misc. 
Chipped/battered 
1585.0
0 
2 40-100 2 Quartzite 20
8 
1 Biface 
1416.0
0 
2 100-165 4 Petrified Wood 33
2 
3 Biface 
 
2694.0
0 
 
2 
 
 
1 
 
Quartzite 
 
20
6 
 
1 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
 
5153.0
0 
 
2 
 
 
3 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
33
1 
 
3 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
5552.0
0 
2  3 Petrified Wood 34
1 
3 Core 
 
2690.0
0 
 
2 
 
 
1 
 
Rhyolite 
 
80
2 
 
3 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
 
2704.0
0 
 
2 
 
 
1 
 
Rhyolite 
 
80
0 
 
3 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
5128.0
0 
2  3 Petrified Wood 33
6 
3 Scraper 
 
1572.0
0 
 
2 
 
0-40 
 
1 
 
Rhyolite 
 
80
3 
 
3 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
 
1429.0
0 
 
2 
 
100-165 
 
4 
 
Rhyolite 
 
80
1 
 
5 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
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Art# PI Depth CM LEV Mat_Name MAT COM Artifact Class 
 
2419.00 
 
2 
 
 
1 
 
Quartzite 
 
218 
 
3 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
1316.00 1   Quartzite 223 1 Undetermined 
 
1571.00 
 
2 
 
0-40 
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
338 
 
1 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
5584.00 2  1 Petrified Wood 340 3 Biface 
5586.00 2  1 Quartz 402 1 Scraper 
1573.00 2 0-40 1 Chert 1 3 Biface 
1314.00 1   Rhyolite 801 3 Undetermined 
612.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 334 3 Undetermined 
 
5219.00 
 
2 
 
 
3 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
300 
 
3 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
131.00 4  2 Rhyolite 800 1 Scraper 
5547.00 2  3 Petrified Wood 340 3 Biface 
824.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 334 1 Scraper 
 
734.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
300 
 
1 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
139.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 300 1 Scraper 
160.00 4  2 Obsidian 700 3 Biface 
135.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 315 1 Biface 
831.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 309 3 Biface 
819.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 315 3 Biface 
790.00 2  2 Chert 8 3 Projectile Point 
826.00 4  2 Chert 1 3 Biface 
 
1663.00 
 
2 
  
 
Rhyolite 
 
800 
 
3 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
1677.00 2   Rhyolite 800 1 Core 
1002.00 4 5 1 Quartzite 215 1 Biface 
 
5597.00 
 
2 
 
 
3 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
319 
 
3 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
143.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 343 1 Biface 
243.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 336 1 Projectile Point 
 
1027.00 
 
4 
  
 
Petrified Wood 
 
300 
 
1 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
605.00 4  2 Quartzite 208 3 Projectile Point 
808.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 323 3 Projectile Point 
1051.00 4   Petrified Wood 331 3 Biface 
1638.00 2   Petrified Wood 331 3 Projectile Point 
815.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 339 1 Projectile Point 
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Art# PI Depth CM LEV Mat_Name MAT COM Artifact Class 
925.0
0 
4  2 Chert 4 2 Projectile Point 
5611.0
0 
2  3 Chalcedony 110 3 Biface 
837.0
0 
4  2 Petrified Wood 343 1 Biface 
1635.0
0 
2  1 Chert 3 1 Projectile Point 
144.0
0 
4  2 Petrified Wood 343 2 Biface 
792.0
0 
4  2 Petrified Wood 315 3 Biface 
140.0
0 
4  2 Petrified Wood 340 3 Biface 
 
156.0
0 
 
4 
 
 
2 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
300 
 
3 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
803.0
0 
4  2 Petrified Wood 300 1 Projectile Point 
 
5129.0
0 
 
2 
 
 
3 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
315 
 
1 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
121.0
0 
4 0-20 1 Petrified Wood 318 3 Biface 
618.0
0 
4  1 Petrified Wood 315 3 Biface 
5248.0
0 
2  3 Petrified Wood 319 3 Expedient Flake Tool 
2509.0
0 
2  3 Petrified Wood 319 1 Core 
 
5279.0
0 
 
2 
 
 
3 
 
Quartz 
 
402 
 
5 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
1608.0
0 
2  3 Petrified Wood 338 1 Biface 
1412.0
0 
2 45-100 3 Petrified Wood 329 3 Biface 
710.0
0 
4  1 Petrified Wood 315 3 Biface 
5249.0
0 
2  3 Petrified Wood 310 3 Scraper 
2532.0
0 
2  3 Petrified Wood 314 1 Core 
 
5154.0
0 
 
2 
 
 
3 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
333 
 
3 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
1404.0
0 
2 45-100 3 Petrified Wood 315 3 Biface 
5093.0
0 
2  3 Petrified Wood 338 5 Undetermined 
 
5103.0
0 
 
2 
 
 
3 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
315 
 
1 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
 
2913.0
0 
 
2 
 
 
3 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
305 
 
1 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
2687.0
0 
2  4 Rhyolite 804 1 Scraper 
 
5294.0
0 
 
2 
 
 
3 
Undif. 
Micro/Crypto 
 
916 
 
3 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
5604.0
0 
2  3 Quartzite 204 1 Projectile Point 
1604.0
0 
2  3 Quartzite 208 3 Biface 
 
2426.0
0 
 
2 
 
 
3 
 
Quartzite 
 
206 
 
1 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
5602.0
0 
2  3 Quartzite 211 3 Biface 
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Art# PI Depth CM LEV Mat_Name MAT COM Artifact 
Class 2688.00 2  4 Rhyolite 804 3 Biface 
783.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 300 3 Biface 
 
5572.00 
 
2 
 
 
4 
 
Rhyolite 
 
801 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1595.00 2 100-125 2 Petrified Wood 343 1 Biface 
5265.00 2  3 Petrified Wood 344 3 Biface 
666.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 318 3 Scraper 
 
659.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
327 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
762.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 315 1 Projectile 
Point  
1306.00 
 
1 
 
71.1 
 
 
Rhyolite 
 
802 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1605.00 2  3 Chert 15 4 Perf./Graver 
1428.00 2 100-165 4 Rhyolite 802 1 Undetermine
d 306.00 4  1 Quartzite 211 1 Projectile 
Point 1308.00 1 71.1  Rhyolite 803 1 Scraper 
 
1089.00 
 
4 
  Undif. 
Micro/Crypto 
 
923 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
1117.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
 
Obsidian 
 
700 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
1613.00 
 
2 
 
30-40 
 
 
Quartzite 
 
211 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
1399.00 
 
2 
 
10-18 
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
338 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
5256.00 
 
2 
 
 
4 
 
Obsidian 
 
700 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
2417.00    Petrified Wood 336 1 Biface 
297.00 4  1 Quartzite 217 3 Biface 
545.00 4  1 Quartzite 208 1 Ind. 
Core/cobble 307.00 4  1 Chert 14 1 Projectile 
Point 305.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 316 3 Biface 
446.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 315 3 Projectile 
Point  
3055.00 
 
2 
 
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
315 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
313.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
334 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
295.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 315 3 Biface 
410.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 300 3 Biface 
1003.00 4 5 1 Quartzite 205 1 Scraper 
841.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 342 1 Biface 
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Art# PI Depth CM LEV Mat_Name MAT COM Artifact 
Class 829.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 302 2 Projectile 
Point 1393.00 2 0-25 1 Chert 1 3 Biface 
 
1611.00 
 
2 
 
30-40 
 
 
Chert 
 
16 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1610.00 2 30-40  Chert 16 3 Biface 
 
1392.00 
 
2 
 
0-25 
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
300 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
125.00 4 0-20 1 Petrified Wood 343 3 Scraper 
 
110.00 
 
4 
 
0-20 
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
323 
 
5 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1091.00 4   Petrified Wood 311 1 Biface 
 
1617.00 
 
2 
  
 
Petrified Wood 
 
315 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
315.00 4  1 Chalcedony 106 3 Biface 
 
2848.00 
 
2 
  
 
Petrified Wood 
 
315 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
1388.00 
 
2 
 
0-25 
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
315 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
2867.00 
 
2 
  
 
Petrified Wood 
 
338 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
2846.00 
 
2 
  
 
Petrified Wood 
 
314 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1402.00 2 0-50 1 Petrified Wood 300 3 Biface 
 
1612.00 
 
2 
 
30-40 
 
 
Mudstone 
 
502 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
203.00 4  1 Quartzite 211 3 Biface 
 
708.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
Undif. 
Micro/Crypto 
 
923 
 
1 
 
Scraper 
1312.00 1   Rhyolite 802 1 Chopper 
1278.00 1   Petrified Wood 338 1 Scraper 
 
1325.00 
 
1 
  
 
Rhyolite 
 
805 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1326.00 1   Rhyolite 800 1 Scraper 
 
1324.00 
 
1 
  
 
Rhyolite 
 
805 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1318.00 1   Rhyolite 801 1 Scraper 
1322.00 1   Petrified Wood 315 3 Scraper 
 
1321.00 
 
1 
  
 
Quartzite 
 
209 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
311.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 315 1 Projectile 
Point 1313.00 1   Rhyolite 805 3 Scraper 
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Art# PI Depth CM LEV Mat_Name MAT COM Artifact 
Class 1300.00 1   Rhyolite 803 2 Scraper 
 
5599.00 
 
2 
 
 
3 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
318 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1601.00 2  3 Petrified Wood 315 3 Biface 
1607.00 2  3 Petrified Wood 315 3 Core 
5598.00 2  3 Petrified Wood 319 3 Biface 
5608.00 2  3 Petrified Wood 300 3 Biface 
5612.00 2  3 Petrified Wood 341 3 Biface 
5610.00 2  3 Petrified Wood 327 1 Biface 
1317.00 1   Rhyolite 801 1 Chopper 
5622.00 2  5 Petrified Wood 315 1 Biface 
1029.00 4   Petrified Wood 302 1 Biface 
 
5026.00 
 
2 
 
 
1 
 
Rhyolite 
 
800 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
2521.00 2  1 Petrified Wood 315 1 Core 
1394.00 2 0-25 1 Petrified Wood 315 3 Projectile 
Point  
1335.00 
 
2 
 
10-18CM 
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
315 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
1921.00 
 
5 
  
 
Quartzite 
 
200 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
1878.00 
 
5 
  
 
Quartzite 
 
200 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
1274.00 
 
1 
  
 
Rhyolite 
 
803 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
5462.00 2  5 Petrified Wood 336 3 Scraper 
 
1273.00 
 
1 
  
 
Rhyolite 
 
800 
 
5 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
5564.00 2  5 Petrified Wood 314 5 Undetermine
d  
5385.00 
 
2 
 
 
5 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
318 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
2689.00 2  5 Petrified Wood 319 3 Undetermine
d 1442.00 2 165-185 5 Rhyolite 800 1 Chopper 
2503.00 2  5 Rhyolite 802 5 Core 
 
5614.00 
 
2 
 
 
5 
 
Chert 
 
52 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
5615.00 2  5 Chert 1 3 Projectile 
Point 1004.00 4  1 Chert 13 3 Biface 
 
1942.00 
 
5 
  Undif. 
Micro/Crypto 
 
900 
 
3 
 
Projectile 
Point 
669.00 4  1 Chert 6 3 Biface 
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Art# PI Depth CM LEV Mat_Name MAT COM Artifact 
Class  
5429.00 
 
2 
 
 
4 
 
Quartzite 
 
211 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1103.00 4  1 Rhyolite 802 1 Undetermine
d 1108.00 4  1 Quartzite 229 1 Ind. 
Core/cobble  
1094.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
 
Quartzite 
 
229 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
1396.00 
 
2 
 
0-25 
 
1 
 
Rhyolite 
 
801 
 
4 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
2837.00 
 
2 
  
 
Rhyolite 
 
801 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
2831.00 
 
2 
  
 
Rhyolite 
 
803 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
283.00 4  1 Chert 16 3 Biface 
 
2465.00 
 
2 
  
 
Rhyolite 
 
803 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
5455.00 
 
2 
 
 
4 
 
Quartzite 
 
216 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
780.00 4  1 Chert 51 3 Biface 
710.00 4  1 Chert 46 1 Split Cobble 
 
93.00 
 
4 
 
0-20 
 
1 
 
Chert 
 
16 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
95.00 4 0-20 1 Chert 6 3 Projectile 
Point 916.00 4  1 Chert 17 1 Biface 
 
713.00 
 
4  
 
1 
Undif. 
Micro/Crypto 
 
923 
 
3 
 
Scraper 
188.00 4  1 Chert 41 2 Projectile 
Point  
2836.00 
 
2 
  
 
Rhyolite 
 
802 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1310.00 1 71.1  Rhyolite 803 1 Core 
 
2708.00 
 
2 
 
 
2 
 
Rhyolite 
 
801 
 
5 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1596.00 2 100-125 2 Chert 1 3 Biface 
 
5613.00 
 
2 
 
 
2 
Undif. 
Micro/Crypto 
 
913 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
624.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 302 3 Biface 
1304.00 1 71.1  Quartzite 217 1 Undetermine
d  
329.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
Undif. 
Micro/Crypto 
 
916 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
1309.00 
 
1 
 
71.1 
 
 
Rhyolite 
 
802 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1426.00 2 100-165 4 Quartzite 211 1 Undetermine
d 
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Art# PI Depth CM LEV Mat_Name MAT COM Artifact 
Class  
1305.00 
 
1 
 
71.1 
 
 
Rhyolite 
 
806 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
5458.00 
 
2 
 
 
4 
 
Quartzite 
 
213 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1303.00 1 71.1  Quartzite 208 1 Core 
 
1302.00 
 
1 
 
71.1 
 
 
Quartzite 
 
208 
 
1 
Misc. 
Chipped/batt
ered 1421.00 2 100-165 4 Quartzite 220 4 Biface 
1422.00 2 100-165 4 Quartzite 204 3 Biface 
1415.00 2 100-165 4 Quartzite 211 1 Biface 
1425.00 2 100-165 4 Quartzite 209 3 Expedient 
Flake Tool  
5435.00 
 
2 
 
 
4 
 
Quartzite 
 
211 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
719.00 4  1 Chert 6 3 Projectile 
Point 1311.00 1 71.1  Rhyolite 801 2 Core 
1047.00 4   Quartzite 208 1 Perf./Graver 
 
721.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
314 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
714.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 309 1 Biface 
1114.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 302 3 Projectile 
Point 924.00 4  2 Quartzite 200 3 Biface 
 
936.00 
 
4 
 
 
2 
 
Quartzite 
 
211 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
972.00 4 17.8 1 Petrified Wood 314 3 Projectile 
Point 336.00 4  1 Quartzite 221 3 Biface 
706.00 4  1 Chert 1 3 Biface 
1151.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 331 3 Biface 
769.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 300 3 Biface 
930.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 336 3 Projectile 
Point 933.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 338 3 Biface 
902.00 4 7.6 2 Unknown   
987.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 327 3 Scraper 
1052.00 4   Petrified Wood 315 1 Biface 
1022.00 4   Petrified Wood 315 3 Biface 
1594.00 2 100-125 2 Rhyolite 804 1 Biface 
971.00 4 17.8 1 Chert 47 1 Scraper 
63.00 4 0-20 1 Unknown  3 Biface 
 
785.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
 
Chert 
 
6 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
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Art# PI Depth CM LEV Mat_Name MAT COM Artifact 
Class 654.00 4  1 Chert 1 3 Biface 
 
2841.00 
 
2 
  
 
Chert 
 
1 
 
5 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
727.00 4  1 Chert 42 1 Drill 
 
2855.00 
 
2 
  
 
Petrified Wood 
 
340 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
670.00 4  1 Rhyolite 807 2 Projectile 
Point 979.00 4 .6 1 Rhyolite 807 1 Biface 
631.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 315 4 Projectile 
Point 672.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 331 3 Biface 
215.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 332 3 Projectile 
Point  
89.00 
 
4 
 
0-20 
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
326 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
14.00 4 0-20 1 Petrified Wood 300 3 Projectile 
Point 694.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 326 3 Projectile 
Point 261.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 333 3  
633.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 314 3 Projectile 
Point 101.00 4 0-20 1 Petrified Wood 303 3 Projectile 
Point 775.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 331 1 Projectile 
Point 357.00 4  1 Chert 16 1 Projectile 
Point  
660.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
 
Rhyolite 
 
806 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
5559.00 2  4 Petrified Wood 327 3 Biface 
 
566.00 
 
4 
 
 
2 
 
Chert 
 
48 
 
1 
 
Uniface_nat 
scraper 
2522.00 2  4 Petrified Wood 315 5 Core 
5571.00 2  4 Petrified Wood 340 3 Biface 
5402.00 2  4 Petrified Wood 340 3 Expedient 
Flake Tool  
5342.00 
 
2 
 
 
4 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
300 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
5393.00 2  4 Petrified Wood 334 3 Projectile 
Point  
3006.00 
 
2 
 
 
4 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
315 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1419.00 2 100-165 4 Petrified Wood 340 3 Biface 
 
5329.00 
 
2 
 
 
4 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
321 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1427.00 2 100-165 4 Petrified Wood 340 3 Scraper 
1417.00 2 100-165 4 Petrified Wood 311 3 Biface 
2523.00 2  3 Rhyolite 801 1 Core 
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Art# PI Depth CM LEV Mat_Name MAT COM Artifact 
Class 1060.00 4  3 Rhyolite 802 1 Chopper 
383.00 4  1 Quartzite 211 1 Biface 
379.00 4  1 Quartzite 210 3 Biface 
 
321.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
 
Quartzite 
 
209 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1371.00 2   Quartzite 209 1 Core 
5566.00 2  4 Petrified Wood 315 3 Biface 
1387.00 2   Petrified Wood 314 2 Projectile 
Point  
2732.00 
 
2 
 
0-20 
 
0 
 
Quartzite 
 
211 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
879.00 4  2 Quartzite 208 2 Biface 
557.00 4  2 Quartzite 235 1 Biface 
 
1461.00 
 
2 
  
 
Chalcedony 
 
117 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
1457.00 
 
2 
  Undif. 
Micro/Crypto 
 
900 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
2792.00 2   Chalcedony 113 1 Drill 
 
2941.00 
 
2 
  
 
Petrified Wood 
 
314 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
1424.00 
 
2 
 
100-165 
 
4 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
343 
 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
1919.00 
 
5 
  Undif. 
Micro/Crypto 
 
900 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
1004.00 
 
4 
 
 
3 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
331 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
2936.00 
 
2 
  
 
Petrified Wood 
 
315 
 
2 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
1385.00 
 
2 
  
 
Petrified Wood 
 
315 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
2934.00 
 
2 
  
 
Petrified Wood 
 
315 
 
5 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
1381.00 
 
2 
  
 
Petrified Wood 
 
300 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
2515.00    Petrified Wood 315 1 Core 
 
1383.00 
 
2 
   
Quartzite 
 
211 
 
2 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
1665.00 
 
4 
   
Chert 
 
14 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1382.00 2   Petrified Wood 300 3 Biface 
 
2413.00 
    
Petrified Wood 
 
340 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
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Art# PI Depth CM LEV Mat_Name MAT COM Artifact 
Class 862.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 305 3 Biface 
 
1444.00 
 
2 
 
0-20 
 
1 
 
Rhyolite 
 
805 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool  
2728.00 
 
2 
 
0-20 
 
0 
 
Rhyolite 
 
800 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
563.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 338 3 Biface 
567.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 310 3 Biface 
 
1445.00 
 
2 
 
0-20 
 
1 
 
Quartzite 
 
209 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
2739.00 
 
2 
   
Quartzite 
 
211 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
2714.00 2 0-20 0 Petrified Wood 317 1 Ind. 
Core/cobble  
2734.00 
 
2 
 
0-20 
 
0 
 
Quartzite 
 
209 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool  
1152.00 
 
4  
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
338 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
2720.00 2 0-20 0 Petrified Wood 338 1 Undetermin
ed 1446.00 2 0-20 1 Petrified Wood 315 5 Scraper 
470.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 315 5 Scraper 
2411.00   1 Petrified Wood 331 1 Biface 
570.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 314 3 Projectile 
Point 2731.00 2 0-20 0 Quartzite 221 1 Biface 
331.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 315 1 Projectile 
Point 2733.00 2 0-20 0 Quartzite 211 3 Biface 
 
505.00 
 
4 
  
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
331 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool  
1073.00 
 
4 
 
 
3 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
339 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1063.00 4  3 Petrified Wood 314 1 Biface 
1072.00 4  3 Quartzite 211 3 Biface 
560.00 4  2 Quartzite 235 1 Projectile 
Point 561.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 300 3 Biface 
 
844.00 
 
4 
 
 
2 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
315 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
568.00 4  2 Chert 3 3 Projectile 
Point 1447.00 2 0-20 1 Petrified Wood 336 1 Projectile 
Point 845.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 315 1 Scraper 
 
2826.00 
 
2   
 
Quartzite 
 
204 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
875.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 323 3 Biface 
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Art# PI Depth CM LEV Mat_Name MAT COM Artifact 
Class 376.00 4  1 Quartzite 235 3 Biface 
1120.00 4  1 Quartzite 203 5 Biface 
1020.00 4   Quartzite 209 3 Biface 
 
2755.00 
 
2   
 
Rhyolite 
 
803 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1026.00 4   Quartzite 208 3 Biface 
935.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 315 3 Projectile 
Point  
2432.00 
 
4 
  
2 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
315 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1460.00 2   Chert 4 2 Biface 
1105.00 4  1 Rhyolite 803 3 Scraper 
2879.00 2   Petrified Wood 314 3 Biface 
1458.00 2   Petrified Wood 315 3 Biface 
 
2881.00 
 
2 
   
Petrified Wood 
 
334 
 
5 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1647.00 4   Petrified Wood 315 1 Projectile 
Point 1479.00 2   Petrified Wood 300 1 Scraper 
 
1463.00 
 
2 
  
 
Petrified Wood 
 
336 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1649.00 4   Petrified Wood 338 1 Projectile 
Point 1478.00 2   Chert 16 1 Projectile 
Point 1475.00 2   Petrified Wood 338 3 Biface 
 
2880.00 
 
2   
 
Petrified Wood 
 
300 
 
5 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1473.00 2   Chert 6 1 Scraper 
 
127.00 
 
4 
 
0-20 
 
1 
 
Rhyolite 
 
800 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool  
271.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
 
Rhyolite 
 
803 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
62.00 4 0-20 1 Rhyolite 804 2 Scraper 
776.00 4  1 Rhyolite 801 4 Projectile 
Point 564.00 4  2 Quartzite 207 3 Projectile 
Point 1466.00 2   Petrified Wood 338 3 Biface 
 
2894.00 
 
2 
  
 
Petrified Wood 
 
315 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
13.00 4 0-20 1 Quartzite 221 3 Projectile 
Point 665.00 4  1 Quartzite 211 1 Biface 
638.00 4  1 Quartzite 204 3 Undetermine
d 2772.00 2   Rhyolite 800 1 Core 
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Art# PI Depth CM LEV Mat_Name MAT COM Artifact 
Class  
2435.00 
 
6 
  
 
Rhyolite 
 
806 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool  
2763.00 
 
2   
 
Rhyolite 
 
803 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1477.00 2   Petrified Wood 300 3 Scraper 
 
1469.00 
 
2   
 
Petrified Wood 
 
334 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool  
1465.00 
 
2   
 
Petrified Wood 
 
344 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1096.00 4  1 Rhyolite 804 1 Scraper 
2883.00 2   Petrified Wood 323 3 Biface 
1459.00 2   Petrified Wood 331 3 Biface 
1467.00 2   Petrified Wood 326 3 Scraper 
2877.00 2   Petrified Wood 334 3 Biface 
 
1468.00 
 
2 
   
Petrified Wood 
 
331 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
2895.00 2   Petrified Wood 315 3 Biface 
 
2887.00 
 
2 
   
Petrified Wood 
 
326 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1472.00 2   Petrified Wood 315 3 Projectile 
Point  
453.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
Undif. 
Micro/Crypto 
 
999 
 
3 
 
Biface 
1095.00 4  1 Rhyolite 800 4 Biface 
482.00 4  1 Chert 42 2 Biface 
273.00 4  1 Chalcedony 113 3 Projectile 
Point 200.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 327 3 Projectile 
Point 184.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 339 3 Projectile 
Point 1084.00 4  5 Quartzite 214 1 Projectile 
Point 1083.00 4  5 Petrified Wood 321 1 Biface 
680.00 4  1 Quartzite 226 3 Biface 
547.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 300 3 Biface 
 
1099.00 
 
4  
 
1 
 
Quartzite 
 
211 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
1079.00 
 
4 
  
5 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
338 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1082.00 4  5 Petrified Wood 340 1 Core 
1400.00 2 10-18 1 Quartzite 211 1 Chopper 
 
2821.00 
 
2 
   
Quartzite 
 
204 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
246 
 
 
Art# PI Depth CM LEV Mat_Name MAT COM Artifact 
Class  
1398.00 
 
2 
 
10-18 
 
1 
 
Quartzite 
 
205 
 
5 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
1401.00 
 
2 
 
0-50 
 
1 
 
Quartzite 
 
211 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
2824.00 
 
2 
   
Quartzite 
 
206 
 
2 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1081.00 4  5 Quartzite 208 3 Ind. 
Core/cobble  
2735.00 
 
4  
 
1 
 
Quartzite 
 
204 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
107.00 4 0-20 1 Quartzite 201 1 Projectile 
Point  
12.00 
 
4 
 
0-20 
 
1 
 
Quartzite 
 
222 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool  
282.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
 
Quartzite 
 
221 
 
3 
 
Uniface_nat 
scraper 
280.00 4  1 Quartzite 209 3 Biface 
 
97.00 
 
4 
 
0-20 
 
1 
 
Quartzite 
 
202 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
668.00 4  1 Quartzite 205 3 Biface 
90.00 4 0-20 1 Quartzite 203 3 Projectile 
Point  
91.00 
 
4 
 
0-20 
 
1 
 
Quartzite 
 
223 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
275.00 4  1 Quartzite 208 3 Biface 
186.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 331 3 Biface 
728.00 4  1 Quartzite 226 3 Projectile 
Point 235.00 4  1 Quartzite 205 3 Biface 
284.00 4  1 Quartzite 209 3 Biface 
126.00 4 0-20 1 Quartzite 204 3 Biface 
628.00 4  1 Quartzite 209 3 Biface 
650.00 4  1 Quartzite 229 1 Projectile 
Point 639.00 4  1 Quartzite 222 1 Scraper 
709.00 4  1 Quartzite 208 3 Biface 
 
488.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
Undif. 
Micro/Crypto 
 
924 
 
3 
 
Biface 
1055.00 4   Rhyolite 801 1 Chopper 
 
579.00 
 
4  
 
1 
 
Quartzite 
 
211 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool  
457.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
 
Quartzite 
 
203 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
596.00 4  1 Quartzite 204 3 Biface 
451.00 4  1 Quartzite 204 3 Biface 
595.00 4  1 Quartzite 201 3 Biface 
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Art# PI Depth CM LEV Mat_Name MAT COM Artifact 
Class 593.00 4  1 Quartzite 211 1 Biface 
124.00 4 0-20 1 Quartzite 209 1 Chopper 
449.00 4  1 Chalcedony 114 3 Projectile 
Point 118.00 4 0-20 1 Quartzite 209 1 Chopper 
551.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 329 3 Biface 
586.00 4  1 Chert 1 3 Biface 
 
469.00 
 
4  
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
305 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool  
541.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
 
Unknown 
 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
468.00 4  1 Chert 3   
 
199.00 
 
4  
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
340 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
146.00 4  2 Rhyolite 800 3 Biface 
485.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 305 3 Biface 
 
51.00 
 
4 
 
0-20 
 
1 
 
Quartzite 
 
204 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
2730.00 
 
2 
 
0-20 
 
0 
 
Quartzite 
 
208 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool  
833.00 
 
4 
  
2 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
336 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
797.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 305 3 Biface 
820.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 340 3 Biface 
821.00 4  2 Chert 25 3 Biface 
1674.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 315 2 Biface 
152.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 336 3 Biface 
174.00 4  1 Quartzite 211 3 Projectile 
Point 884.00 4 2.5 1 Quartzite 209 1 Biface 
486.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 337 3 Biface 
 
712.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
 
Quartzite 
 
205 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
5.00 4 0-20 1 Quartzite 203 3 Scraper 
 
116.00 
 
4 
 
0-20 
 
1 
 
Quartzite 
 
211 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
2416.00 2 0-20 0 Chert 50 1 Scraper 
2717.00 2 0-20 0 Petrified Wood 301 5 Undetermin
ed  
2724.00 
 
2 
 
0-20 
 
0 
 
Mudstone 
 
500 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
55.00 4 0-20 1 Quartzite 204 1 Biface 
818.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 300 3 Biface 
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Art# PI Depth CM LEV Mat_Name MAT COM Artifact 
Class 330.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 300 3 Biface 
 
1089.00 
 
4 
   
Chert 
 
40 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
901.00 4 10.2 1 Rhyolite 803 3 Split Cobble 
898.00 4 10.2 1 Quartzite 233 1 Biface 
927.00 4 5 1 Quartzite 233 3 Biface 
318.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 331 1 Biface 
885.00 4 2.5 1 Chert 8 2 Biface 
320.00 4  1 Chert 6 1 Drill 
 
997.00 
 
4 
 
5 
 
1 
 
Quartzite 
 
208 
 
2 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool  
676.00 
 
4 
 
 
1 
 
Quartzite 
 
204 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
941.00 4 14 1 Quartzite 226 3 Projectile 
Point 1603.00 2  3 Petrified Wood 327 3 Biface 
338.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 315 4 Projectile 
Point  
368.00 
 
4  
 
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
316 
 
2 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
398.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 315 1 Scraper 
544.00 4  1 Rhyolite 804 1 Chopper 
211.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 319 3 Projectile 
Point 106.00 4 0-20 1 Petrified Wood 335 3 Biface 
322.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 336 3 Biface 
558.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 337 3 Projectile 
Point 573.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 301 3 Biface 
171.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 341 3 Biface 
1091.00 4   Petrified Wood 313 1 Biface 
 
2760.00 
 
2 
 
35 
  
Petrified Wood 
 
323 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
2757.00 
 
2   
 
Petrified Wood 
 
340 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool  
540.00 
 
4 
  
1 
 
Rhyolite 
 
804 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
2491.00 6  1 Rhyolite 801 1 Chopper 
 
955.00 
 
4 
 
8.8 
 
1 
 
Quartzite 
 
208 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
974.00 4 17.8 1 Quartzite 204 1 Scraper 
150.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 315 3 Biface 
1076.00 4  3 Quartzite 201 1 Projectile 
Point 1042.00 4   Petrified Wood 300 3 Biface 
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Art# PI Depth CM LEV Mat_Name MAT COM Artifact 
Class 1034.00 4   Petrified Wood 315 2 Biface 
1012.00 4   Chert 4 1 Undetermine
d 1643.00 2   Chert 16 1  
992.00 4  1 Quartzite 209 1 Biface 
 
886.00 
 
4 
 
7.6 
 
1 
 
Quartzite 
 
234 
 
1 
 
Uniface_nat 
scraper 
 
544.00 
 
4 
  
1 
 
Rhyolite 
 
803 
 
1 
Misc. 
Chipped/
battered 
tool 1167.00 1   Rhyolite 801 1 Chopper 
 
2966.00 
 
2   
 
Petrified Wood 
 
331 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1170.00 1   Petrified Wood 315 3 Biface 
1178.00 1   Petrified Wood 315 3 Biface 
1165.00 1   Petrified Wood 315 3 Biface 
1169.00 1   Petrified Wood 300 3 Biface 
1186.00 1   Petrified Wood 300 1 Biface 
1177.00 1   Rhyolite 800 1 Scraper 
1142.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 315 3 Scraper 
1160.00 1   Rhyolite 800 1 Scraper 
1126.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 305 3 Biface 
 
1164.00 
 
1   
 
Rhyolite 
 
802 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1411.00 2 45-100 3 Petrified Wood 305 1 Biface 
 
5180.00 
 
2 
  
3 
 
Quartzite 
 
209 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
5175.00 2  3 Quartzite 205 3 Biface 
 
1413.00 
 
2 
 
45-100 
 
3 
 
Quartzite 
 
217 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
5538.00 2  3 Quartzite 208 3 Biface 
830.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 315 3 Biface 
 
1168.00 
 
1 
   
Rhyolite 
 
800 
 
2 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1740.00    Quartzite 215 1 Projectile 
Point 175.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 334 1 Biface 
600.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 317 1 Biface 
5542.00 2  3 Petrified Wood 315 1 Scraper 
2427.00 2   Quartzite 209 4 Biface 
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Art# PI Depth CM LEV Mat_Name MAT COM Artifact 
Class  
1464.00 
 
2 
   
Quartzite 
 
211 
 
5 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1648.00 4   Quartzite 217 3 Projectile 
Point  
1462.00 
 
2 
  Undif. 
Micro/Crypto 
 
900 
 
4 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
1134.00 
 
4  
 
1 
 
Chert 
 
6 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1475.00 2   Quartzite 209 3 Biface 
 
1056.00 
 
4 
 
 
3 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
341 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1456.00 2   Quartzite 204 1 Scraper 
1471.00 2   Quartzite 211 3 Biface 
2788.00 2   Quartzite 209 3 Biface 
 
1474.00 
 
2 
   
Quartzite 
 
211 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1145.00 4  1 Quartzite 204 3 Chopper 
1130.00 4  1 Quartzite 204 3 Biface 
1146.00 4  1 Rhyolite 801 1 Chopper 
1454.00 2   Quartzite 215 1 Scraper 
148.00 4  2 Quartzite 200 3 Biface 
1410.00 2 45-100 3 Quartzite 204 1 Core 
825.00 4  2 Quartzite 209 3 Biface 
809.00 4  2 Quartzite 204 3 Biface 
153.00 4  2 Quartzite 211 1 Scraper 
832.00 4  2 Quartzite 204 1 Scraper 
823.00 4  2 Quartzite 217 4 Scraper 
 
145.00 
 
4 
  
2 
 
Quartzite 
 
205 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
1341.00 2 18-45 2 Petrified Wood 314 1 Biface 
795.00 4  2 Quartzite 211 1 Scraper 
 
5059.00 
 
2 
  
2 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
341 
 
3 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
 
805.00 
 
4 
 
 
2 
 
Quartzite 
 
211 
 
1 
 
Expedient 
Flake Tool 
788.00 4  2 Quartzite 204 3 Biface 
2498.00 4  2 Rhyolite 800 3 Chopper 
136.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 315 3 Biface 
822.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 336 4 Biface 
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Art# PI Depth CM LEV Mat_Name MAT COM Artifact Class 
 
835.00 
 
4 
  
2 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
315 
 
1 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
842.00 4  2 Petrified Wood 314 3 Biface 
137.00 4  2 Chert 6 3 Projectile Point 
1630.00 2  1 Petrified Wood 301 2 Projectile Point 
1058.00 4  3 Petrified Wood 332 3 Biface 
 
2968.00 
 
2 
   
Petrified Wood 
 
301 
 
3 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
1373.00 2  2 Chert 16 1 Biface 
 
1372.00 
 
2 
  
2 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
333 
 
3 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
2242.00 2  2 Chert 10 3 Scraper 
2478.00 2   Petrified Wood 336 1 Biface 
2429.00 2   Quartzite 204 3 Core 
1564.00 2 18-45 2 Petrified Wood 343 3 Projectile Point 
2743.00 2   Rhyolite 803 1 Expedient Flake Tool 
246.00 4  1 Petrified Wood 315 2 Projectile Point 
 
1622.00 
 
4 
  
1 
 
Petrified Wood 
 
315 
 
3 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
1634.00 4  1 Quartzite 209 1 Undetermined 
1621.00 4  1 Quartzite 204 1 Multitask Tool 
 
5557.00 
 
2 
  
2 
 
Rhyolite 
 
802 
 
1 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
1737.00 2  2 Quartzite 203 1 Biface 
5545.00 2  2 Quartzite 200 3 Biface 
5535.00 2  3 Quartzite 211 3 Scraper 
 
2412.00 
 
2 
   
Rhyolite 
 
800 
 
1 
 
Expedient Flake Tool 
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Appendix D: Chi-Squared Test Results 
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Appendix E: Welcome Home Ranch Lithic Data 
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       *centimeters below datum 
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